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Interpretive Animal Resources
Animal Handling and Presentation Protocols
2014-2015

INTRODUCTION
Welcome to the Phoenix Zoo’s Animal Handling and Presentation Training. The following are the Animal Handling and
Presentation Protocols. These protocols have been implemented to comply by the Association of Zoos and Aquariums
(AZA), the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA), the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA), the Zoo and other
federal and state governmental agency standards and guidelines. Please use this and the Individual Species Protocols as
a guide throughout the training process as well as a reference after certification.
These protocols have been implemented to help handlers understand how to respond to various circumstances that
may arise while handling program animals. It is imperative that you utilize good judgment when working with the
animals as animals can be unpredictable.
Animal handling and presentation certification is a privilege and certified individuals accept the responsibility for the
well-being and safety of the animals, the guests and themselves while presenting. By following the Animal Handling and
Presentation Protocols, handlers ensure safe and professional presentations.
The goal of this training is to allow handlers to gain experience handling the Zoo’s program animal collection. Handlers
will feel comfortable and confident with these methods before presenting the animals to guests. The training also
allows handlers to reduce the stress on the animals by using consistent techniques for handling and presenting.
Although you may keep the same or similar animals as pets or have had experience handling them at another facility,
you must follow the techniques outlined in these protocols.
If you have any questions or concerns while reading over these protocols or have any questions in general, do not
hesitate to ask an Animal Resources (AR) staff member at any time. Revisions to these protocols are made on a yearly
basis by AR after discussion and approval.
AZA PRESENTATION OF ANIMALS POLICY
The AZA is dedicated to excellence in animal care and welfare, conservation, education, research and the presentation
of animals in ways that inspire respect for wildlife and nature. The AZA’s position is that animals should always be
presented in adherence to the following core principles:
1) Animal and human health, safety and welfare are never compromised.
2) Education and a meaningful conservation message are integral components of the presentation.
3) The individual animals involved are consistently maintained in a manner that meets their social, physical, behavioral
and nutritional needs.
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ANIMAL HANDLING AND PRESENTATION TRAINING AND CERTIFICATION PROCESS
Zoo staff and volunteers will not handle animals from the Phoenix Zoo’s program animal collection until they have
completed the formal animal handling training course.
There are four steps a new handler must follow in order to be certified on handling and presenting the program animal
collection at the Zoo.
1) Orientation – general handling and presentation basics and tour of animal holding areas
2) Animal Training Class– hands-on training with the program animal collection
3) Animal Handling Test – covering the general handling and presentation basics
4) Certification Class – hands-on assessment with the program animal collection
Multiple classes will be offered throughout the year and it is the trainee’s responsibility to sign up for one orientation
class, one training class for each animal level, one animal handling test class, and one certification class for each animal
level. Depending on the abilities you demonstrate, it is possible you may have to attend more than one training class
prior to the certification class. Handlers will only be trained on the animal levels that their supervisor requests based on
programming needs.
The animal coordinator conducts each class session. He/she will go over the Animal Handling and Presentation
Protocols and Individual Species Protocols. Each trainee will then practice handling every animal. The animal
coordinator will evaluate and give suggestions on improving handling and presentation techniques. After completion of
each class, each trainee will demonstrate their knowledge of the protocols via a written test and a practical certification
where their handling will be evaluated by the animal coordinator. Certification lasts one year.
Each scheduled class (orientation, training, test, certification and recertification) will start promptly five minutes after
the scheduled start time. Late admittance will not be permitted.
Certified individuals must participate in a recertification class once a year. Recertification consists of a written test, a
demonstration of techniques and/or a review and update of the Animal Handling and Presentation Protocols and
Individual Species Protocols.
Supplementary training classes are conducted whenever a new animal is added to a level that you have already been
certified on (when staffing permits).
During the written test, all handlers need to score 85 percent or higher before proceeding to the certification or
recertification class.
During certification and recertification classes, all handlers are evaluated using the animal handling and presentation
rubric. During certification, each handler must properly demonstrate with no assistance that they can:
1) Collect an animal from its home enclosure
2) Return an animal to its home enclosure
3) Collect an animal from its transport
4) Return an animal to its transport
5) Handle the animal for educational presentations
6) Utilize presentation props (e.g., corrals, perches, etc.) when applicable
7) Harness the animal when applicable
8) Transport the animal
9) Answer questions regarding the animal’s natural and individual history
10) Recognize the signs of stress of the animal
11) Answer questions regarding the animal handling policy
12) Maintain a comfortable/confident demeanor when working with the animal
13) Maintain a positive attitude and respect for the animal
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The animal handling and presentation rubric utilizes the following scoring system:
0 = No Mistakes, Issues and/or Concerns
1 = Minor Mistakes, Issues and/or Concerns
2 = Major Mistakes, Issues and/or Concerns
Minor Mistakes, Issues and/or Concerns: A violation of protocol that does not put the animal, handler, and/or guest in a
potentially dangerous situation. Examples: Not flipping an “In Use” tag, not cleaning equipment after use, not returning
furniture to the original location, not touching the animal on its back prior to picking it up, etc.
Major Mistakes, Issues and/or Concerns: A violation of protocol that could put the animal, handler, and/or guest in a
potentially dangerous situation. Examples: Not locking an enclosure, not providing mammals with water, leaving an
animal unattended and/or unsecured, placing an animal in the wrong transport or enclosure, improper handling
methods, etc.
During certification or recertification, you will be evaluated by the animal coordinator via the animal handling and
presentation rubric. The animal coordinator places a mark for every minor or major mistake that the handler makes in
the appropriate category. Handlers may receive more than one mark in one category. Handlers must score a “0” or “1”
in all the categories to be certified. If a handler receives three or more scores of “1” in any combination of the
categories, they will not be certified on that animal. If a handler receives a score of “2” in any of the categories, they will
not be certified on that animal.
Each handler’s animal handling and presentation training and certification will be documented through the use of animal
handling and presentation check-off sheets. A hard copy of the check-off sheets will be kept by the animal coordinator
and a copy may be requested by handlers at any time. Certification status will also be documented digitally and may be
accessed on the Zoo’s Q drive. Q:\Programs\Program Animals\Certifications.
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PROGRAM ANIMAL LEVELS
The animals used in programs at the Zoo all have different personalities and tolerance levels. The animals are grouped
into different categories based on their demeanor, size, activity level and the skill set required to handle safely. Certain
animals cannot be handled by everyone and are not allowed for general use. The following is a description of the levels
of animal handling.
Basic: These animals are very tractable and can be presented in all of the programs offered at the Zoo.
Intermediate: These animals are tractable but have some limitations. The handler needs to pay special attention to the
differences of each individual animal. The handler of intermediate animals must develop more specialized techniques
than basic animals required.
Advanced: These animals have limitations. The handler needs to pay special attention to the differences of each
individual animal. Ability to work with some advanced animal species requires an understanding of the training
practices used by AR. The handler of advanced animals must develop more specialized techniques than intermediate
animals required.
Expert: These animals have very specific trained behaviors and are reserved for AR staff only. The handler of expert
animals must develop more specialized techniques than advanced animals required.
Farm: These animals are tractable and are presented in a few programs offered at the Zoo. Ability to work with farm
animals requires supervisor approval.
Each animal is also broken down into subcategories based on the method of handling.
Level A: Animals that are presented in a display box and are not handled by the handler. Guests may not touch these
animals.
Level B: Animals that are handled by the handler only. Guests may not touch these animals.
Level C: Animals that are handled by the handler only. Guests may touch these animals with handler supervision.
The levels of animal handling that each handler can be trained and certified on are determined by their supervisor and
the AR manager. Handlers will not be forced to handle any animal they do not feel comfortable with; however handlers
are required to handle all the animals at the basic and intermediate levels in order to be certified on the entire level.
For advanced, expert and farm animals, handlers are not required to be certified on the entire level, but instead will be
certified by individual animal.
Individuals are only permitted to work and interact with animals they are currently certified to handle. Interactions
include, but are not limited to, talking to, touching, holding, offering food to and asking for a behavior of an animal.
Appropriate interactions are limited to the procedures and methods outlined in the handling protocols.
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PROGRAM ANIMAL LEVELS
Basic
scorpions & vinegaroons
spiders
giant African millipedes
Arizona walking sticks
death feigning beetles
longhorn cactus beetles
Madagascar hissing cockroaches
bat cave cockroaches
tiger salamander
White's tree frogs
box turtles
tortoises
leopard geckos
bearded dragons
Saharan spiny-tailed lizard
Arizona mountain kingsnake
ball pythons
Brazilian rainbow boas
California kingsnake
cornsnake
grey-banded kingsnakes
long nosed snake
woma python
cactus mice
Egyptian fruit bats
ferrets
hedgehogs
Norway rats
rabbits
white winged dove

Intermediate
African bullfrogs
Sonoran Desert toads
blue tongue skink
crested gecko
European legless lizard
prehensile tailed skink
San Esteban chuckwallas
western chuckwallas
gopher snakes
Mexican black kingsnakes
rosy boa
greater hedgehog tenrecs
lesser hedgehog tenrecs
three banded armadillo
Advanced
black & white tegu
cave rat snake
common boa constrictors
dwarf reticulated python
degus
short tailed opossums
American kestrels “Danica” & “Patrick”
burrowing owl “Cholla”
great horned owl “Annie”
Harris' hawk “Merlin”
spectacled owl “Tikal”
tawny frogmouth “Sydney”

Expert
Burmese python
Malayan water monitor
African crested porcupine
Indian crested porcupine
kinkajou
nine banded armadillo
prairie dogs
rabbits - giant Flemish
striped skunk
tammar scrub wallaby
white nosed coati
barn owl
Eurasian eagle owl
golden eagle
great horned owl
Harris' hawk
Swainson's hawk
African grey parrot
Goffin's cockatoo
hyacinth macaws
scarlet macaw
yellow headed Amazon parrot
king vulture
kookaburra
Merriam's turkey
ravens
roadrunners
southern ground hornbill
Farm
chickens
goats
equine
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DISCIPLINARY ACTION
If procedures/protocols are not followed, it is possible to be placed on probation or decertified. All infractions will be
reported to the handler’s direct supervisor via an animal handling infraction report. Corrective actions for minor to
medium infractions can vary from verbal to written warnings and may require a protocol review with AR staff. Severe
infractions or multiple lesser infractions can result in corrective actions such as probation or decertification. If placed on
probation, handling privileges will be temporarily suspended until the incident is reviewed with the individual involved,
area manager/supervisor, AR manager and corrective action is taken. Handlers that do not follow the animal handling
protocols can be decertified from handling any program animal(s) at the Zoo. Duration of decertification will be
evaluated on a case by case basis depending on the severity of the infraction. All violations are addressed on an
individual basis with the handler’s supervisor and the Human Resources department when applicable.
Below are examples of infractions. This list is not all inclusive and disciplinary action may be taken for any animal
handling infraction that occurs.
Minor Infractions:
- Failing to clean transport containers or supplies after use
- Failing to sign animals in/out
- Failing to flip an “In Use” tag on an animal enclosure
- Failing to wear proper attire for handling
- Failing to fill out a Daily Section Report (DSR) after a program
Medium Infractions:
- Failing to lock secondary containment gates
- Failing to wear gloves when required
- Allowing yourself to get surrounded while presenting an animal
- Not following proper hand washing protocols
- Taking a snake that is shedding or feeding on a program
- Taking an animal to a program that has reached it maximum usage for the week without approval from the AR
manager or animal coordinator
- Failing to report unusual animal behavior or handler mistakes
Major Infractions:
- Failing to provide mammals with water at their destination
- Breaking temperature guidelines or failing to use hot or cold packs when needed
- Leaving animals in the direct sun
- Improper animal handling methods
- Leaving an animal unattended in a public area
- Failing to return an animal to its enclosure after a program
- Placing an animal in a wrong transport or enclosure
- Presenting predators and prey too close in proximity
- Failing to feed or provide water for an animal when returning after a program
- Failing to report an animal injury, animal inflicted human injury or animal escape
- Failing to lock or secure an animal enclosure
- Using an animal in a presentation that is off programs, injured, ill or potentially injured or ill
- Failing to notify AR manager of animal health concerns
- Driving too fast or reckless with animals in cart/vehicle or not securing animals in cart/vehicle
- Failing to follow a direct request by supervisor/staff
In the event that you witness anyone mishandling an animal or failing to follow the protocols, immediately speak to
your supervisor, the AR manager or the animal coordinator.
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EXAMPLE

Animal Handling and Presentation Infraction Report

Date of Incident:
Program:
Handler(s) Involved:
Supervisor(s) Notified:
Details of Infraction:
Severity of Infraction:

Minor

Medium

Major

Multiple

Recommended Action:
AR Action/Protocol Change:
Incident Report Prepared By:
Date:
Comments:
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EMERGENCY SITUATIONS
Despite all efforts to minimize risks when handling and presenting animals to guests, it is acknowledged that accidents
are possible and will occur. It is required to have a radio with you at all times when working with the program animal
collection in case an emergency situation arises. If you take an animal offsite, you must take a cell phone with you,
along with the Zoo’s emergency contact list which is located in the animal care kit.
Emergency Contacts:
Phoenix Zoo
Program Animal Emergency Contact List
Phoenix Zoo Main Line: 602.273.1341
*** These numbers are for animal emergency use only. For any other situation that may arise, please contact your
supervisor. ***
Contact the appropriate manager for emergencies involving the program animal collection. The AR manager must be
contacted for any emergency involving program mammals and birds. The reptile manager must be contacted for any
emergency involving program invertebrates, amphibians, and reptiles. The farm manager must be contacted for any
emergency involving program farm animals.
In an emergency situation, please contact in the following order…
1. Contact the AR, reptile, or farm manager immediately for any emergency involving the program animal collection.
2. If unavailable, contact any Living Collections (LC) manager or curator.
3. If unavailable, contact ACC staff. LC managers must be informed if you contact ACC directly!
4. If all LC managers and ACC staff are unavailable, contact the Park Rangers.
If contacting after hours, leave a phone message. The manager should call you back in a few minutes. If they do not
contact you within 10 minutes, contact the next manager on the list.
Name/Title
Animal Resources (AR) Trail
Heather Buck – AR Manager
Reptile Trail
Paula Swanson – Reptile Manager
Farm and Equine Trail
Becky Manning – Farm and Equine Manager
Living Collections (LC)
Other LC Managers
Drew Foster – Curator of AR, Birds, Ectotherms, Farm
Kara Schilling – Curator of Mammals
Rich Sartor – Director of Animal Management
Animal Care Clinic (ACC)
Dr. Kristen Phair – Veterinarian
Dr. Gary West - Veterinarian
Veterinary Technicians
Park Rangers
Park Rangers
Park Ranger Base

Responsible for:
Program mammals and
birds
Program invertebrates,
amphibians, and reptiles
Program farm animals
and equine

AR, Reptile, & Farm trails

Radio No.

Ext. No.

AR-12

Ext. 7332

Reptile-12

Ext. 7610

Equine-12

Ext. 7630

LC Manager
LC 8
LC 7
LC 6

Ext. 7626
Ext. 7623
Ext. 7310

ACC 51
ACC 52
ACC 53

Ext. 7351
Ext. 7350
Ext. 7353

Rangers
Ranger Base

Ext. 7889 - Cell 602.568.8807
Ext. 7000

A complete list of emergency contacts is located in the animal care kit.
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Human Injury Protocol:
If an animal from the program animal collection bites, scratches or injures you, remain calm. Return the animal to its
transport or enclosure immediately. Notify your supervisor and the Park Rangers of your injury. The Park Rangers will
tend to your medical needs if necessary. An incident report must be filled out. Park Rangers fill out incident reports for
volunteers and supervisors fill out incident reports for staff. Once you have seen to your own medical needs, contact
the AR manager or animal coordinator. Communicating the injury inflicted by an animal is mandatory for the health and
safety of both you and the animal. Report any animal inflicted injury on the Daily Section Report (DSR).
If an animal from the program animal collection bites, scratches or injures a guest, remain calm. Return the animal to its
transport or enclosure immediately. Immediately notify the Park Rangers no matter how minor the injury appears. The
Park Rangers must be notified if a Zoo guest is injured, no exceptions. Once you ensure the Park Rangers have seen to
the guest’s medical needs contact the AR manager or animal coordinator. Communicating the injury inflicted by an
animal is mandatory for the health and safety of the animal. Report any animal inflicted injury on the DSR.
Animal Injury or Illness Protocol:
If an animal is injured, ill or behaving abnormally; remain calm. Return the animal to its transport or enclosure
immediately. Do NOT use the animal! Contact the AR, reptile or farm manager to communicate the details of the injury
or illness. If unavailable, contact any other LC manager. You may be instructed to return the animal to its home
enclosure, transport the animal up to the Animal Care Clinic (ACC), or wait for a LC manager to arrive and assess the
injury or illness. LC staff can be contacted on the LC channel on the radio. Once the animal is returned to its enclosure
or is under the care of keeper/vet staff, report the injury or illness to the AR manager or animal coordinator.
Communicating the animal injury or illness is mandatory for the health and safety of the animal. Report any injuries or
illnesses observed on the DSR.
Any animal injury that may result in head trauma (e.g., transport falls with an animal inside, bird bates into an object,
object falls on the animal, etc.) must be reported immediately to the AR, reptile, farm or other LC manager! Once the
animal is returned to its enclosure or is under the care of keeper/vet staff, report the injury or illness to the AR manager
or animal coordinator. Communicating the animal injury or illness is mandatory for the health and safety of the animal.
Report any injuries or illnesses observed on the DSR.
Animal Escape:
In the event of an animal escape, remain calm. Immediately call “Ranger Base” on the RANGER channel on the radio.
Attempt to keep the animal in sight at all times. Inform “Base” that you have a “Code Blue.” Give them the species of
the animal, the location of the animal (or the last location the animal was seen in), whether or not you have the animal
in sight and whose assistance you require. (e.g., “I have a Code Blue rabbit at Lakeside heading toward zebra. I have the
animal in sight. I am requesting AR keeper assistance.”) After calling the code, if there is no danger of injury to the
animal, the handler or the guests, the handler can attempt to contain the animal while waiting for assistance. Do not
attempt to regain control of the animal until keepers arrive. When the keepers arrive, the senior member will take over
the recovery. Once the senior member of the staff takes over, it is very important to provide assistance in crowd
control. After the code is called off, a Code Blue report needs to be filled out. Typically the senior member of staff will
fill out the report, but your assistance may be required. Report the escape on the DSR. Every escape situation is unique.
For more information, please refer to the Zoo’s updated Escaped Animal Policy.
Animal Death:
In the event of an animal death, inform the AR, reptile or farm manager immediately. If the manager is unavailable,
contact any LC manager. Do not announce this information publicly over the radio. Use a private channel on the radio,
get the manager’s phone extension and call them to relay this information or ask them to meet you at your location.
Report the death on the DSR.

.
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ANIMAL “SENSE”
Being a good animal handler involves having “animal sense,” a common sense when it comes to dealing with animals.
Knowing what an animal is capable of, being alert and knowing how to avoid potential issues is a crucial part of this job.
Never give the animal the benefit of the doubt! Even if the animal “has never done it before” does not mean it won’t.
Using good judgment will keep you, the guests and the animals safe. Always remember, no matter how calm or friendly
they seem, these animals are not domesticated and any one of them is capable of behaving so.
While this training is primarily focused on the handling and presentation techniques, it is just as important for each
handler to research the natural history and behavior of the animals that you will be working with. All of the animals you
will handle have individual personalities and natural behaviors characteristic of their species. Your personal knowledge
of the species and the individual animal will be your greatest insurance against mishaps.
Note that the program animal collection is property of the Zoo and is to be treated as such. It is essential for all handlers
to be consistent in relation to working with the animals. Inconsistencies will lead to a break-down in the animal’s
behavior and will result in the animal being taken off programs.
SAFETY
The safety of the handlers and guests and the welfare of the animals are always the top priorities. If you witness any
practices or equipment that is unsafe, report them immediately to your supervisor and/or the AR manager.
The Three L’s:
The Three L’s stand for Life, Liquid and Locks. Always check for these three things when collecting or returning any
animal. Make sure the animal is alive and healthy, make sure it has access to water and make sure its enclosure is
locked and/or secured. Get into the habit of always checking these three things, even for other animals and exhibits
throughout the Zoo.
Zoonotic Diseases:
Zoonotic diseases refer to diseases that are capable of being transmitted between animals and humans and vice versa.
They may be caused by a number of viral, bacterial, fungal or parasitic organisms. While the Zoo strives to keep our
animal collection as healthy as possible, disease can and does occasionally occur. In general, the risk of the public
contracting a disease is minimal to non-existent due to the distance or barrier between the public, the animals and their
enclosures. Many Zoo programs and events however, are enhanced by the close proximity of animal participants and
the touching opportunities they provide. The following are policies that will minimize the risks of disease transmission.
Tuberculosis (TB) Testing: Only staff and volunteers who have a current negative TB test may handle the program animal
collection. Staff and volunteers are required to get a TB test annually.
Off Programs: Any animal undergoing health or behavioral issues that may make them unsuitable for programs will be
placed off program usage and cannot be handled. Determination as to an individual’s health status, well-being and
ability to be on programs are at the discretion of the trail manager and/or veterinary staff. If an animal is pulled off
programs, a red card saying “Off Programs” will be attached to its enclosure. Animals will be placed back on programs at
the trail manager’s and/or vet staff’s discretion.
Cold/Flu Symptoms: If you are exhibiting any cold or flu symptoms, you should not handle animals, as some illnesses can
be zoonotic and can transfer to the program animal collection. If you are exhibiting any cold or flu symptoms, it is your
responsibility to contact your direct supervisor and find another staff member to cover your animal handling shift.
Quarantine: The Zoo’s program animal collection must not come into contact with animals outside the Zoo. Another
zoo’s collection, a private collection, assistance/service animals, classroom animals and pets must be confined and
removed (at least 50 feet) from the general presentation area.
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Hand Washing: Staff and volunteers should wash their hands with soap and water before and after handling each
animal. When soap and water are not available, hand sanitizer may be used. Guests and program participants should
be provided with hand sanitizer after touching an animal. If you are going to allow guests to touch the animal, you must
have a second person help you administer sanitizer. If you feel that you will not be able to administer sanitizer to the
crowd in front of you, you should not allow guests to touch the animal. After using the sanitizer no one should touch or
handle another animal until his/her hands are dry. The Zoo does allow children under the age of 5 and pregnant women
to touch animals at their (or their guardian’s) own discretion, but it is vital to use sanitizer. Guests should not touch
animals in any program involving immuno-compromised individuals (e.g., those in hospitals, nursing homes, etc.).
Dress Code and Grooming: A designated set of clothing (e.g., uniforms) and a designated pair of closed-toed shoes must
be worn in animal areas and when working with Zoo animals. These clothes and shoes must be designated for Zoo use
only and not cross-contaminated with any animals at home or outside of the Zoo. Accessories such as rings, bracelets,
necklaces, earrings, watches, belts and keys that are loose, hang or have sharp components may not be worn while
handling animals. Scented chemicals such as perfumes, colognes, aftershaves and deodorants should be applied lightly
or abstained from when handling animals.
Cleaning Presentation Area: If an animal defecates, urinates or regurgitates/casts during a program, it is the
responsibility of the handler to ensure that the presentation area is spot cleaned thoroughly. If you know a particular
animal is more likely to defecate or urinate during the program, be proactive and place newspaper underneath the
presentation area. Vinegar is provided in the animal care kits to clean the presentation area. Cleaners and disinfectants
(e.g., bleach, citrus hydroxyclean, quat, vinegar, etc.) are provided in animal holding areas.
Food and Beverages: According to U.S. FDA guidelines (Article No. 6-501.115), live animals may not be allowed on the
premises of food establishments on or offsite. In non-restaurant/food establishments onsite (e.g., Savanna Grill picnic
area, Cavern Café picnic area, Pavilion, etc.) animals cannot be transported or handled within 20 feet of where food and
drinks are being prepared, served or consumed. In non-restaurant/food establishments offsite (e.g., resorts, schools,
homes, etc.) animals cannot be transported or handled within 50 feet of where food and drinks are being prepared,
served or consumed.
Smoking: Animals are not allowed in areas where smoking is permitted.
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ANIMAL REQUESTS AND RESERVATIONS
Animal requests should be made at least two weeks prior to the scheduled presentation via the animal coordinator.
Requests made less than two weeks in advance may not be approved. Fill out a program animal request form found on
the Q drive and email the request to the animal coordinator. Q:\Programs\Program Animals\Animal Requests\Program
Animal Request Form.doc
EXAMPLE
Date(s): Monday, January 1 & Tuesday, January 2

Time: 8 a.m. – 12 p.m.
(include collection and returning time)

Program: School Group - Animal Discovery
Theme: Animal Kingdom
Location: Neely Center - Curiosity
Animals Requested: insect, amphibian, reptile, mammal, and bird
Instructor(s): Alice
Restrictions: No owls or snakes – Native American
restrictions
To ensure the proper rotation and use of the program animals, requests should be as generic as possible (e.g., ‘bird and
mammal’ rather than ‘Harris’ hawk and Norway rat’ or ‘rainforest snake and rainforest amphibian’ rather than ‘Brazilian
rainbow boa and White’s tree frog’). This ensures appropriate animal usage. When necessary, specific animals may be
requested to fit a specific theme or touchable animals may be requested for early childhood or special needs programs.
Be sure to notify the animal coordinator of program cancellations or changes in departure or return times to minimize
stress on the pre-boxed animals. This will also prevent staff concern when animals are not picked up or returned at the
designated time. If a program is cancelled after AR staff has gone home for the evening, it is the instructor’s
responsibility to return any pre-boxed animals to their enclosure.
When making animal reservations, be aware of any cultural restrictions that any of the program participants may have
and request animals accordingly. Specifically, many Native American tribes in Arizona have cultural beliefs that prevent
them from viewing particular animals like snakes and owls.
When to Work:
All animal reservations and schedules are posted on the online program “When to Work” (W2W). To view your animal
reservations go online to https://whentowork.com/logins.htm. Enter “ZooInstructor” as the sign-in ID and “phxzoo” for
the password. Click on “show everyone’s schedule”. There are five different views to look at the schedule – daily,
weekly, monthly, chart and in-out. The daily, weekly and monthly views are the best view to see the animals scheduled
for your program. The chart view is a great tool to use to check the usage status of an individual animal in case a last
minute animal substitution needs to be made. In all views you may narrow the list of scheduled animals by using the
“display” drop down and selecting a particular program or group of programs to view. If you have any issues using the
W2W online program, contact the animal coordinator. There are also hard copies of the current week’s animal schedule
posted in the AR office, APC mammals, APC reptiles, horse barn and tortoise barn.
Animals for Personal Use:
Animals may not be handled by staff or volunteers when they are off the clock. No animals may be taken offsite by staff
or volunteers for personal use (e.g., program for family or friends, etc.) without booking an Outreach program through
Reservations.
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COLLECTING ANIMALS FOR PROGRAMS
Always allow plenty of time to collect animals for your program. Mistakes occur most often when a handler is in a hurry.
When entering the gates into any animal holding area be sure to close and secure the gate behind you. This is
considered the secondary containment and needs to be secure in case an animal gets out of the primary containment.
When entering any animal holding area, be sure to close and secure the door behind you. This is considered the primary
containment and needs to be secure in case an animal escapes.
Locate the animal reservation sheets that are posted near the door in the AR office, APC mammals, APC reptiles, horse
barn and tortoise barn – these are the same schedules that you can view online on W2W. Look on the animal
reservation sheet to find the animal(s) that you are scheduled to use for your program and gather up all the necessary
supplies for collection (e.g., harness, lead, gloves, water bottles, towels, etc.). Only take the animals that are reserved
for your program.
Locate any pre-boxed animals. The Egyptian fruit bats, tawny frogmouth, white-winged dove and all raptors will be preboxed by AR staff and will be located in the APC mammals (bats) or AR office (birds). For all other animals, locate the
correct transport container and make sure the bottom is lined with the correct substrate. See the Individual Species
Protocols for the correct substrate to use. Open the transport and place it near the animal’s enclosure.
Wash your hands thoroughly with soap and water before collecting your scheduled animal. Locate the correct animal
enclosure and check for any tags (e.g., In Use, Off Programs, Snake is Blue, Snake is Feeding, Feed Me Out) that may be
posted on the enclosure. If the animal is available, proceed with acquiring the animal. If the animal is unavailable,
contact the animal coordinator to get a replacement animal. If the animal coordinator is unavailable, ask any AR staff
member to check for another available animal. If AR staff has left for the day or is unavailable, check the schedule and
take another animal that is not scheduled for a program the day of, the day prior and the day after. This will ensure that
the animal will not exceed its maximum usage for the week. Note the change of the animal on the reservation sheet
and on the DSR. If no replacement animal is available, you will have to do without.
Before opening an animal enclosure to retrieve an animal, find the location of the animal, the location of its head, as
well as assess the status of the animal. If an animal appears abnormal, ill, stressed, aggressive, blue, etc., do not use!
See if another replacement animal is available. If the animal appears normal, open the enclosure and move the
furniture around if necessary to access the animal. If appropriate, gently touch the animal on its back to let it know you
are there before picking the animal up. Gently pick up the animal following the Individual Species Protocols. Place the
animal in its transport container and close and secure the transport container. Before closing the home enclosure,
return the furniture to its original location and then close and secure the enclosure. Flip the white identification tag on
the front of the enclosure over so the yellow “In Use” tag is showing. Wash your hands with soap and water.
Collect all the necessary supplies before leaving the building. Take an animal care kit and make sure it has all of its
contents. If contents are missing, restock or get another care kit. Bring hot or cold packs if necessary. Hot and cold
packs are only located in APC mammals and APC reptiles as the other program animal buildings do not have refrigerators
and/or microwaves. To heat a hot pack, follow the instructions posted on the microwaves in the APC.
Before leaving the building, double-check that you have all your supplies, that all enclosures are closed and secured and
that all “In Use” tags on the enclosures have been flipped. Sign the animals out on the animal reservations sheet. Write
your initials and the time in the margins next to the scheduled animals. You must sign animals in and out so activity and
traffic in the program animal buildings can be logged. The reservation sheets are reviewed on a daily basis.
The door that connects APC mammals and APC reptiles will not be used to transport animals from one side to the other
to prevent cross-contamination.
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Tags:
Every animal transport has an identification tag attached to it that contains relevant information on the individual
animal and a mini fact sheet tag that contains basic natural history information on the species.
Every home enclosure has a white identification tag attached that contains relevant information on the individual
animal. On the flip side of this tag is the yellow “In Use” tag for that particular animal. Simply flip the info tag over so
the “In Use” side is showing when taking an animal out for a program. Flip the tag back to the white identification side
when the animal is returned.
On all snake enclosures is an additional tag that has their feed day information. Never take a snake on its feed day or
the day after its feed day. A snake needs approximately 48 hours to digest its food before going out on a program. A
green “Snake is Feeding” tag will be placed on the enclosure by reptile keepers after they have fed the snake and will be
removed by reptile keepers. This green tag may not be placed on the enclosure first thing in the morning as reptile
keepers may not arrive to service the area until later in the day.
A blue “Snake is Blue” tag will be placed on a snake enclosure by reptile keepers when the snake is opaque/blue and is
getting ready to shed. Never use a snake that is getting ready to shed. Never place a “Snake is Blue” tag on an
enclosure if you find a snake is shedding. Note it on the DSR and inform the reptile keepers who will put the tag up. If
reptile keepers are not in the area, leave them a note.
A red “Off Programs” tag will be placed on an animal’s enclosure whenever the animal has been taken off programs for
medical or behavioral reasons.
An orange “Animal in Training – Not Available for Programs” tag will be placed on an animal’s enclosure when the
animal is off programs for training purposes. Usually this is for an animal that is new to the collection and is not yet
ready for public programs or general use.
A pink “Feed Me Out” tag will be placed on either the transport container and/or the home enclosure if the animal
needs to be fed out the remainder of its diet after a program. Locate the animal’s diet in the refrigerator and feed the
animal out following the guidelines outlined in the Individual Species Protocol when you return the animal.
A purple “In Use – Zoomobile” tag will be placed on the home enclosure by the instructor whenever an animal is taken
for an overnight Zoomobile program. This tag allows the keepers to know that the animal will not be returning for
several days. Remove the “In Use – Zoomobile” tag when the animal is returned.
NEVER attach or remove a tag unless it is an “In Use” tag or a “Feed Me Out” tag.
Equipment:
A large variety of equipment and supplies are needed to collect, transport, present and return program animals. The
Zoo will supply all equipment necessary for animal handling. Items brought from home will not be permitted (e.g., soap,
sanitizers, gloves, etc.) Check that all the equipment you plan to use is in good condition. Report any necessary repairs
immediately and do not “make do” until the correct equipment is ready and available. Equipment includes crates,
transport containers, corrals, perches, gloves, harnesses, leads, substrate mats, items in care kits, snake hooks, hot/cold
packs, water bottles, water crocks, blankets, raptor equipment (leads, swivels, jesses, anklets), etc. Report all damaged
equipment to the animal coordinator and note it on the DSR. Do not use the animal if any of their equipment is
damaged.
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Animal Care Kits:
Whenever you take an animal away from its home enclosure, you must bring an animal care kit with you. Check the
care kit prior to leaving the program animal building to make sure that it is stocked with all of its contents. Each animal
care kit should include: three bottles of Purell hand sanitizer, a bottle of aged water, a bottle of diluted vinegar, a
thermometer, three pairs of nitrile gloves, a pair of tongs, a pair of rubber-tipped hemostats, a small tupperware
container with a lid, a laminated venomous invertebrate escape card, an emergency contact card and SDS sheets for all
chemicals located in the care kit. If the care kit is running low on or missing any of these items, restock those items (do
not take items from another care kit to do so) or take another care kit in its place. When returning a care kit, make sure
that all the contents are accounted for prior to putting it away. Remove any trash from the care kit and dispose of it. If
you used any aged water, fill the water bottle using the aged water container or RO water spout in APC reptiles. If you
used any nitrile gloves, throw away the used gloves and replace with a new pair. If anything has spilled in the care kit,
clean it out.
TRANSPORTING ANIMALS
Always carry the animal transport containers with two hands, keeping the carrier level. Avoid bumping or jostling the
transport container when moving. Hold the transport container by the sides or the bottom when moving to minimize
swinging. Never hold the transport by the handle of the carrier. Never stack transport containers on top of one another
when transporting.
When loading transport containers into a cart or vehicle, be aware of predator/prey relationships; never arrange
transports in a fashion where prey have visual access to predators or vice versa. Do not place open ends of carriers
together. Never stack a transport container on top of another during transportation. If transporting birds or bats,
position the transport so the perch/footholds are parallel to the direction of travel. Animal transport containers should
be secured to prevent shifting during transportation. If transporting animals with a cart, transport containers must be
secured in the bed of the cart and the bed rails must be in place and secure. Transport containers cannot be placed on
the floor or seats of the cart.
When driving animals in a cart or vehicle, be sure to drive slowly, cautiously and avoid fast acceleration or braking
when possible.
Please be aware that the bed of carts can reach excessive temperatures when parked in direct sun. You must cool down
the bed of the cart prior to transporting animals. (Example: spray down the bed of the cart with a hose, place a wet
towel or sheet on top of the bed, etc.)
All program animals are Zoo property and therefore, Zoo vehicles must be used to transport animals for programs.
Animals cannot be transported in personal vehicles.
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TEMPERATURE AND WEATHER GUIDELINES
Program animals may be used in any program, indoors or outdoors, where the temperature of the presentation area is
between 65 and 90 degrees. Program animals may be used for no more than five minutes in any program, indoors or
outdoors, where the temperature of the presentation area is between 50 and 65 degrees and 90 and 105 degrees,
provided that the animal has access to a hot or cold pack respectively when in its transport container. Program animals
cannot be used in any indoor or outdoor program if the temperature of the presentation area is less than 50 degrees or
greater than 105 degrees. Animals may be transported to a presentation area in temperatures below 65 degrees and
above 90 degrees provided that the animal has access to a hot or cold pack respectively when in its transport container.
Please check the Individual Species Protocols for any temperature exceptions.
Temperature
< 50 °F
50 °F to 65 °F
65 °F to 90 °F
90 °F to 105 °F
> 105 °F

Guidelines
Animals cannot be used
Animals may be used for five minutes but must have access to a hot pack in transport
Animals may be used with no restrictions
Animals may be used for five minutes but must have access to a cold pack in transport
Animals cannot be used

For special events, animals may be taken out in extreme temperatures (below 50 degrees or above 105 degrees) with
prior approval from the animal coordinator or the AR manager. Animals that can withstand the extreme temperatures
will be scheduled and the animal coordinator or AR manager will set parameters for each individual case that must be
followed by the handler.
Keep in mind that the temperature in a transport container can be very different from the ambient temperature. A
thermometer is provided in the animal care kit that the handler can use to take the temperature inside the transport
container. Never leave a thermometer in the transport container with the animal.
Never place an animal directly on a hot or cold pack. Depending on the species, place the hot or cold pack on the
outside of the transport container or wrap it in a pillowcase or cloth cover and place it inside the transport container.
Hot and cold packs need to be placed on the outside of the transport container for all amphibians, birds, invertebrates,
mammals, tortoises and turtles. Hot and cold packs may be wrapped in a pillowcase or cloth cover and placed inside the
transport container for all lizards and snakes. Hot and cold packs should be placed on one side of the container so the
animal can move on or off of it if it desires.
When presenting or transporting an animal outdoors, handle the animal and park the cart in the shade. Never place an
animal or its transport container in the direct sunlight!!!
Do not present animals outdoors in extreme weather conditions – high winds (greater than 25mph), lightning storms,
strong rains, sleet, hail, snow, etc. If you are unsure what the temperature is or what the weather conditions are like,
you may call “Ranger Base” on the radio and ask for those conditions to be relayed or you may look up the current
conditions on www.weather.com.
Remember that many of the Zoo’s program animals are housed inside temperature controlled buildings and those that
are not have access to heat lamps, heat pads, shade, misters, pools, etc.
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PRESENTING ANIMALS IN PROGRAMS
Presentation Environment:
Before handling an animal, check the presentation area to make sure everything is ready, including shutting and
securing doors, turning off ceiling fans, closing windows, cleaning debris off the floor, setting up props (e.g., perches,
corrals, etc.) and placing a barrier down (e.g., newspaper). When arranging transport containers for a presentation, be
aware of predator/prey relationships; never arrange transports in a fashion where prey have visual access to predators
or vice versa. Do not place open ends of carriers together.
When handling animals, always make sure to establish a safety perimeter around yourself and the animal. This is
important for the safety of the animal, the guests and the handler. This safety perimeter should keep guests at a
distance in which they can’t reach out and touch the animal. This perimeter is different for every species as each species
is a different size and has a different distance it can reach.
Do not let yourself become surrounded by guests when handling an animal. It is best if the handler can present an
animal in front of or behind some type of barrier – a wall, a table, etc. – so the guests cannot approach the handler from
behind and startle either the animal or the handler.
Maintain a calm atmosphere around the animals. Audience size, age, proximity, activity level, noise level, temperature,
weather, time of day and objects in the vicinity can affect the animal in unpredictable ways.
Be aware of wild animals in the area that may disturb your presentation and/or the animals (e.g., wild hawks, owls,
squirrels, etc.)
Stress:
It is our goal during handling to minimize the stress to the animal. It is important to note that each animal has different
tolerance levels to stress. It is your job to learn and recognize the behavior patterns and signs of stress of the various
species and individual animals that you handle. Any animal that exhibits signs of stress or any unusual behaviors must
be returned to its transport or enclosure immediately. You may attempt to use the animal after a break, but if the
animal continues to exhibit signs of stress discontinue use for the day. Record any signs of stress or unusual behaviors
exhibited on the DSR and inform the AR manager or animal coordinator.
Basic Handling Methods:
When handling any animal, be sure to support it at the points where its body is normally supported. Always keep an
animal on its natural plane (e.g., hold turtles horizontally, not vertically). Always handle the animal gently, yet securely
and be prepared to contain the animal if its activity level increases. If using one hand to handle an animal, keep the
other hand available and near the animal. Always be aware of the location of the animal’s head when handling. Keep
your hands and face and guest’s hands and face away from the animal’s head. You must learn to talk about an animal
without pointing or using broad hand gestures. Always keep transport containers nearby so they are easily accessible if
needed. Only present animals in their transport containers (if applicable) if their container is clear, clean and
professional in appearance.
Water:
Mammals must have access to water at all times. When taking a mammal on a program, be sure to bring a clean water
bottle or crock with you. To prevent spilling water in the transport container during transportation, do not transport
animals with water in their carriers. Fill the bottle or crock with water and give the mammal access at your destination.
Animal Diet:
A certain portion of the animal’s diet may be specified for training or presentation purposes. Never feed an animal a
food item that has not been prepared or provided by Nutrition Services.
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Handling Order:
When handling animals, generally you want to handle odorless animals first, as well as predators before prey. It is
important that you handle animals in the appropriate order to prevent situations that may cause stress to the animals
and to prevent cross-contamination between animals. It is suggested whenever possible to present animals in the
following order: amphibians, invertebrates, reptiles, birds, mammals.
Proximity to Other Animals:
Be aware of your proximity to other handlers with animals. Keep animals far enough apart to avoid any possible
contact. Keep in mind this distance will be different for every species as each species is a different size and has a
different distance it can reach. Be especially alert as you carry one animal past another. Never display a predator
alongside prey.
Animal Supervision:
Animals should never be left unattended where guests have access to the area. Animals should never be left in the care
of non-Zoo personnel.
Public Fear of Animals:
Be aware of how guests might react to a particular animal. Do not allow an unwary guest to suddenly come upon an
animal on display. Many people have phobias of snakes, birds, invertebrates and other animals and startling them only
increases their fear.
Touching Animals:
Animal contact will be allowed only if safe for the animal, the handler and the guest. Not all animals in the program
animal collection are appropriate to touch. Check with each Individual Species Protocols before allowing it to be
touched. Always give instructions on how to touch the animal before allowing guests to touch. The rules for touching
are as follows:
1) Only Level C animals are allowed to be touched by guests.
2) Only one guest can touch an animal at a time.
3) Guests must touch the animal with one or two fingers only going in the direction of the scales, feathers or fur.
4) Guests must only touch the animal in the appropriate area (typically it is the animal’s back, with a few exceptions).
5) Never allow guests to touch or approach an animal’s head.
6) When an animal is being touched, the handler must have control of the animal at all times and keep its head facing
away from guests.
7) Never allow a guest to hold an animal. This includes family, friends or unauthorized staff or volunteers.
8) Never force a guest to touch an animal they are uncomfortable with.
Handler Discretion:
While a large part of a handler’s responsibility is educating and entertaining guests, the animal’s welfare always takes
precedence over programming. If the handler feels that a situation is becoming unsafe for the animals, the guests or
themselves, the handler may terminate the presentation. Allowing the guests to touch an animal is under the discretion
of the handler.
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APPROVED PRESENTATION AREAS ON ZOO GROUNDS
Indoor locations: C.W. & Modene Neely Education and Event Center, Orang-Hutan: “The People of the Forest” bilik
(**with some animal restrictions**), Stone House Pavilion, Ruby’s House, Windmill House
Outdoor locations: Arizona Trail entrance, Entrance bridge, The Arthur and Elaine V. Johnson Foundation Conservation
Center terrace, Desert Grove, Desert Lives Amphitheatre, Desert Tents, Enchanted Forest Amphitheatre, Forest of Uco
Prefacio Village, Lakeside, Neely Center terrace, Orang-Hutan (**with some animal restrictions**), Stone House Pavilion
terrace, Pelican Patio, main Plaza, Plaza de los Niños, Podd Ramada, Savanna Park, Siamang Ramada, Tropical Hut
** Due to some adverse reactions between animals, only certain animals will be permitted in the Orang-Hutan bilik
when the orangutans have access to the exhibit. **
Animals may be presented in other outdoor locations on Zoo grounds, but they may not be handled in front of any
animal exhibit without approval from the manager of the program animal and the manager of the exhibit animal. As a
general rule, if an exhibit animal can see the program animal or vice versa, it is not an approved presentation area.
Keep in mind that while presenting animals in outdoor locations during Zoo operating hours, you will likely draw a
crowd. Position yourself in an area where you will not block guest, cart or train traffic.
RETURNING ANIMALS FROM PROGRAMS
Be sure to close and secure the secondary and primary containment doors and gates.
Each animal must be returned to the enclosure from which it was removed. Before placing an animal into its enclosure,
verify that the identification tag on the transport container matches the identification tag on the enclosure. Never put
more than one animal in an enclosure unless there was more than one in the enclosure when you retrieved it. Very few
animals in our program animal collection are housed in groups.
Wash your hands with soap and water. Open the door to the home enclosure. Gently remove the animal from its
transport container following the Individual Species Protocols. Gently place the animal into its enclosure and close and
secure the enclosure. Flip the “In Use” tag. Be sure to check for the Three L’s – Life, Liquid and Locks. Wash your hands
with soap and water.
If a “Feed Me Out” tag is attached to the transport container and/or the enclosure, locate the animal’s diet in the
refrigerator and feed them their diet following the Individual Species Protocols.
Remove any soiled substrate and clean and disinfect the transport container with disinfectant. Rinse the disinfectant
out and leave the transport to dry. Disinfect any presentation props you may have used (e.g., perches, corrals, etc.) For
best results allow disinfectant to sit for three to five minutes before rinsing. Never use any chemicals on amphibian
transport containers – instead rinse with aged or RO water.
Wash any used water dishes and food containers with dish detergent. Leave to dry. Place laundry used in crating and
transporting animals in the dirty laundry basket. Do this regardless of whether these items are soiled or not. If the
laundry is soiled with fecal material, remove as much as possible before placing in the laundry basket. Disinfect and
return hot and cold packs. Return the animal care kit. If you used items in the care kit, restock before putting away.
Sign the animals back in on the animal reservation sheet. Include your initials and the time you returned the animals.
Before leaving the area, take one last look around to be sure that you have secured all the animals enclosures, checked
for the Three L’s, flipped “In Use” tags, attended to all the equipment you used and left the area clean.
Fill out a DSR after returning animals.
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COMMUNICATION AND DAILY SECTION REPORTS (DSR)
Program animals are handled by many different people from different departments; therefore, good communication is
extremely important to ensure the well-being of each animal. Communicate any unusual behavior or situations that
may arise directly to the LC managers and record the information on the DSR. DSR’s are an efficient way of keeping
records on all of the program animals as well as opening communication between presenters, handlers, keepers,
trainers, vet staff and management. It is the responsibility of the handler to report any and all incidents daily on the
DSR. This includes signs of stress, unusual animal behavior, animal escapes, human injuries inflicted by animals, animal
injuries, animal illnesses and any other unusual situation that involves the animal collection. If anything out of the
ordinary occurs with an animal, record it on the DSR and follow up with the AR manager or vet staff. Clear
communication on the DSR enables AR to quickly and efficiently correct problems and allow for the continued safety of
the animals. DSR’s are a legal document, and must be written professionally and detailed. DSR’s will be read by Zoo
staff and other governing agencies.
Directions for Filling out a Daily Section Report (DSR)
DSR’s are reviewed daily by LC management and vet staff. Anytime an animal is taken from its home enclosure and used
in a program on or offsite, a DSR must be filled out. DSR’s are to be filled out the day the program takes place.
To access a DSR, go to the Y drive and open the folder named “DSR Programs” Y:\DSR Programs. Open up the folder
that corresponds to the current year (e.g., “2015”) and open the folder that corresponds to the current month (e.g.,
“January 2015”). Go to the DSR that corresponds to the current day (e.g., “Programs DSR 01 Jan 15”) and open up the
document.
There is an example at the top of the DSR demonstrating what an entry in the DSR should look like. Use the drop down
box to select the program the animals were used for (e.g., Animal Discovery, Birthday, Camp Zoo, etc.). Then enter the
sex, species, accession number (AD#) and name for all the animals used in the programs in a list format. A list of all the
program animals information is located at Y:\DSR Programs\Program Animal List.xls. This document will have all the sex
codes, species names, AD numbers, individual names and program levels for all the program animals in our collection.
For the sex codes, use the following system (# of male.# of female.# of unknown sex). Next, there is a section for any
additional animal comments. This can include, but is not limited to, abnormal behavior of an animal, injury to an animal,
animal escape, amount of diet consumed, etc. If you are unsure if a comment should be on the DSR, ask the AR
manager or animal coordinator. If they are unavailable, note it on the DSR. If an animal that is scheduled for a program
is not collected or used for the program, please make a note in the comments section why (e.g., animal off programs,
animal showed aggression, didn’t have enough time to collect, etc.) There is a drop down menu to enter the amount of
hours the animals were away from their home enclosures. Round to the nearest half hour. Finally, there is a place for
your initials.
All animals used for the day from all the different programs departments will be filled out on one DSR. If program
animals have been entered for previous programs that day, please move down to the next available line. In the event
that all the lines on the DSR have been used up in one day and additional entries need to be made, create a new DSR
document and save the additional document with the same name adding a “-2” at the end. (e.g., “Programs DSR 01 Jan
15-2”)
Save the document when finished and be careful not to delete entries of other staff members. Close out of the DSR
when not in use so other staff members can access it. If you have any questions on filling out a DSR, please see your
supervisor, the animal coordinator or the AR manager.
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Sex Coding
# of males.# of females.# of unknown sex
Examples:
1.0 – one male
0.1 – one female
0.0.1 – one individual of unknown sex
2.1 – two males and one female
1.0.1 – one male and one individual of unknown sex
2.2.1 – two males, two females and one individual of unknown sex
EXAMPLE
Phoenix Zoo Daily Section Report
PROGRAMS
PROGRAM
Animal Discovery

Sunday
SEX SPECIES ACCESSION NUMBER
1.0 African Hedgehog #99999 “Spike”
0.1 Domestic Rabbit #88888 “Bugs”
0.0.1 Cornsnake #77777 “Cob”

Date:01 January 2015
USAGE HOURS
2 hours

INITIALS
AB

COMMENT:
1.0 African Hedgehog #99999 “Spike” eyes were runny when returned to enclosure following program. AR manager
notified. AB
ENTER PROGRAM

SEX SPECIES ACCESSION NUMBER

USAGE HOURS
Insert Hours

INITIALS

SEX SPECIES ACCESSION NUMBER

USAGE HOURS
Insert Hours

INITIALS

SEX SPECIES ACCESSION NUMBER

USAGE HOURS
Insert Hours

INITIALS

SEX SPECIES ACCESSION NUMBER

USAGE HOURS
Insert Hours

INITIALS

SEX SPECIES ACCESSION NUMBER

USAGE HOURS
Insert Hours

INITIALS

SEX SPECIES ACCESSION NUMBER

USAGE HOURS
Insert Hours

INITIALS

COMMENT:

ENTER PROGRAM
COMMENT:

ENTER PROGRAM
COMMENT:

ENTER PROGRAM
COMMENT:

ENTER PROGRAM
COMMENT:

ENTER PROGRAM
COMMENT:

Director of Living Collections:

Vets:

Curator:

Collection Mgr:

Registrar:
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ANIMAL USAGE
An animal usage is defined as the time an animal leaves its home enclosure until it returns, or any training, socializing for training purposes, desensitization or
habituation of the animal in or out of its home enclosure.
An animal may be used for multiple presentations in a single day as long as it only leaves its home enclosure the permitted time(s) per day.
Note: When an animal is used on overnight travel for Zoomobile it cannot be used in any other programs for the remainder of the week.
Animal

Use per
Day

Use per
Week

Indoors or
Outdoors

Onsite or
Offsite

Zoomobile Overnight
Travel

Exceptions

INVERTEBRATES
Arizona walking sticks

2 times

7 days

both

both

yes

do not use when molting

Caribbean bat cave cockroaches

2 times

7 days

both

both

yes

do not use when molting

death feigning beetles

2 times

7 days

both

both

yes

do not use when molting

longhorn cactus beetles

2 times

7 days

both

both

yes

do not use when molting

Madagascar hissing cockroaches

2 times

7 days

both

both

yes

do not use when molting

giant African millipedes

2 times

7 days

both

both

yes

do not use when molting

Arizona bark scorpions

2 times

7 days

both

both

yes

do not use when molting

black widow spiders

2 times

7 days

both

both

yes

do not use when molting

Chaco golden knee tarantula

2 times

7 days

both

both

yes

do not use when molting

Costa Rican zebra tarantula

2 times

7 days

both

both

yes

do not use when molting

desert blond tarantula

2 times

7 days

both

both

yes

do not use when molting

emperor scorpions

2 times

7 days

both

both

yes

do not use when molting

giant hairy scorpions

2 times

7 days

both

both

yes

do not use when molting

Mexican red knee tarantula

2 times

7 days

both

both

yes

do not use when molting
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Animal

Use per
Day

Use per
Week

Indoors or
Outdoors

Onsite or
Offsite

Zoomobile Overnight
Travel

Exceptions

INVERTEBRATES
rose haired tarantula

2 times

7 days

both

both

yes

do not use when molting

Vinegaroon

2 times

7 days

both

both

yes

do not use when molting

AMPHIBIANS
African bullfrogs

1 time

5 days

both

both

no

Sonoran Desert toads

1 time

5 days

both

both

no

tiger salamander

1 time

5 days

both

both

no

White’s tree frogs

1 time

5 days

both

both

no

TURTLES & TORTOISES
desert tortoises

1 time

5 days

both

both

yes

Galapagos tortoise

1 time

5 days

both

onsite

no

Malayan box turtle

1 time

5 days

both

both

yes

radiated tortoise

1 time

5 days

both

both

yes

red-footed tortoise

1 time

5 days

both

both

yes

Texas tortoise

1 time

5 days

both

both

yes

three-toed turtle

1 time

5 days

both

both

yes

LIZARDS
bearded dragons

1 time

5 days

both

both

yes

black and white tegu

1 time

5 days

both

both

no

blue tongue skinks

1 time

5 days

both

both

yes

crested gecko

1 time

5 days

both

both

yes
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Animal

Use per
Day

Use per
Week

Indoors or
Outdoors

Onsite or
Offsite

Zoomobile Overnight
Travel

LIZARDS
European legless lizard

1 time

5 days

both

both

yes

leopard geckos

1 time

5 days

both

both

yes

prehensile tailed skink

1 time

5 days

both

both

no

Saharan spiny-tailed lizard

1 time

5 days

both

both

yes

San Esteban chuckwallas

1 time

5 days

both

both

no

western chuckwallas

1 time

5 days

both

both

yes

water monitor

1 time

3 days

both

both

no

SNAKES
Arizona mountain kingsnake

1 time

4 days

both

both

yes

ball pythons

1 time

4 days

both

both

yes

Brazilian rainbow boas

1 time

4 days

both

both

yes

Burmese python

1 time

4 days

both

both

no

California kingsnake

1 time

4 days

both

both

yes

cave rat snake

1 time

4 days

both

both

yes

common boa constrictors

1 time

4 days

both

both

no

cornsnake

1 time

4 days

both

both

yes

dwarf reticulated python

1 time

4 days

both

both

yes

gopher snakes

1 time

4 days

both

both

yes

grey-banded kingsnakes

1 time

4 days

both

both

yes

Exceptions

do not use when
shedding or feeding
do not use when
shedding or feeding
do not use when
shedding or feeding
do not use when
shedding or feeding
do not use when
shedding or feeding
do not use when
shedding or feeding
do not use when
shedding or feeding
do not use when
shedding or feeding
do not use when
shedding or feeding
do not use when
shedding or feeding
do not use when
shedding or feeding
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Animal

Use per
Day

Use per
Week

Indoors or
Outdoors

Onsite or
Offsite

Zoomobile Overnight
Travel

Exceptions

SNAKES
long-nosed snake

1 time

4 days

both

both

yes

Mexican black kingsnakes

1 time

4 days

both

both

yes

rosy boa

1 time

4 days

both

both

yes

Sinaloan milksnake

1 time

4 days

both

both

yes

woma python

1 time

4 days

both

both

yes

do not use when
shedding or feeding
do not use when
shedding or feeding
do not use when
shedding or feeding
do not use when
shedding or feeding
do not use when
shedding or feeding

MAMMALS
African crested porcupine

1 time

5 days

both

both

no

cactus mice

1 time

5 days

both

both

yes

degus

1 time

5 days

both

both

no

Egyptian fruit bats

1 time

5 days

both

both

no

ferrets

1 time

5 days

both

both

yes

giant Flemish rabbits

1 time

5 days

both

both

no

greater hedgehog tenrecs

1 time

5 days

both

both

yes

hedgehogs

1 time

5 days

both

both

yes

Indian crested porcupine

1 time

5 days

both

both

no

kinkajou

1 time

5 days

both

both

no

lesser hedgehog tenrecs

1 time

5 days

both

both

yes

nine banded armadillo

1 time

5 days

both

onsite

no

Norway rats

1 time

5 days

both

both

yes
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Animal

Use per
Day

Use per
Week

Indoors or
Outdoors

Onsite or
Offsite

Zoomobile Overnight
Travel

MAMMALS
prairie dogs

1 time

5 days

both

both

no

rabbits

1 time

5 days

both

both

no

short-tailed opossum

1 time

5 days

both

both

yes

striped skunk

1 time

5 days

both

both

no

three banded armadillo

1 time

5 days

both

both

yes

white-nosed coati

1 time

5 days

both

both

no

BIRDS
African grey parrot

1 time

4 days

both

onsite

no

American kestrels

1 time

5 days

both

both

no

barn owl

1 time

5 days

both

both

no

burrowing owl

1 time

5 days

both

both

yes

chicken

1 time

5 days

both

both

no

Eurasian eagle owl

1 time

5 days

both

both

no

golden eagle

1 time

5 days

both

onsite

no

Goffin’s cockatoo

1 time

4 days

both

both

no

great horned owls

1 time

5 days

both

both

no

Harris’ hawks

1 time

5 days

both

both

yes

hyacinth macaws

1 time

4 days

both

both

no

king vulture

1 time

5 days

both

onsite

no

Exceptions

Can only be used outdoors
when the sun has set

#5370 – 4 days/week
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Animal

Use per
Day

Use per
Week

Indoors or
Outdoors

Onsite or
Offsite

Zoomobile Overnight
Travel

BIRDS
kookaburra

1 time

5 days

both

both

no

Merriam’s turkey

1 time

5 days

both

both

no

ravens

1 time

5 days

both

both

no

roadrunners

1 time

5 days

both

both

no

scarlet macaw

1 time

4 days

both

onsite

no

southern ground hornbill

1 time

5 days

both

onsite

no

spectacled owl

1 time

5 days

both

both

yes

Swainson’s hawk

1 time

5 days

both

both

no

tawny frogmouth

1 time

4 days

both

both

no

white-winged dove

1 time

5 days

both

both

no

yellow-headed Amazon parrot

1 time

4 days

both

both

no

FARM
chickens

1 time

4 days

both

both

no

goats

1 time

4 days

both

both

no

equine

1 time

4 days

outdoors

onsite

no

Exceptions

☒ Manager Approved: HJB - 6/21/2014
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CONSERVATION AND EDUCATION MESSAGING
Phoenix Zoo Core Messaging:
Below are the main areas of focus for creating messages for guests. Not every program or presentation needs to
emphasize all of these areas; however every program or presentation should contain at least one.
It is important that we all learn to respect the world around us.
 In our messages we should emphasize respect for all life including other humans and ourselves.
 We should also encourage positive interactions with wildlife and nature.
 To foster respect we need to develop compassion so our messages should model compassion.
We all have an important responsibility to care for the world around us.
Our responsibility toward the world around us is borne out in many ways including:
 Responsible pet ownership – It is especially important when we are presenting live animals to be clear that the Zoo’s
animals are not pets and many species are not recommended as personal pets.
 Responsibility to understand local and global issues
 Responsible use of natural resources (in particular we can highlight the concerns in our desert environment)
There is value in diversity.
 The value of diversity extends to plant and animal diversity as well as human cultural diversity.
 We should emphasize the value of all species and place particular emphasis on helping guests understand the value
of under appreciated species.
 We also should present various human perspectives in respectful ways and provide balanced information to our
guests.
Plants, animals, people and all of nature are interconnected.
 All life on earth is interconnected.
 What we do locally can have global consequences and what happens to nature can have consequences on us.
 The interconnections between all life forms are important to producing the diversity of life that we see.
We take pride in the Zoo.
 We are a not-for-profit (one of the largest non-profit zoos in the nation) and a valued community resource.
 The Zoo has world-class education, conservation, science and husbandry programs.
We all have the ability to make a positive impact.
 The choices we make as a consumer can benefit the environment. What guests learn at the Zoo can be applied at
home, school, and anywhere else they spend time – our messages should reinforce this.
 There are a variety of actions that everyone can take in order to help with local and global challenges. Our programs
and experiences should emphasize these possible actions for guests.
Zoos, in general, play an important role in the natural world.
 Zoos are about conservation, education and community enhancement.
 AZA-accredited zoos reinforce respectful relationships with animals and the natural world and build connections
between people and wildlife.
Nature is fun, interesting and good for you.
 Exploring nature is an important part of human development and overall health and well-being.
 Learning about animals can excite the curiosity of both children and adults.
 Learning about nature can help us to understand ourselves better.
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AZA General Conservation Messages:
These general conservation messages were developed by the AZA Conservation Education Committee and approved by
the AZA Board of Directors in March 2000. These messages provide supportive statements for general environmental
topics and are designed to provide a consistent voice between AZA-accredited zoos and aquariums in their efforts to
raise awareness about the topics.
All life on Earth exists within an ecosystem.
 Ecosystems are made of interdependent relationships between groups of living things (biodiversity) and their
physical environment.
 An impact on any element of an ecosystem has ramifications throughout the ecosystem.
Human beings are an integral part of all ecosystems.
 Human activities within ecosystems affect these systems.
Healthy ecosystems provide many essential services and benefits that sustain and improve human lives.
 Natural systems maintain a habitable planet by regulating climate and by cycling water, oxygen and carbon dioxide
and soil nutrients.
 Natural systems provide human beings with essential services (ecosystem services) that sustain life on Earth: fresh
air, clean water, soil and oceans that can produce food.
 People depend on thousands of plants and animals to live their daily lives.
 Biological diversity provides a multitude of natural resources used commercially for food, shelter, fiber and other
products.
 Nature is the primary sources for many common medicines upon which so many of us depend and is also the likely
source for promising new pharmaceuticals that may hold the secret for combating cancers, AIDS and other
threatening diseases.
 Healthy ecosystems underpin healthy human economics and sustainable nature systems support sustainable human
communities. Many jobs depend directly on protecting natural ecosystems (fishing, farming, etc.).
The human experience requires a connection to nature. These experiences in wild places in our community enrich our
lives and inspire our choices for future generations.
 For all human beings, nature is a place to renew the human spirit and refresh our emotional and mental health. For
people of faith, nature is the work of and a connection to a higher power.
 Nature provides wondrous places to play and recreate, to explore, to be creative, to learn and enjoy both as
individuals and with our friends and families.
 The beauty and resources of the natural world are national treasures. They help define America's national heritage
and character, and provide the nation with valuable and irreplaceable natural resources.
 The variety of life on Earth, its biodiversity, is both essential and inspirational for human existence.
Human beings are responsible for dramatic changes to ecosystems at a rate unprecedented in Earth's history.
 The growth of the human population coupled with the increased consumption of resources by individuals will
increasingly impact the planet's finite resources.
 The primary human threats to the environment are global warming, habitat destruction, invasive species and
overuse of individual species.
We have the responsibility to care for the Earth and to leave healthy ecosystems for our families and future
generations.
 Due to the unprecedented changes the human species is causing on the planet, we must often intervene to save
wildlife.
 Many decisions involved with caring for the Earth are extremely complex, and must take into account both human
and animal needs.
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Through informed actions, we can positively impact ecosystems. These actions include:
 Making appropriate lifestyle decisions.
 Actively participating in public decisions.
 Sharing our knowledge and feelings about wildlife and wild places.
 Supporting conservation organizations, including AZA zoos and aquariums.
 Being "informed" means considering multiple points of view.
 Responsible zoos and aquariums strive to conserve ecosystems and promote care and positive action for the natural
world.
 Responsible zoos and aquariums share knowledge, ideas and projects that empower people to take conservation
action.
 Responsible zoos and aquariums are active partners in the conservation community and help further conservation
efforts worldwide by seeking workable and realistic solutions to conservation problems.
 Responsible zoos and aquariums provide animal and nature experiences that engender a sense of wonder.
 Responsible zoos and aquariums disseminate valuable information about animals and the ecosystems they inhabit.
 Responsible zoos and aquariums model caring by being leaders in animal care.
 Responsible zoos and aquariums commit to serving diverse segments of human society and provide a forum for
exploring and communicating different perspectives concerning the natural world.
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2014-2015
Animal Handler Pledge and Signature
Instructions: Please read carefully and fill out this pledge accordingly. After completion, please take this sheet from the
manual and return it to the Animal Resources staff member that conducted this training session.

Animal Handler Commitment Pledge
I have received a copy of the Phoenix Zoo’s Animal Handling and Presentation Protocols and Individual Species Protocols
and acknowledge my obligation to read, understand and comply with its contents. I understand that the protocols
provide an overview of the Zoo’s animal handling policy and specific animal handling techniques to use. The policies and
techniques will be updated periodically, which will result in changes in animal handling protocols. Updated handbooks
will be sent out to staff and volunteers as needed. The Zoo may at any time add, change or discontinue any practice at
its discretion. When I am informed of changes, I will be responsible to practice and comply by all Animal Handling
Protocols.

Animal Handler’s Name (please print)

Animal Handler’s Signature

Date
(Handler Copy)
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Interpretive Animal Resources
Individual Species Protocols 2014-2015
Basic Level

Updated:
June 21, 2014

Animal Resources Protocol
Date: 6/21/2014

Area: Animal Handling and Presentation Protocol

Animal Group: Scorpions and vinegaroons
Common Name: Arizona bark scorpions, desert hairy scorpions, emperor scorpions, giant vinegaroon
Scientific Name: Centruroides sculpturatus, Hadrurus arizonensis, Padinus imperator, Mastigoproctus giganteus
Level: Basic Invertebrate - A
Handling – Arizona bark scorpion

Moving Furniture – Emperor Scorpion

GENERAL GUIDELINES
Usage: Two times a day; seven days a week
Transport: Scorpions and vinegaroons are transported in their home enclosure
Substrate: Varies depending on species – sand or coconut fiber
Supplies Needed: Tongs, venomous invertebrate escape equipment
General: Do not take a scorpion or vinegaroon that is unresponsive; it is probably molting.
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
Signs of Stress:
- Aggressive posturing (pincers and/or telson (tail) erect)
- Excessive movement
- Spraying acid from the base of its tail (vinegaroons only)
Remove the scorpion or vinegaroon from the area immediately if it is exhibiting any signs of stress.
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Animal Resources Protocol
Venomous Invertebrate Escape Procedure: If a venomous invertebrate escapes, remain calm. Locate the animal and
keep it in sight at all times. This is especially important for fast moving invertebrates such as scorpions and some
spiders. If onsite, call a “Code Blue” as outlined in the Animal Handling and Presentation Protocols. Move the guests
away from the area. If indoors, close all exit doors. Have someone watch the animal as you attempt to contain it in case
it leaves your line of sight. Contain the animal by using the small tupperware container found in the animal care kit.
Cover the scorpion or vinegaroon with the container and wait for assistance to arrive. If keepers have gone home for
the day or you are offsite, carefully slide the laminated card found in the animal care kit under the container. Gently flip
the container over while keeping the opening covered with the laminated card. Place the lid over the container then
gently remove the laminated card and immediately secure the lid in place. The rubber tipped hemostats from the care
kit may also be used to pick a scorpion up by the telson (tail). Place the scorpion into a secure container. When
returning the venomous invertebrate, contact a reptile keeper to have them transfer the animal back into its home
enclosure or a new container if the original one is broken. If keepers are gone for the day, leave the animal in the
tupperware container for the keepers to transfer when they return.
INDIVIDUAL ANIMAL GUIDELINES
Collecting from the Enclosure: Scorpions and vinegaroons are transported in their home enclosures. Before picking the
enclosure up make sure the lid is tightly secured. Verify that the animal is in the enclosure. Remove the “In Use” tag
and place it on the shelving unit where the animal’s enclosure was located. Take the entire enclosure with you to the
program.
Handling: All scorpions and vinegaroons are handled in their home enclosures. Hold the enclosure by the sides or
bottom and keep it level. Tongs may be used to move the furniture around prior to presenting in order to make the
animal visible. Never remove any furniture as the scorpion or vinegaroon may be hiding on the underside of the object.
Returning to the Enclosure: Place the enclosure back on the shelving unit. Flip the “In Use” tag and place it on the
enclosure. Fill the water dish with aged or RO water if any spilled during transportation.
PRESENTATION GUIDELINES
Presentation Methods: Scorpions and vinegaroons are presented in their home enclosures only.
- To present, place the enclosure on a table or carry it around by the sides or bottom, keeping it level.
Touching: Is not allowed
TEMPERATURE/ENVIRONMENTAL GUIDELINES
Temperature Range: 65°-90° with no restrictions
50°-65° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a hot pack in its transport container
90°-105° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a cold pack in its transport container
Temperature Control: Place hot or cold packs on the outside of the transport container when the temperatures reach
the extreme ends of the temperature range.
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Animal Resources Protocol
HUSBANDRY GUIDELINES
When collecting and returning the scorpion or vinegaroon, make sure to check the Three L’s – Life, Liquid and Locks.
Note: Native scorpion species (Arizona bark and desert hairy scorpions) do not need water dishes in their enclosures;
they receive their water from their diet.
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Animal Resources Protocol
Date: 6/21/2014

Area: Animal Handling and Presentation Protocol

Animal Group: Spiders
Common Name: Chaco golden knee tarantula, Costa Rican zebra tarantula, desert blond tarantula, Mexican red knee
tarantula, rose hair tarantula, black widow spiders
Scientific Name: Grammostola aureostriata, Aphonopelma seemani, Aphonopelma chalcodes, Brachypelma smithi,
Grammostola rosea, Latrodectus hesperus
Level: Basic Invertebrate - A
Handling – Desert blond tarantula

Transferring – Rose hair tarantula

GENERAL GUIDELINES
Usage: Two times a day; seven days a week
Transport: Spiders are transported in their home enclosure
Substrate: Varies depending on species – sand or coconut fiber
Supplies Needed: Tongs, venomous invertebrate escape equipment, transfer equipment (optional – AR and Outreach
staff only)
General: Do not take a spider that is unresponsive, on its back and/or looks pale; it is probably molting.
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
Signs of Stress:
- Aggressive posturing (rearing up on its hind legs with its front legs raised and waving)
- Excessive movement
- Hair flicking (tarantulas only)
Remove the spider from the area immediately if it is exhibiting any signs of stress.
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Animal Resources Protocol
Venomous Invertebrate Escape Procedure: If a venomous invertebrate escapes, remain calm. Locate the animal and
keep it in sight at all times. This is especially important for fast moving invertebrates such as scorpions and some
spiders. If onsite, call a “Code Blue” as outlined in the Animal Handling and Presentation Protocols. Move the guests
away from the area. If indoors, close all exit doors. Have someone watch the animal as you attempt to contain it in case
it leaves your line of sight. Contain the animal by using the small tupperware container found in the animal care kit.
Cover the scorpion or vinegaroon with the container and wait for assistance to arrive. If keepers have gone home for
the day or you are offsite, carefully slide the laminated card found in the animal care kit under the container. Gently flip
the container over while keeping the opening covered with the laminated card. Place the lid over the container then
gently remove the laminated card and immediately secure the lid in place. When returning the venomous invertebrate,
contact a reptile keeper to have them transfer the animal back into its home enclosure or a new container if the original
one is broken. If keepers are gone for the day, leave the animal in the tupperware container for the keepers to transfer
when they return.
INDIVIDUAL ANIMAL GUIDELINES
Collecting from the Enclosure: Spiders are transported in their home enclosures. Before picking the enclosure up make
sure the lid is tightly secured. Verify that the animal is in the enclosure. Remove the “In Use” tag and place it on the
shelving unit where the animal’s enclosure was located. Take the entire enclosure with you to the program.
Handling: All spiders are handled in their home enclosures. Hold the enclosure by the sides or bottom and keep it level.
Never open the lid of the enclosure as the spider may climb out.
Returning to the Enclosure: Place the enclosure back on the shelving unit. Flip the “In Use” tag and place it on the
enclosure. Fill the water dish with aged or RO water if any spilled during transportation. Do not open the lid; use the
squirt bottle and fill the water dish up through the holes on the lid of the enclosure.
Transferring: Some spider species may be transferred to a separate display transport container by AR and Outreach
staff only. This method may be used on all species except the black widows. Collect the correct transport container.
Remove the lid and place the transport container on a stable surface. Collect the home enclosure of the reserved
tarantula and set the home enclosure next to the transport container. Remove the lid of the tarantula’s home enclosure
and use tongs if necessary to move the furniture around to access the tarantula. Holding the transfer cup on its side,
place the opening of the cup in front of the tarantula’s cephalothorax (front end). Use a plastic paint scraper to gently
herd the tarantula into the cup. If necessary, gently touch the tarantula’s abdomen with the paint scraper. Once all the
tarantula’s body and legs are inside the cup, use the paint scraper to block the opening of the cup. Carefully lift the cup
with the paint scraper still in place and move the tarantula to the empty transport container. Lower the cup to the
bottom of the transport container and remove the paint scraper. Let the tarantula walk out. If the tarantula does not
walk out on its own you may gently slide the tarantula out of the cup by gently tilting the cup at an angle. If the
tarantula shows any signs of stress during the process, do not take the tarantula. Use this same method outlined above
to return the tarantula to its home enclosure.
PRESENTATION GUIDELINES
Presentation Methods: Spiders are presented in their home enclosures only.
- To present, place the enclosure on a table or carry it around by the sides or bottom, keeping it level.
Touching: Is not allowed
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Animal Resources Protocol
TEMPERATURE/ENVIRONMENTAL GUIDELINES
Temperature Range: 65°-90° with no restrictions
50°-65° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a hot pack in its transport container
90°-105° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a cold pack in its transport container
Temperature Control: Place hot or cold packs on the outside of the transport container when the temperatures reach
the extreme ends of the temperature range.
HUSBANDRY GUIDELINES
When collecting and returning the spider, make sure to check the Three L’s – Life, Liquid and Locks.
Note: Native spider species (black widows) do not need water dishes in their enclosures; they receive their water from
their diet.
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Animal Resources Protocol
Date: 6/21/2014

Area: Animal Handling and Presentation Protocol

Common Name: Giant African millipedes
Scientific Name: Archispirostreptus gigas
Level: Basic Invertebrate - C
Handling

Back of Hand Touching Method

GENERAL GUIDELINES
Usage: Twice a day; seven days a week
Transport: Designated plastic transport container
Substrate: Coconut fiber – mist with aged or RO water. To see if the substrate is moist enough, take a handful and
squeeze. If water drips out, the substrate does not need to be misted. If water does not drip out, spray down the
substrate. Do not oversaturate the substrate. Water should not pour from the substrate when squeezed. Make sure
there is enough substrate to allow the millipedes to bury themselves.
Supplies Needed: Aged or RO water spray bottle
General: The millipedes are housed as a group. You may take one or multiple millipedes to a program. If you take
multiple millipedes, be sure to return the same number of millipedes after the program. Do not take juvenile millipedes.
Do not take millipedes that are mating. Do not use a millipede that is molting or getting ready to molt. The millipede
will usually remain coiled and have light colored bands or stripes around it prior to molting.
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Animal Resources Protocol
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
Signs of Stress:
- Biting/pinching
- Coiling up after having been previously active
- Excessive movement
- Excreting a yellow-orange fluid from pores along its sides
- Remaining coiled after being picked up
- Voiding
Return the millipede to the transport container and remove from the area immediately if it is exhibiting any signs of
stress.
Note: The male millipede genitalia are located on the seventh segment from the head. He will sometimes avert them;
this is normal.
INDIVIDUAL ANIMAL GUIDELINES
Collecting from the Enclosure: Find the correct transport container and remove the lid. Open the home enclosure and
move the furniture around if necessary to access the millipedes. You may have to dig around in the substrate to locate
them. Collect your millipede(s) from the enclosure. Gently pick up the millipede and place it in the palm of your hand.
Be careful to gently remove its legs from the substrate or hide. Since these animals are housed in a group, make sure
other millipedes do not escape from the enclosure. Place the millipede(s) in the transport container and secure the lid.
Move the furniture back to its original location. Close and secure the lid of the enclosure. Place an “In Use” tag that
corresponds to the total number of millipedes that are being used on the enclosure; this includes the number of
millipedes you are taking and the number of millipedes that are being used in other programs at the moment. If you are
taking multiple millipedes, make a note of how many you have taken on the animal reservation sheet.
Collecting from the Transport: There may be multiple millipedes in the transport container. Verify how many
millipedes are inside before collecting a millipede to present. Locate the millipede(s) in the transport before opening
the container. Collect one millipede from the transport container following the handling protocols above. If there are
multiple millipedes in the transport container, place the lid back on the transport container so the other millipedes do
not escape.
Handling: Contain the millipede in the palms of your hands. Use hand over hand motion to contain the millipede. Do
not allow the millipede to walk up your forearms or on the back of your hands.
Returning to the Transport: Gently pick up the millipede and place it into the transport container. Secure the lid in
place.
Returning to the Enclosure: Open the enclosure and the transport container. Use the handling protocols outlined
above and return the millipede(s) to the enclosure. Close and secure the lid of the enclosure. Remove the “In Use” tag.
If there are millipedes on another program, replace the “In Use” tag with one that corresponds to the total number of
millipedes that are being used on the enclosure. If the transport container and/or substrate are dirty, discard the
substrate and clean the transport container with disinfectant. Return the transport container to the transport storage
area.
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Animal Resources Protocol
PRESENTATION GUIDELINES
Presentation Methods: You may present the millipedes in their transport container or on your hand.
- To present in the transport container, place the transport on a table or carry it around by the sides or bottom, keeping
it level.
- To present the millipedes on your hand, follow the handling protocols outlined above.
Touching: Guests may gently touch the back of the millipede with one or two fingers. Monitor the millipede for signs of
stress. Position the millipede so its head is facing away from guests. Keep guests’ hands away from the millipede’s
head. Or the guest can make a fist and the handler can touch the legs of the millipede’s midsection to the back of the
guest’s hand. Sanitize hands after touching.
TEMPERATURE/ENVIRONMENTAL GUIDELINES
Temperature Range: 65°-90° with no restrictions
50°-65° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a hot pack in its transport container
90°-105° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a cold pack in its transport container
Temperature Control: Place hot or cold packs on the outside of the transport container when the temperatures reach
the extreme ends of the temperature range. Lightly mist the enclosure with aged or RO water when necessary. The
millipedes are a tropical species and may be misted down when weather conditions are hot and dry.
HUSBANDRY GUIDELINES
When collecting and returning the millipede, make sure to check the Three L’s – Life, Liquid and Locks.
Note: The giant African millipedes do not need water dishes in their enclosures as their substrate is moistened down
with water.
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Animal Resources Protocol
Date: 6/21/2014

Area: Animal Handling and Presentation Protocol

Common Name: Arizona walking sticks
Scientific Name: Diapheromera arizonensis
Level: Basic Invertebrate - B
Handling

Browse Presentation Method

GENERAL GUIDELINES
Usage: Twice a day; seven days a week
Transport: Designated plastic transport container
Substrate: Coconut fiber, browse (pink powder puff – Calliandra haematocephala) and plastic pot w/ dirt (optional)
General: The walking sticks are housed as a group. You may take one or multiple walking sticks to a program. If you
take multiple walking sticks, be sure to return the same number of walking sticks after the program. Do not take
juvenile walking sticks. Do not take walking sticks that are mating. Do not take walking sticks that are missing three or
more limbs. Do not take walking sticks that are molting.
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
Signs of Stress:
- Biting/pinching
- Dropping to the ground
- Excessive movement
- Voiding
Return the walking stick to the transport container and remove from the area immediately if it is exhibiting any signs of
stress.
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INDIVIDUAL ANIMAL GUIDELINES
Collecting from the Enclosure: Find the correct transport container and remove the lid. Open the home enclosure and
move the furniture around if necessary to access the walking sticks. When unzipping the enclosure, make sure that no
walking sticks are near the zipper. If they are you may gently agitate the mesh to encourage the walking stick to move.
Make sure that you do not pinch any body parts in the zipper when opening the enclosure. Collect your walking stick(s)
from the enclosure. Gently “herd” the walking stick onto your hand. Touch the walking stick on the back of its abdomen
and gently nudge it in the direction of your other hand and allow it to walk onto your palm. Since these animals are
housed in a group, make sure other walking sticks do not escape from the enclosure. Place the walking stick(s) in the
transport container and secure the lid. Make sure that you do not pinch any body parts in the lid of the transport
container. Move the furniture back to its original location and close and secure the enclosure, making sure that you do
not pinch any body parts in the zipper. An “In Use” tag does not need to be placed on the enclosure as the number of
walking sticks housed in the enclosure frequently fluctuates as it is a breeding colony. If you are taking multiple walking
sticks, make a note of how many you have taken on the animal reservation sheet.
Tip: Walking sticks prefer to go to higher perches, so if having issues herding, try placing the hand you’d like them to
crawl onto above them.
Collecting from the Transport: There may be multiple walking sticks in the transport container. Verify how many
walking sticks are inside before collecting a walking stick to present. Locate the walking stick(s) in the transport before
opening the container. Collect the walking stick from the transport container following the handling protocols outlined
above. If there are multiple walking sticks in the transport container, place the lid back on the transport container so
the other walking sticks don’t escape.
Note: The walking sticks are capable of climbing upside-down and will occasionally be on the lid of the transport
container when collecting.
Handling: Contain the walking stick in the palms of your hands. Use hand over hand motion to contain the walking
stick. Do not allow the walking stick to walk up your forearms or on the back of your hands. If a walking stick attempts
to walk up your forearm, block them with your free hand; they will have to move to that hand or turn around.
Returning to the Transport: Gently “herd” the walking stick off your hand and into the transport container. Secure the
lid in place. Make sure that you do not pinch any body parts in the lid of the transport container.
Tip: Sometimes it is easier to “herd” the walking stick onto a piece of browse and then place the browse into the
transport container.
Returning to the Enclosure: Open the enclosure and the transport container. Use the handling protocols outlined
above and return the walking stick(s) to the enclosure. Close and secure the enclosure. Make sure that you do not
pinch any body parts in the zipper when opening and closing the enclosure. Discard the browse. If the transport and/or
substrate is dirty, discard the substrate and clean the transport container with disinfectant. Return the transport
container to the transport storage area.
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PRESENTATION GUIDELINES
Presentation Methods: You may present the walking sticks in their transport container, on your hand, on a piece of
browse or on a potted plant.
- To present in the transport container, place the transport on a table or carry it around by the sides or bottom, keeping
it level.
- To present the walking sticks on your hand, follow the handling protocols outlined above.
- To present the walking sticks on a piece of browse, herd the walking stick onto the browse and hold the piece of
browse steady.
- To present the walking sticks on a potted plant, collect several pieces of browse and secure in the plastic pot. Place the
potted plant on a table and herd the walking stick(s) onto the plant. Make sure to note the number of walking sticks
placed on the plant and return all walking sticks at the end of the presentation. Monitor the walking sticks at all times
and make sure that they do not climb off the browse.
Touching: Is not allowed
TEMPERATURE/ENVIRONMENTAL GUIDELINES
Temperature Range: 65°-90° with no restrictions
50°-65° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a hot pack in its transport container
90°-105° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a cold pack in its transport container
Temperature Control: Place hot or cold packs on the outside of the transport container when the temperatures reach
the extreme ends of the temperature range.
HUSBANDRY GUIDELINES
When collecting and returning the walking stick, make sure to check the Three L’s – Life, Liquid and Locks.
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Animal Resources Protocol
Date: 6/21/2014

Area: Animal Handling and Presentation Protocol

Animal Group: Death feigning beetles
Common Name: Blue death feigning beetles and grey death feigning beetles
Scientific Name: Asbolus verrucosus and Cryptoglossa variolosa
Level: Basic Invertebrate - C
Handling

Presenting in the Transport

GENERAL GUIDELINES
Usage: Twice a day; seven days a week
Transport: Designated plastic transport container
Substrate: Sand with a wood hide
General: The death feigning beetles are housed as a group. You may take one or multiple beetles to a program. If you
take multiple beetles, be sure to return the same number of beetles after the program. Do not take juvenile (larval)
beetles. Do not take beetles that are mating. Do not take beetles that are molting.
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
Signs of Stress:
- Biting/pinching
- Excessive movement
- Feigning death
- Voiding
Return the beetle to the transport container and remove from the area immediately if it is exhibiting any signs of stress.
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INDIVIDUAL ANIMAL GUIDELINES
Collecting from the Enclosure: Find the correct transport container and remove the lid. Open the home enclosure and
move the furniture around if necessary to access the beetles. Collect your beetle(s) from the enclosure. Gently pick up
the beetle by the sides of its abdomen. Be careful to gently remove its legs from the substrate or hide. Place the beetle
in the palm of your hand. You may also gently “herd” the beetle onto your hand. Touch the beetle on the back of its
abdomen and gently nudge it in the direction of your other hand and allow it to walk onto your palm. Since these
animals are housed in a group, make sure other beetles do not escape from the enclosure. Place the beetle(s) in the
transport container and secure the lid. Move the furniture back to its original location and close and secure the lid of
the enclosure. For the blue death feigning beetles, place an “In Use” tag that corresponds to the total number of beetles
that are being used on the enclosure; this includes the number of beetles you are taking and the number of beetles that
are being used in other programs at the time. For the grey death feigning beetles, an “In Use” tag does not need to be
placed on the enclosure as the number of beetles housed in the enclosure frequently fluctuates as it is a breeding
colony. If you are taking multiple beetles, please make a note of how many you have taken on the animal reservation
sheet.
Collecting from the Transport: There may be multiple beetles in the transport container. Verify how many beetles are
inside before collecting a beetle to present. Locate the beetle(s) in the transport before opening the container. Collect
one beetle from the transport container following the handling protocols outlined above. If there are multiple beetles in
the transport container, place the lid back on the transport container so the other beetles do not escape.
Handling: Contain the beetle in the palms of your hands. Use hand over hand motion to contain the beetle. Due to
their small size, keep your hands level when they move from one hand to the next to prevent them from stumbling. Do
not allow the beetle to walk up your forearms or on the back of your hands. If a beetle attempts to walk up your
forearm, block them with your free hand; they will have to move to that hand or turn around.
Returning to the Transport: Gently “herd” the beetle off your hand and into the transport container. Or you may gently
pick up the beetle by the side of its abdomen and place it into the transport container. Secure the lid in place.
Returning to the Enclosure: Open the enclosure and the transport container. Use the handling protocols outlined
above and return the beetle(s) to the enclosure. Close and secure the lid of the enclosure. Remove the “In Use” tag. If
there are blue death feigning beetles on another program, replace the “In Use” tag with one that corresponds to the
total number of beetles that are being used on the enclosure. If the transport and/or substrate is dirty, discard the
substrate and clean the transport container with disinfectant. Return the transport container to the transport storage
area.
PRESENTATION GUIDELINES
Presentation Methods: You may present the death feigning beetles in their transport container or on your hand.
- To present in the transport container, place the transport on a table or carry it around by the sides or bottom, keeping
it level.
- To present the death feigning beetles on your hand, follow the handling protocols outlined above.
Touching: Guests may gently touch the back of the beetle with their pinkie finger only. Monitor the beetle for signs of
stress. Position the beetle so its head is facing away from the guests. Keep guests’ hands away from the head of the
beetle. Sanitize hands after touching.
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TEMPERATURE/ENVIRONMENTAL GUIDELINES
Temperature Range: 65°-90° with no restrictions
50°-65° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a hot pack in its transport container
90°-105° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a cold pack in its transport container
Temperature Control: Place hot or cold packs on the outside of the transport container when the temperatures reach
the extreme ends of the temperature range.
HUSBANDRY GUIDELINES
When collecting and returning the death feigning beetle, make sure to check the Three L’s – Life, Liquid and Locks.
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Animal Resources Protocol
Date: 6/21/2014

Area: Animal Handling and Presentation Protocol

Common Name: Longhorn cactus beetles
Scientific Name: Moneilema gigas
Level: Basic Invertebrate - C
Handling

Presenting in the Transport

GENERAL GUIDELINES
Usage: Twice a day; seven days a week
Transport: Designated plastic transport container
Substrate: Sand with a wood hide
General: The longhorn cactus beetles are housed as a group. You may take one or multiple beetles to a program. If you
take multiple beetles, be sure to return the same number of beetles after the program. Do not take juvenile (larval)
beetles. Do not take beetles that are mating. Do not take beetles that are molting.
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
Signs of Stress:
- Biting/pinching
- Excessive movement
- Voiding
Return the beetle to the transport container and remove from the area immediately if it is exhibiting any signs of stress.
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Animal Resources Protocol
INDIVIDUAL ANIMAL GUIDELINES
Collecting from the Enclosure: Find the correct transport container and remove the lid. Open the home enclosure and
move the furniture around if necessary to access the beetles. Collect your beetle(s) from the enclosure. Gently pick up
the beetle by the sides of its abdomen. Be careful to gently remove its legs from the substrate or hide. Place the beetle
in the palm of your hand. You may also gently “herd” the beetle onto your hand. Touch the beetle on the back of its
abdomen and gently nudge it in the direction of your other hand and allow it to walk onto your palm. Since these
animals are housed in a group, make sure other beetles do not escape from the enclosure. Place the beetle(s) in the
transport container and secure the lid. Move the furniture back to its original location and close and secure the lid of
the enclosure. Place an “In Use” tag that corresponds to the total number of beetles that are being used on the
enclosure; this includes the number of beetles you are taking and the number of beetles that are being used in other
programs at the time. If you are taking multiple beetles, please make a note of how many you have taken on the animal
reservation sheet.
Tip: If the beetle is clinging onto an object in the enclosure, gently rock the beetle back and forth while slowly lifting up.
This will unhook their feet from the object.
Collecting from the Transport: There may be multiple beetles in the transport container. Verify how many beetles are
inside before collecting a beetle to present. Locate the beetle(s) in the transport before opening the container. Collect
one beetle from the transport container following the handling protocols outlined above. If there are multiple beetles in
the transport container, place the lid back on the transport container so the other beetles do not escape.
Handling: Contain the beetle in the palms of your hands. Use hand over hand motion to contain the beetle. Do not
allow the beetle to walk up your forearms or on the back of your hands. If a beetle attempts to walk up your forearm,
block them with your free hand; they will have to move to that hand or turn around.
Returning to the Transport: Gently “herd” the beetle off your hand and into the transport container. Or you may gently
pick up the beetle by the side of its abdomen and place it into the transport container. Secure the lid in place.
Returning to the Enclosure: Open the enclosure and the transport container. Use the handling protocols outlined
above and return the beetle(s) to the enclosure. Close and secure the lid of the enclosure. Remove the “In Use” tag. If
there are beetles on another program, replace the “In Use” tag with one that corresponds to the total number of beetles
that are being used on the enclosure. If the transport and/or substrate is dirty, discard the substrate and clean the
transport container with disinfectant. Return the transport container to the transport storage area.
PRESENTATION GUIDELINES
Presentation Methods: You may present the longhorn cactus beetles in their transport container or on your hand.
- To present in the transport container, place the transport on a table or carry it around by the sides or bottom, keeping
it level.
- To present the longhorn cactus beetles on your hand, follow the handling protocols outlined above.
Touching: Guests may gently touch the back of the beetle with one finger. Monitor the beetle for signs of stress.
Position the beetle so its head is facing away from the guests. Keep guests’ hands away from the head of the beetle.
Sanitize hands after touching.
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TEMPERATURE/ENVIRONMENTAL GUIDELINES
Temperature Range: 65°-90° with no restrictions
50°-65° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a hot pack in its transport container
90°-105° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a cold pack in its transport container
Temperature Control: Place hot or cold packs on the outside of the transport container when the temperatures reach
the extreme ends of the temperature range.
HUSBANDRY GUIDELINES
When collecting and returning the longhorn cactus beetle, make sure to check the Three L’s – Life, Liquid and Locks.
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Animal Resources Protocol
Date: 6/21/2014

Area: Animal Handling and Presentation Protocol

Common Name: Madagascar hissing cockroaches
Scientific Name: Moneilema gigas
Level: Basic Invertebrate - C
Handling

Roach Brooch Presentation Method

GENERAL GUIDELINES
Usage: Twice a day; seven days a week
Transport: Designated plastic transport container
Substrate: Cypress mulch with a plastic, cardboard or wood hide
Supplies Needed: Aged or RO water spray bottle
General: The Madagascar hissing cockroaches are housed as a group. You may take one or multiple roaches to a
program. If you take multiple roaches, be sure to return the same number of roaches after the program. Do not take
juvenile roaches. Do not take a roach that has babies attached to its back or has an egg casing showing. Do not take
roaches that are mating. Do not take roaches that are white/light colored as it has just molted.
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
Signs of Stress:
- Biting/pinching
- Excessive movement
- Hissing
- Voiding
Return the roach to the transport container and remove from the area immediately if it is exhibiting any signs of stress.
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Animal Resources Protocol
INDIVIDUAL ANIMAL GUIDELINES
Collecting from the Enclosure: Find the correct transport container and remove the lid. Open the home enclosure and
move the furniture around if necessary to access the roaches. Collect your roach(es) from the enclosure. Gently pick up
the roach by the sides of its abdomen. Be careful to gently remove its legs from the substrate or hide. Place the roach
in the palm of your hand. You may also gently “herd” the roach onto your hand. Touch the roach on the back of its
abdomen and gently nudge it in the direction of your other hand and allow it to walk onto your palm. Since these
animals are housed in a group, make sure other roaches do not escape from the enclosure. Place the roach(es) in the
transport container and secure the lid. Move the furniture back to its original location and close and secure the lid of
the enclosure. An “In Use” tag does not need to be placed on the enclosure as the number of roaches housed in the
enclosure frequently fluctuates as it is a breeding colony. If you are taking multiple roaches, please make a note of how
many you have taken on the animal reservation sheet.
Collecting from the Transport: There may be multiple roaches in the transport container. Verify how many roaches are
inside before collecting a roach to present. Locate the roach(es) in the transport before opening the container. Collect
one roach from the transport container following the handling protocols outlined above. If there are multiple roaches in
the transport container, place the lid back on the transport container so the other roaches do not escape.
Handling: Contain the roach in the palms of your hands. Use hand over hand motion to contain the roach. Do not allow
the roach to walk up your forearms or on the back of your hands. If a roach attempts to walk up your forearm, block
them with your free hand; they will have to move to that hand or turn around.
Tip: If a roach starts to get active, gently cup it between both hands. Oftentimes, the roach will calm down in the dark,
enclosed area.
Returning to the Transport: Gently “herd” the roach off your hand and into the transport container. Or you may gently
pick up the roach by the side of its abdomen and place it into the transport container. Secure the lid in place.
Returning to the Enclosure: Open the enclosure and the transport container. Use the handling protocols outlined
above and return the roach(es) to the enclosure. Close and secure the lid of the enclosure. If the transport and/or
substrate is dirty, discard the substrate and clean the transport container with disinfectant. Return the transport
container to the transport storage area.
PRESENTATION GUIDELINES
Presentation Methods: You may present the Madagascar hissing cockroaches in their transport container, on your
hand, or as a “roach brooch.”
- To present in the transport container, place the transport on a table or carry it around by the sides or bottom, keeping
it level.
- To present the roach on your hand, follow the handling protocols outlined above.
- To present the roach as a “roach brooch,” pick the roach up by the abdomen and place it on your shirt, the same place
you would pin a brooch. Monitor the roach and return it to your hand or the transport container if it starts to wander.
Touching: Guests may gently touch the back of the roach with one finger. Monitor the roach for signs of stress.
Position the roach so its head is facing away from the guests. Keep guests’ hands away from the head of the roach.
Sanitize hands after touching.
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TEMPERATURE/ENVIRONMENTAL GUIDELINES
Temperature Range: 65°-90° with no restrictions
50°-65° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a hot pack in its transport container
90°-105° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a cold pack in its transport container
Temperature Control: Place hot or cold packs on the outside of the transport container when the temperatures reach
the extreme ends of the temperature range.
Lightly mist the enclosure with aged or RO water when necessary. These roaches are a tropical species and may be
misted down when weather conditions are hot and dry.
HUSBANDRY GUIDELINES
When collecting and returning the Madagascar hissing cockroach, make sure to check the Three L’s – Life, Liquid and
Locks.
Note: If a roach is dropped while in your care, return the animal to its transport and return it to APC as soon as possible.
Notify a keeper in person or by radio. Leave the roach inside the transport and leave a note on the transport with your
name and who to contact if they have further questions. If reptile keepers are gone for the day, leave the animal in the
transport overnight so keepers/managers can observe it for any health issues when they return.
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Animal Resources Protocol
Date: 6/21/2014

Area: Animal Handling and Presentation Protocol

Common Name: Tiger salamanders
Scientific Name: Ambystoma tigrinum
Level: Basic Amphibian - B
Handling

Presenting in the Transport

GENERAL GUIDELINES
Usage: Once a day; five days a week
Transport: Designated plastic transport container
Substrate: Sphagnum moss – mist with aged or RO water. To see if the substrate is moist enough take a handful and
squeeze. If water drips out, the substrate does not need to be misted. If water does not drip out, spray down the
substrate. Do not oversaturate. Water should not pour from the substrate when squeezed.
Supplies Needed: Nitrile gloves, aged or RO water spray bottle
General: The tiger salamanders may be used in a program when shedding.
Hand Washing: Prior to handling the salamander, handlers must thoroughly wash their hands with soap and water.
Rinse extremely well to prevent soap residue from coming into contact with the salamander’s permeable skin. Hand
sanitizer can NOT be used as a substitute for soap and water! If soap and water is not available the handler must wear
nitrile gloves when handling the salamander. Spray the gloves down with the aged or RO water spray bottle prior to
touching the salamander.
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SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
Signs of Stress:
- Biting
- Excessive movement
- Gaping
- Vocalizing
- Voiding
Return the salamander to the transport container and remove from the area immediately if it is exhibiting any signs of
stress.
INDIVIDUAL ANIMAL GUIDELINES
Collecting from the Enclosure: Follow the hand washing protocol outlined above prior to collecting the salamander.
Find the correct transport container and remove the lid. Locate the salamander in the enclosure before opening the lid.
Open the home enclosure and move the furniture around if necessary to access the salamander. Gently touch the
salamander on its back prior to picking it up to gauge its behavior. Collect the salamander from the enclosure. Place the
salamander in the transport container and secure the lid. Move the furniture back to the original location and close and
secure the lid of the enclosure. Flip the “In Use” tag.
Collecting from the Transport: Follow the hand washing protocol outlined above prior to collecting the salamander.
Locate the salamander in the transport before opening the container. Gently touch the salamander on its back prior to
picking it up to gauge its behavior. Gently pick up the salamander.
Handling: Hold the salamander with both hands, one hand supporting the front limbs and the other hand supporting
the rear limbs with both your thumbs on top. Support the entire body and as much of the tail as possible. Do not apply
pressure with your thumbs; use them only as additional support. If you apply pressure the salamander will typically get
more active.
Returning to the Transport: Gently place the salamander back into its transport container. Secure the lid in place.
Returning to the Enclosure: Follow the hand washing protocol outlined above prior to returning the salamander. Open
the enclosure and the transport container. Use the handling protocols outlined above and return the salamander to its
enclosure. Close and secure the lid of the enclosure. Flip the “In Use” tag. If the transport container and/or substrate is
dirty, discard the substrate and rinse the transport container with aged or RO water. Do NOT use any chemicals to clean
the transport container as the residue can make the salamander ill. Return the transport container to the storage area.
PRESENTATION GUIDELINES
Presentation Methods: You may present the salamander in its transport container or in your hands.
- To present in the transport container, place the transport on a table and remove the lid. Monitor the salamander at all
times so it doesn’t climb out of the transport.
- To present the salamander in your hands, follow the handling protocols outlined above.
Touching: Is not allowed due to the salamander’s permeable skin
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TEMPERATURE/ENVIRONMENTAL GUIDELINES
Temperature Range: 65°-90° with no restrictions
50°-65° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a hot pack in its transport container
90°-105° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a cold pack in its transport container
Temperature Control: Place hot or cold packs on the outside of the transport container when the temperatures reach
the extreme ends of the temperature range. Lightly mist the enclosure with aged or RO water when necessary.
HUSBANDRY GUIDELINES
When collecting and returning the salamander, make sure to check the Three L’s – Life, Liquid and Locks.

☒ Manager Approved: HJB - 6/21/2014
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Animal Resources Protocol
Date: 6/21/2014

Area: Animal Handling and Presentation Protocol

Common Name: White’s tree frogs
Scientific Name: Litoria caerulea
Level: Basic Amphibian - B
Handling

Presenting in the Transport

GENERAL GUIDELINES
Usage: Once a day; five days a week
Transport: Designated plastic transport container
Substrate: Sphagnum moss – mist with aged or RO water. To see if the substrate is moist enough take a handful and
squeeze. If water drips out, the substrate does not need to be misted. If water does not drip out, spray down the
substrate. Do not oversaturate. Water should not pour from the substrate when squeezed.
Supplies Needed: Nitrile gloves, aged or RO water spray bottle
General: The White’s tree frogs may be used in a program when shedding.
Hand Washing: Prior to handling the tree frog, handlers must thoroughly wash their hands with soap and water. Rinse
extremely well to prevent soap residue from coming into contact with the tree frog’s permeable skin. Hand sanitizer can
NOT be used as a substitute for soap and water! If soap and water is not available the handler must wear nitrile gloves
when handling the tree frog. Spray the gloves down with the aged or RO water spray bottle prior to touching the tree
frog.
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SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
Signs of Stress:
- Biting
- Excessive movement
- Gaping
- Jumping
- Vocalizing
- Voiding
Return the tree frog to the transport container and remove from the area immediately if it is exhibiting any signs of
stress.
INDIVIDUAL ANIMAL GUIDELINES
Collecting from the Enclosure: Follow the hand washing protocol outlined above prior to collecting the tree frog. Find
the correct transport container and remove the lid. Locate the tree frog in the enclosure before opening the lid. Open
the home enclosure and move the furniture around if necessary to access the tree frog. Gently touch the tree frog on its
back prior to picking it up to gauge its behavior. Collect the tree frog from the enclosure. Place the tree frog in the
transport container and secure the lid. Move the furniture back to the original location and close and secure the lid of
the enclosure. Flip the “In Use” tag. These individuals are housed in a group; make sure other tree frogs do not escape
from the enclosure.
Collecting from the Transport: Follow the hand washing protocol outlined above prior to collecting the tree frog.
Locate the tree frog in the transport before opening the container. As you open and remove the lid, place one hand a
few inches above the tree frog to prevent it from jumping out of the transport. Gently touch the tree frog on its back
prior to picking it up to gauge its behavior. Gently pick up the tree frog.
Handling: Hold the tree frog in the palms of both hands. Place both your thumbs on top of the frog. Support the entire
body in the palms of your hands. These frogs are arboreal and prefer to be held at an incline of 45-75 degrees. Do not
apply pressure with your thumbs; use them only as additional support. If you apply pressure the tree frog will typically
get more active.
Returning to the Transport: Gently place the tree frog back into its transport container. Place one hand a few inches
above the tree frog to prevent it from jumping out of the transport as you get the lid in place. Secure the lid taking care
not to pinch any of the tree frog’s toes between the lid and the lip of the container.
Returning to the Enclosure: Follow the hand washing protocol outlined above prior to returning the tree frog. Open
the enclosure and the transport container. Use the handling protocols outlined above and return the tree frog to its
enclosure. Close and secure the lid of the enclosure. Flip the “In Use” tag. If the transport container and/or substrate is
dirty, discard the substrate and rinse the transport container with aged or RO water. Do NOT use any chemicals to clean
the transport container as the residue can make the tree frog ill. Return the transport container to the storage area.
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PRESENTATION GUIDELINES
Presentation Methods: You may present the tree frog in its transport container or in your hands.
- To present in the transport container, place the transport on a table or carry it around by the sides or bottom, keeping
it level.
- To present the tree frog in your hands, follow the handling protocols outlined above.
Touching: Is not allowed due to the tree frog’s permeable skin
TEMPERATURE/ENVIRONMENTAL GUIDELINES
Temperature Range: 65°-90° with no restrictions
50°-65° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a hot pack in its transport container
90°-105° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a cold pack in its transport container
Temperature Control: Place hot or cold packs on the outside of the transport container when the temperatures reach
the extreme ends of the temperature range. Lightly mist the enclosure with aged or RO water when necessary.
HUSBANDRY GUIDELINES
When collecting and returning the tree frog, make sure to check the Three L’s – Life, Liquid and Locks.
- If a tree frog jumps out of your hands during a program, return it to APC reptiles as soon as possible and inform a
reptile keeper. Leave the animal in its transport container until a keeper can look it over. If keepers have gone home for
the day, contact the AR or reptile manager.
- If a tree frog jumps out of your hands and lands on another surface (e.g., floor, table, countertop, etc.) rinse the tree
frog with aged or RO water thoroughly in case there is any chemical residue on the surface that could harm the tree
frog.

☒ Manager Approved: HJB - 6/21/2014
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Date: 6/21/2014

Area: Animal Handling and Presentation Protocol

Animal Group: Box turtles
Common Name: Malayan box turtle & three-toed box turtle
Scientific Name: Cuora ambionensis & Terrapene carolina triunguis
Level: Basic Turtle/Tortoise - C
Handling

Presenting in a Corral

GENERAL GUIDELINES
Usage: Once a day; five days a week
Transport: Designated plastic transport container
Substrate: Newspaper
Supplies Needed: Corral (optional)
General: Box turtles may be used in a program when they are shedding.
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
Signs of Stress:
- Biting
- Excessive movement
- Gaping
- Retreating into shell and remaining
- Vocalizing
- Voiding
Return the box turtle to the transport container and remove from the area immediately if it is exhibiting any signs of
stress.
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INDIVIDUAL ANIMAL GUIDELINES
Collecting from the Enclosure: Find the correct transport container and open the lid. Locate the turtle in the enclosure
before opening. Open the home enclosure and move the furniture around if necessary to access the turtle. Gently
touch the turtle on its back prior to picking it up to gauge its behavior. Collect the turtle from the enclosure. Place the
turtle in the transport container and secure the lid. Move the furniture back to the original location and close and
secure the enclosure. Flip the “In Use” tag. Some of these individuals are housed in a group; make sure other turtles do
not escape from the enclosure.
Collecting from the Transport: Locate the turtle in the transport before opening the container. Gently touch the turtle
on its back prior to picking it up to gauge its behavior. Gently pick up the turtle.
Handling: Hold the turtle with both hands, one hand on each side of the shell with your fingers underneath and your
thumbs on top. Position the turtle so its body is on a horizontal plane.
Returning to the Transport: Gently place the turtle back into its transport container. Secure the lid in place.
Returning to the Enclosure: Open the enclosure and the transport container. Use the handling protocols outlined
above and return the turtle to its enclosure. Close and secure the enclosure. Flip the “In Use” tag. If the transport
container and/or substrate is dirty, discard the substrate and clean the transport with disinfectant. Return the transport
container to the storage area.
PRESENTATION GUIDELINES
Presentation Methods: You may present the box turtles in your hands, in a corral or on the ground.
- To present the turtle in your hands, follow the handling protocols outlined above.
- To present the turtle in a corral, set up the corral on the ground and place the turtle inside. If the ground is dirty place
a clean barrier (e.g., newspaper, butcher paper) between the ground and the turtle. The larger turtle species are strong
enough to push the corral. Monitor the turtle at all times. Disinfect the corral after use.
- To present the turtle on the ground, designate an area that the turtle can roam freely in and place the turtle down.
Monitor the turtle at all times so it doesn’t wander from the designated area. If the ground is dirty place a clean barrier
(e.g., newspaper, butcher paper) between the ground and the turtle.
- To display the turtle’s plastron (bottom of the shell), tilt the turtle slowly backward and briefly hold the animal at a 45
degree angle.
Touching: Guests may gently touch the carapace (top of the shell) with two fingers. Monitor the turtle for signs of
stress. Position the turtle so its head is facing away from the guests. Keep guests’ hands away from the head of the
turtle. The turtle may be touched by guests while in a corral or on the ground with supervision and direction. Sanitize
hands after touching.
TEMPERATURE/ENVIRONMENTAL GUIDELINES
Temperature Range: 65°-90° with no restrictions
50°-65° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a hot pack in its transport container
90°-105° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a cold pack in its transport container
Temperature Control: Place hot or cold packs on the outside of the transport container when the temperatures reach
the extreme ends of the temperature range.
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HUSBANDRY GUIDELINES
When collecting and returning the turtle, make sure to check the Three L’s – Life, Liquid and Locks.
Note: If you find a turtle flipped upside-down on its shell, gently pick it up and slowly turn it right-side-up. Be careful
not to flip it too quickly to avoid torsion – twisting of its internal organs. Monitor its behavior for a few minutes and
notify a reptile keeper. Make a note on the DSR.

☒ Manager Approved: HJB - 6/21/2014
Updated 6/21/2014
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Date: 6/21/2014

Area: Animal Handling and Presentation Protocol

Animal Group: Tortoises
Common Name: Desert tortoises, radiated tortoise, red-footed tortoise, Texas tortoise
Scientific Name: Gopherus agassizii, Geochelone radiata, Geochelone carbonaria, Gopherus berlandieri
Level: Basic Turtle/Tortoise - C
Handling – Radiated tortoise

Presenting on the Ground – Desert tortoise

GENERAL GUIDELINES
Usage: Once a day; five days a week
Transport: Designated plastic transport container
Substrate: Newspaper
Supplies Needed: Corral (optional)
General: Tortoises may be used in a program when they are shedding. During the warmer months, the tortoises that
are housed in the tortoise barn receive rotational access to an outside yard adjacent to the tortoise barn. The yard is
separated into two areas: the “large yard” which encompasses the large area and the “small yard” which is a smaller
metal pen located in the middle of the yard. There is a white board located directly across from the entrance to the
tortoise barn that will identify the tortoises currently housed in the outside yard – “Large Yard” and “Small Yard”. Please
collect and return your tortoise to the correct location notated on the white board.
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SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
Signs of Stress:
- Biting
- Excessive movement
- Gaping
- Retreating into shell and remaining
- Vocalizing
- Voiding
Return the tortoise to the transport container and remove from the area immediately if it is exhibiting any signs of
stress.
INDIVIDUAL ANIMAL GUIDELINES
Collecting from the Enclosure: Find the correct transport container and open the lid. Locate the tortoise in the
enclosure before opening. Open the home enclosure and move the furniture around if necessary to access the tortoise.
Gently touch the tortoise on its back prior to picking it up to gauge its behavior. Collect the tortoise from the enclosure.
Place the tortoise in the transport container and secure the lid. Move the furniture back to the original location and
close and secure the enclosure. Flip the “In Use” tag. Some of these individuals are housed in a group; make sure other
tortoises do not escape from the enclosure.
Collecting from the Transport: Locate the tortoise in the transport before opening the container. Gently touch the
tortoise on its back prior to picking it up to gauge its behavior. Gently pick up the tortoise.
Handling: Hold the tortoise with both hands, one hand on each side of the shell with your fingers underneath and your
thumbs on top. Position the tortoise so its body is on a horizontal plane.
Returning to the Transport: Gently place the tortoise back into its transport container. Secure the lid in place.
Returning to the Enclosure: Open the enclosure and the transport container. Use the handling protocols outlined
above and return the tortoise to its enclosure. Close and secure the enclosure. Flip the “In Use” tag. If the transport
container and/or substrate is dirty, discard the substrate and clean the transport with disinfectant. Return the transport
container to the storage area.
PRESENTATION GUIDELINES
Presentation Methods: You may present the tortoises in your hands, in a corral or on the ground.
- To present the tortoise in your hands, follow the handling protocols outlined above.
- To present the tortoise in a corral, set up the corral on the ground and place the tortoise inside. If the ground is dirty
place a clean barrier (e.g., newspaper, butcher paper) between the ground and the tortoise. The tortoises are strong
enough to push the corral. Monitor the tortoise at all times. Disinfect the corral after use.
- To present the tortoise on the ground, designate an area that the tortoise can roam freely in and place the tortoise
down. Monitor the tortoise at all times so it doesn’t wander from the designated area. If the ground is dirty place a
clean barrier (e.g., newspaper, butcher paper) between the ground and the tortoise.
- To display the tortoise’s plastron (bottom of the shell), tilt the tortoise slowly backward and briefly hold the animal at a
45 degree angle.
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Touching: Guests may gently touch the carapace (top of the shell) with two fingers. Monitor the tortoise for signs of
stress. Position the tortoise so its head is facing away from the guests. Keep guests’ hands away from the head of the
tortoise. The tortoise may be touched by guests while in a corral or on the ground with supervision and direction.
Sanitize hands after touching.
TEMPERATURE/ENVIRONMENTAL GUIDELINES
Temperature Range: 65°-90° with no restrictions
50°-65° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a hot pack in its transport container
90°-105° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a cold pack in its transport container
Temperature Control: Place hot or cold packs on the outside of the transport container when the temperatures reach
the extreme ends of the temperature range.
HUSBANDRY GUIDELINES
When collecting and returning the tortoise, make sure to check the Three L’s – Life, Liquid and Locks.
Note: If you find a tortoise flipped upside-down on its shell, gently pick it up and slowly turn it right-side-up. Be careful
not to flip it too quickly to avoid torsion – twisting of its internal organs. Monitor its behavior for a few minutes and
notify a reptile keeper. Make a note on the DSR.

☒ Manager Approved: HJB - 6/21/2014
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Date: 6/21/2014

Area: Animal Handling and Presentation Protocol

Common Name: Leopard geckos
Scientific Name: Eublepharis macularius
Level: Basic Lizard - C
Handling

Handling

GENERAL GUIDELINES
Usage: Once a day; five days a week
Transport: Designated plastic transport container
Substrate: Aspen
General: The leopard geckos may be used in a program when shedding.
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
Signs of Stress:
- Biting
- Curling its body into a “C” shape and becoming rigid
- Excessive movement
- Gaping
- Holding its tongue out for an extended period of time
- Losing its tail
- Vocalizing
- Voiding
- Whipping its tail
Return the gecko to the transport container and remove from the area immediately if it is exhibiting any signs of stress.
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INDIVIDUAL ANIMAL GUIDELINES
Collecting from the Enclosure: Find the correct transport container and remove the lid. Locate the gecko in the
enclosure before opening the lid. Open the home enclosure and move the furniture around if necessary to access the
gecko. Gently touch the gecko on its back prior to picking it up to gauge its behavior. Collect the gecko from the
enclosure. Place the gecko in the transport container and secure the lid. Move the furniture back to the original
location and close and secure the lid of the enclosure. Flip the “In Use” tag.
Collecting from the Transport: Locate the gecko in the transport before opening the container. Gently touch the gecko
on its back prior to picking it up to gauge its behavior. Gently pick up the gecko.
Handling: Hold the gecko with both hands, one hand supporting the front limbs and the other hand supporting the rear
limbs with both your thumbs on top. Support the entire body and tail. Do not apply pressure with your thumbs; use
them only as additional support. If you apply pressure the gecko will typically get more active. If the gecko becomes
active you can incline your hands so they are at a 45 degree angle, mimicking a basking position. Never grasp a gecko’s
tail as they may drop their tail in defense.
Returning to the Transport: Gently place the gecko back into its transport container. Secure the lid in place.
Returning to the Enclosure: Open the enclosure and the transport container. Use the handling protocols outlined
above and return the gecko to its enclosure. Close and secure the lid of the enclosure. Flip the “In Use” tag. If the
transport container and/or substrate is dirty, discard the substrate and clean the transport with disinfectant. Return the
transport container to the storage area.
PRESENTATION GUIDELINES
Presentation Methods: You may present the gecko in your hands.
- To present the gecko in your hands, follow the handling protocols outlined above.
Touching: Guests may gently touch the back of the gecko with one or two fingers. Monitor the gecko for signs of stress.
Position the gecko so its head is facing away from guests. Keep guests’ hands away from the gecko’s head. Do not allow
guests to touch or grasp the gecko’s tail as they may drop their tail in defense. Sanitize hands after touching.
TEMPERATURE/ENVIRONMENTAL GUIDELINES
Temperature Range: 65°-90° with no restrictions
50°-65° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a hot pack in its transport container
90°-105° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a cold pack in its transport container
Temperature Control: Place hot or cold packs on the inside of the transport container when the temperatures reach the
extreme ends of the temperature range. Hot and cold packs should be wrapped in a pillowcase or cloth cover.
HUSBANDRY GUIDELINES
When collecting and returning the gecko, make sure to check the Three L’s – Life, Liquid and Locks.

☒ Manager Approved: HJB - 6/21/2014
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Date: 6/21/2014

Area: Animal Handling and Presentation Protocol

Common Name: Bearded dragons & Saharan spiny-tailed lizard
Scientific Name: Pogona vitticeps & Uromastyx geyri
Level: Basic Lizard - C
Handling – Bearded dragon

Handling – Saharan spiny-tailed lizard

GENERAL GUIDELINES
Usage: Once a day; five days a week
Transport: Designated plastic transport container
Substrate: Newspaper
General: The lizards may be used in a program when shedding.
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
Signs of Stress:
- Biting
- Color of beard darkens (bearded dragons only)
- Curling its body into a “C” shape and becoming rigid
- Excessive movement
- Gaping
- Holding its tongue out for an extended period of time
- Inflating its beard (bearded dragons only)
- Inflating its body
- Vocalizing
- Voiding
- Whipping its tail
Return the lizard to the transport container and remove from the area immediately if it is exhibiting any signs of stress.
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INDIVIDUAL ANIMAL GUIDELINES
Collecting from the Enclosure: Find the correct transport container and remove the lid. Locate the lizard in the
enclosure before opening. Open the home enclosure and move the furniture around if necessary to access the lizard.
Gently touch the lizard on its back prior to picking it up to gauge its behavior. Collect the lizard from the enclosure.
Place the lizard in the transport container and secure the lid. Move the furniture back to the original location and close
and secure the enclosure. Flip the “In Use” tag. Some of these individuals are housed in pairs; make sure that other
lizards do not escape from the enclosure.
Collecting from the Transport: Locate the lizard in the transport before opening the container. Gently touch the lizard
on its back prior to picking it up to gauge its behavior. Gently pick up the lizard.
Handling: Hold the lizard with both hands, one hand supporting the front limbs and the other hand supporting the rear
limbs with both your thumbs on top. Support the entire body and as much of the tail as possible. Do not apply pressure
with your thumbs; use them only as additional support. If you apply pressure the lizard will typically get more active. If
the lizard becomes active you can incline your hands so they are at a 45 degree angle, mimicking a basking position.
Never grasp a lizard’s tail as some species may drop their tail in defense.
Returning to the Transport: Gently place the lizard back into its transport container. Secure the lid in place.
Returning to the Enclosure: Open the enclosure and the transport container. Use the handling protocols outlined
above and return the lizard to its enclosure. Close and secure the enclosure. Flip the “In Use” tag. If the transport
container and/or substrate is dirty, discard the substrate and clean the transport with disinfectant. Return the transport
container to the storage area.
PRESENTATION GUIDELINES
Presentation Methods: You may present the lizard in your hands.
- To present the lizard in your hands, follow the handling protocols outlined above.
Touching: Guests may gently touch the back of the lizard with one or two fingers. Monitor the lizard for signs of stress.
Position the lizard so its head is facing away from guests. Keep guests’ hands away from the lizard’s head. Do not allow
guests to touch or grasp the lizard’s tail as they may drop their tail in defense. Sanitize hands after touching.
TEMPERATURE/ENVIRONMENTAL GUIDELINES
Temperature Range: 65°-90° with no restrictions
50°-65° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a hot pack in its transport container
90°-105° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a cold pack in its transport container
Temperature Control: Place hot or cold packs on the inside of the transport container when the temperatures reach the
extreme ends of the temperature range. Hot and cold packs should be wrapped in a pillowcase or cloth cover.
HUSBANDRY GUIDELINES
When collecting and returning the lizard, make sure to check the Three L’s – Life, Liquid and Locks.
☒ Manager Approved: HJB - 6/21/2014
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Date: 6/21/2014

Area: Animal Handling and Presentation Protocol

Common Name: Arizona mountain kingsnake, ball pythons, Brazilian rainbow boas, California kingsnake, cornsnake,
grey-banded kingsnakes, long nosed snake, & woma python
Scientific Name: Lampropeltis pyromelana, Python regius, Epicrates cenchria cenchria, Lampropeltis getula californiae,
Elaphe guttata, Lampropeltis alterna, Rhinocheilus lecontei, & Aspidites ramsayi
Level: Basic Snake - C
Handling – Brazilian Rainbow Boa

Presenting on a Tree Perch – Ball Python

GENERAL GUIDELINES
Usage: Once a day; four days a week
Transport: Designated plastic transport container
Substrate: Newspaper
Supplies Needed: Diluted vinegar spray bottle, snake hook, tree perch or pegboard (optional)
General: Snakes cannot be used in a program when they are shedding or feeding. A snake’s eyes will turn an
opaque/blue color and its scales become dull/hazy in appearance prior to shedding. Do not handle a snake during the
shedding process as they have poor visibility and are likely to be defensive. A blue tag that says “Snake is Blue” will be
posted on the snake’s enclosure by reptile keepers. Do not place a blue tag on the enclosure if you are the first to find a
snake is shedding. Instead, inform the reptile keepers and they will verify that the snake is shedding before placing a tag
on the enclosure. Do not handle snakes the day of or the day after a feeding. A snake needs approximately 48 hours to
digest its food before going out on a program. Half the collection is fed on Mondays and can’t be used on Mondays and
Tuesdays. The other half of the collection is fed on Thursdays and can’t be used on Thursdays and Fridays. Feed days
are posted on the snake’s enclosure. A green tag that says “Snake is Feeding” will be posted on the snake’s enclosure by
reptile keepers on the day it is fed and will be removed by reptile keepers after 48 hours.
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SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
Signs of Stress:
- Balling up
- Biting
- Constricting
- Erratic, twitching movement
- Excessive movement
- Extreme lethargy
- Gaping
- Hissing
- Limp
- Musking – releasing an unpleasant fluid from the vent – usually milky white in color
- “Rattling” its tail
- Rigid
- Strike position - rearing its head and upper body off the ground
- Striking
- Tracking
- Voiding
Return the snake to the transport container and remove from the area immediately if it is exhibiting any signs of stress.
Snake Bite: If a snake bites and won’t let go, take the diluted vinegar spray bottle and squirt it into its mouth. The
nozzle should be adjusted to a sharp stream, not a mist. The unpleasant taste should cause the snake to let go.
INDIVIDUAL ANIMAL GUIDELINES
Collecting from the Enclosure: Find the correct transport container and remove the lid. Collect a snake hook. Locate
the snake in the enclosure before opening. Open the home enclosure and move the furniture around if necessary to
access the snake. Gently touch the snake on its back with the rounded part of the snake hook prior to picking it up to
gauge its behavior. Gently pick up the snake with both hands. If the snake is balled up, reach underneath their coils and
scoop them up into the palms of both hands. If the snake is stretched out, one hand should grab one-third of the way
down the snake’s body and your other hand should grab two-thirds of the way down the snake’s body. Do not reach
directly in front of or over the snake’s head. Verify that the snake is not shedding. Place the snake tail first into the
transport container and secure the lid. Move the furniture back to the original location and close and secure the
enclosure. Flip the “In Use” tag. Disinfect, rinse and return the snake hook.
Collecting from the Transport: Locate the snake in the transport before opening the container. Gently touch the snake
on its back prior to picking it up to gauge its behavior. Gently pick up the snake following the handling protocols
outlined above.
Handling: Hold the snake with both hands and support as much of the body as possible on your hands and forearms.
Move the snake as necessary to control. Do not squeeze, grab or poke the snake to prevent damage to its spine and
ribs. You may allow the snake to wrap around one of your arms/wrists for additional support. Do not let the snake wrap
around both your arms/wrists and “handcuff” you. Keep the orientation of the snake so its belly is facing down.
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Returning to the Transport: Gently place the snake tail first back into its transport container. Secure the lid in place.
Make sure that you do not pinch the snake’s body or tail between the lip of the container and the lid. If the snake
attempts to climb out of the transport, place the tail in first and use your free hand to hold the lid ready over the
transport. Place the snake’s head in the transport and immediately place the lid on top while sliding your arm out.
Make sure the snake is clear of the lid before securing.
Returning to the Enclosure: Open the enclosure and the transport container. Use the handling protocols outlined
above and return the snake to its enclosure. You may allow the snake to go head first into the enclosure. Close and
secure the enclosure. Flip the “In Use” tag. If the transport container and/or substrate is dirty, discard the substrate
and clean the transport with disinfectant. Return the transport container to the storage area.
PRESENTATION GUIDELINES
Presentation Methods: You may present the snake in your hands, on a tree perch or on a pegboard.
- To present the snake in your hands, follow the handling protocols outlined above.
- To present the snake on a tree perch, place the snake head first onto the perch and allow the snake to weave itself
onto the perch. Reposition as necessary. Do NOT leave a snake unattended on the tree perch on place it near another
surface where the snake might escape. To remove a snake from the tree perch, hold the snake’s upper body near the
head and use your other hand to gently unwind the snake from the perch. Remove the snake from head to tail to
ensure the snake’s scales do not get damaged on the perch. Only use the tree perch for arboreal and semi-arboreal
snake species. Disinfect after use.
- To present the snake on a pegboard, place the snake head first onto the pegboard and allow the snake to weave itself
onto the pegboard. Reposition as necessary. Do NOT leave a snake unattended on the pegboard or place it near
another surface where the snake might escape. To remove a snake from the pegboard, hold the snake’s upper body
near the head and use your other hand to gently remove the snake from the pegboard. Remove the snake from head to
tail to ensure that the snake’s scales do not get damaged on the pegboard. The pegboard may be used by arboreal,
semi-arboreal and terrestrial snake species. Disinfect after use.
Touching: Guests may gently touch the back of the snake with one or two fingers going in the direction the scales lay.
Monitor the snake for signs of stress. Position the snake so its head is facing away from guests. Keep guests’ hands
away from the snake’s head. Guests can also make a fist and the handler can touch the underside of the snake to the
back of the guests’ hand going in the direction the scales lay. Sanitize hands after touching.
- No touching is allowed while the snake is on the tree perch or pegboard.
- A guest may also hold the tail end of the snake as long as the handler has control of the head and the front half of the
snake. Another certified handler must be present to help direct the guest and provide assistance if needed.
TEMPERATURE/ENVIRONMENTAL GUIDELINES
Temperature Range: 65°-90° with no restrictions
50°-65° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a hot pack in its transport container
90°-105° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a cold pack in its transport container
Temperature Control: Place hot or cold packs on the inside of the transport container when the temperatures reach the
extreme ends of the temperature range. Hot and cold packs should be wrapped in a pillowcase or cloth cover.
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HUSBANDRY GUIDELINES
When collecting and returning the snake, make sure to check the Three L’s – Life, Liquid and Locks.
- Tropical snake species will occasionally wheeze, especially in our dry, desert environment. This is not a sign of stress
and you may continue to use the snake on your program. If you hear any wheezing, notify a reptile keeper and note it
on the DSR.

☒ Manager Approved: HJB - 6/21/2014
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Date: 6/21/2014

Area: Animal Handling and Presentation Protocol

Common Name: Cactus mice
Scientific Name: Peromyscus eremicus
Level: Basic Mammal - A
Handling

Refilling Water

GENERAL GUIDELINES
Usage: Once a day; five days a week
Transport: Cactus mice are transported in their home enclosure
Substrate: Varies – sand, eco-bedding, paper towels
Supplies Needed: Water crock
General: Mammals must have access to water at all times.
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
Signs of Stress:
- Excessive movement – cactus mice are naturally very quick and will normally dart around their enclosure
- Cactus mice exhibit typical signs of stress as other rodents (e.g., fighting, rapid breathing, urinating/defecating,
vocalizing, etc.), but as they are very small, these signs of stress are not always able to be observed.
- Monitor their behavior and if you notice anything that is abnormal or excessive, assume that it is a sign of stress.
Remove the cactus mice from the area immediately if it is exhibiting any signs of stress.
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INDIVIDUAL ANIMAL GUIDELINES
Collecting from the Enclosure: Cactus mice are transported in their home enclosures. Before picking the enclosure up
make sure the lid is tightly secured and that there is water in the crock. Verify that the animal(s) are in the enclosure.
Remove the “In Use” tag and place it on the countertop where the animal’s enclosure was located. Take the entire
enclosure with you to the program. Some of these individuals are housed in pairs.
Handling: All cactus mice are presented in their home enclosures. Hold the enclosure by the sides or bottom and keep
it level. Never open the lid of the enclosure as the mice may jump out.
Returning to the Enclosure: Place the enclosure back on the countertop. Flip the “In Use” tag and place it on the
enclosure. Fill the water crock with water if any spilled during transportation. Do not open the lid; use the squirt bottle
and fill the water crock up through the holes on the lid of the enclosure.
PRESENTATION GUIDELINES
Presentation Methods: Cactus mice are presented in their enclosures only.
- To present, place the enclosure on a table or carry it around by the sides or bottom, keeping it level.
Touching: Is not allowed
TEMPERATURE/ENVIRONMENTAL GUIDELINES
Temperature Range: 65°-90° with no restrictions
50°-65° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a hot pack in its transport container
90°-105° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a cold pack in its transport container
Temperature Control: Place hot or cold packs on the outside of the transport container when the temperatures reach
the extreme ends of the temperature range.
HUSBANDRY GUIDELINES
When collecting and returning the cactus mice, make sure to check the Three L’s – Life, Liquid and Locks.

☒ Manager Approved: HJB - 6/21/2014
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Date: 6/21/2014

Area: Animal Handling and Presentation Protocol

Common Name: Egyptian fruit bats
Scientific Name: Rousettus aegyptiacus
Level: Basic Mammal - A
Handling

Returning Roost Box to Enclosure

GENERAL GUIDELINES
Usage: Once a day; five days a week
Transport: Designated roost box with stand
Substrate: None
Supplies Needed: Water bottle, towel
General: Mammals must have access to water at all times.
There may be multiple bats in the roost box.
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
Signs of Stress:
- Excessive movement
- Fighting
- Holding wings open
- Licking fur
- Panting
- Shivering
- Vocalizing
- Urinating/defecating
Remove the bats from the area immediately if it is exhibiting any signs of stress.
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INDIVIDUAL ANIMAL GUIDELINES
Collecting from the Enclosure: The bats will be pre-boxed by Animal Resources staff and will be located in the APC
mammal building. Make sure that a water bottle is attached to the transport. Ensure that both doors are secured.
Verify how many bats are in the roost box. Cover the roost box with a towel when not presenting.
Handling: The bats are presented in their roost box only. Set the roost box on a table and remove the towel to present
the bats. Never open any of the doors on the roost box as the bats may escape. Cover the roost box with the towel
when you are finished presenting.
Returning to the Enclosure: Before entering the bats’ enclosure, verify if there are any bats inside the enclosure. If
there are, make sure another bat does not escape as you enter the enclosure. The bats are housed with a domestic
rabbit; make sure the rabbit does not escape from the enclosure. Remove the towel from the roost box and remove the
roost box from its stand. Enter the enclosure and close the door behind you. Hang the roost box on the wall of the
enclosure. Make sure you secure the roost box to the wall with the bolts and wing-nuts. Replace the wood sliding panel
by opening the top door of the roost box and carefully slide the panel into the slots. Secure the top door in place. Open
the bottom door of the roost box and leave open so the bats can exit the roost box. Leave the water bottle attached to
the roost box; refill if necessary. If AR staff has left the zoo for the evening, attach the sheet barrier to all four corners of
the enclosure about 3-4 feet off the ground. This ensures that the bats do not urinate/defecate on the rabbit as well as
to catch any food that may fall. Exit the enclosure, making sure the bats and rabbit do not escape and close and secure
the door behind you. Flip the “In Use” tag(s). Return the roost box stand to the APC storage area. If a “Feed Me Out”
tag is placed on the roost box and/or the enclosure, feed out the bats’ diet. Clean the food containers and leave them in
the dish drying station.
Transporting: When transporting bats in a vehicle, position their roost box so the foot holds are parallel to the direction
of travel. Take extra care when moving the bats’ transport container or when transporting in a vehicle as the bats are
hanging upside-down in their roost box.
PRESENTATION GUIDELINES
Presentation Methods: The bats are presented in their roost box only.
- To present, place the roost box on a table and remove the towel.
Touching: Is not allowed
TEMPERATURE/ENVIRONMENTAL GUIDELINES
Temperature Range: 65°-90° with no restrictions
50°-65° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a hot pack in its transport container
90°-105° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a cold pack in its transport container
Temperature Control: Place hot or cold packs on the outside of the transport container when the temperatures reach
the extreme ends of the temperature range. Place the hot or cold packs on the top of the roost box as the bats hang
upside-down.
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HUSBANDRY GUIDELINES
When collecting and returning the bats, make sure to check the Three L’s – Life, Liquid and Locks.
Note: If you have to feed the bats out, their diet bowls will be located in the refrigerator in APC mammals. There will be
fruit and nectar in their diet. The nectar comes in a powdered form and/or a canned form. For the powdered nectar, fill
the nectar container completely up with water and shake to mix. Place the fruit in one bowl and the nectar in another
and place both bowls in the bats’ enclosure.

☒ Manager Approved: HJB - 6/21/2014
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Animal Resources Protocol
Date: 6/21/2014

Area: Animal Handling and Presentation Protocol

Common Name: Hedgehogs
Scientific Name: Atelerix albiventris
Level: Basic Mammal - B
Handling

Presenting in a Corral

GENERAL GUIDELINES
Usage: Once a day; five days a week
Transport: Designated crate
Substrate: Newspaper
Supplies Needed: Individual hedgehog gloves (S and L sizes available), blanket, water bottle, corral (optional)
General: Mammals must have access to water at all times.
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
Signs of Stress:
- Balling up
- Biting
- Excessive movement
- Rapid breathing
- Twitching spines
- Urinating/defecating
- Vocalizing
Return the hedgehog to the transport container and remove from the area immediately if it is exhibiting any signs of
stress.
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INDIVIDUAL ANIMAL GUIDELINES
Collecting from the Enclosure: Find the correct transport container and open the door. Collect a clean water bottle, fill
it up with water and attach it to the transport. Locate the correct gloves (gloves are labeled on the inside with the
hedgehog’s AD number) and place them on your hands. Locate the hedgehog in the enclosure before opening. Open
the home enclosure. Collect the blanket from the enclosure and place it in the transport container. Move the furniture
around if necessary to access the hedgehog. Gently touch the hedgehog on its back prior to picking it up to gauge its
behavior. Gently pick up the hedgehog by scooping it up in the palms of both hands. Place the hedgehog in the
transport container and secure the door(s). Move the furniture back to the original location and close and secure the
enclosure. Flip the “In Use” tag.
Collecting from the Transport: Place the hedgehog gloves on your hands. Locate the hedgehog in the transport before
opening the container. Gently touch the hedgehog on its back prior to picking it up to gauge its behavior. Gently pick up
the hedgehog following the handling protocols outlined above.
Handling: Hold the hedgehog with both hands supporting the entire body in both your palms. Move your hands as
necessary to contain the hedgehog. Do not allow the hedgehog to walk up your forearms.
Returning to the Transport: Gently place the hedgehog back into its transport container. Secure the door(s).
Returning to the Enclosure: Place the hedgehog gloves on your hands. Open the enclosure and the transport container.
Use the handling protocols outlined above and return the hedgehog to its enclosure. If the blanket is not soiled, place it
back into the enclosure. If the blanket is soiled, remove as much fecal material as possible and place it in the dirty
laundry bin. Place a clean blanket back into the hedgehog’s enclosure. Close and secure the enclosure. Flip the “In Use”
tag. Remove the water bottle from the transport and clean it. Leave it in the dish drying station. If the transport
container and/or substrate is dirty, discard the substrate and clean the transport with disinfectant. Return the transport
container to the storage area.
PRESENTATION GUIDELINES
Presentation Methods: You may present the hedgehog in your hands or in a corral.
- To present the hedgehog in your hands, follow the handling protocols outlined above.
- To present the hedgehog in a corral, set the corral on the ground. If the ground is dirty, place a clean barrier (e.g.
newspaper, butcher paper) between the ground and the hedgehog. Disinfect after use.
Touching: Is not allowed
TEMPERATURE/ENVIRONMENTAL GUIDELINES
Temperature Range: 65°-90° with no restrictions
50°-65° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a hot pack in its transport container
90°-105° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a cold pack in its transport container
Temperature Control: Place hot or cold packs on the outside of the transport container when the temperatures reach
the extreme ends of the temperature range.
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HUSBANDRY GUIDELINES
When collecting and returning the hedgehog, make sure to check the Three L’s – Life, Liquid and Locks.

☒ Manager Approved: HJB - 6/21/2014
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Animal Resources Protocol
Date: 6/21/2014

Area: Animal Handling and Presentation Protocol

Common Name: Ferrets
Scientific Name: Mustela putorius furo
Level: Basic Mammal - C
Handling

Handling during Guest Touching Experiences

GENERAL GUIDELINES
Usage: Once a day; five days a week
Transport: Designated crate
Substrate: Newspaper
Supplies Needed: Water bottle, blanket, harness, lead
General: Mammals must have access to water at all times.
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
Signs of Stress:
- Biting
- Excessive defecating
- Excessive movement
- Lethargy
- Rapid breathing
- Scratching
- Urinating
- Vocalizing
Return the ferret to the transport container and remove from the area immediately if it is exhibiting any signs of stress.
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INDIVIDUAL ANIMAL GUIDELINES
Collecting from the Enclosure: Find the correct transport container and open the door. Collect a clean water bottle, fill
it up with water and attach it to the transport. Place a clean blanket inside the transport container. Collect the correct
harness and lead for the individual ferret that you are taking. Attach the lead to the transport container. Get the
harness ready to place on the ferret. Locate the ferret in the enclosure before opening. Open the home enclosure and
move the furniture around if necessary to access the ferret. Gently touch the ferret on its back prior to picking it up to
gauge its behavior. Gently pick up the ferret. Move the furniture back to the original location and close and secure the
enclosure. Flip the “In Use” tag. These individuals are housed as a group; make sure other ferrets do not escape from
the enclosure. Be aware of your movements as you may get the ferrets wound up, which can lead to play nipping.
Before placing the ferret in the transport container, place the harness on the ferret. Place the ferret in the transport
container and secure the door. Never leave the lead attached to the harness when placing the ferret in the transport
container.
Harnessing: Before collecting the ferret, make sure that the harness is ready to place on the ferret. To harness the
ferret, place the ferret on a countertop or sit down and place the ferret in your lap. The front of the harness clips
around the neck of the ferret and the back of the harness clips behind the ferret’s front legs. Make sure the loop the
lead attaches to is on the ferret’s back and is facing the back end of the ferret. Make sure you do not pinch any skin or
hair in the harness clips. The harness should fit snugly, but not too tight. Make adjustments if necessary. The harness is
adjusted correctly when you can slip one finger only between the harness and the ferret.
Collecting from the Transport: Locate the ferret in the transport before opening the container. Place the end of the
lead around your wrist and then open the transport. Gently touch the ferret on its back prior to picking it up to gauge its
behavior. Gently pick up the ferret. Attach the lead to the harness.
Handling: Hold the ferret with both hands; one hand supporting the front end and the other hand supporting the back
end. Move your hands as necessary to contain the ferret. The loop end of the lead must remain around your wrist at all
times.
Returning to the Transport: Remove the lead from the harness. Gently place the ferret back into its transport
container. Secure the door. Make sure that you do not pinch any body parts in the crate door when closing. Attach the
lead to the transport container. Never leave the lead attached to the harness when placing the ferret in the transport
container.
Returning to the Enclosure: Open the transport container and remove the ferret. Remove the harness from the ferret.
Open the enclosure and use the handling protocols outlined above and return the ferret to its enclosure. Close and
secure the enclosure. Flip the “In Use” tag. Secure the lead to the harness and return. Remove any fecal material from
the blanket and place it into the dirty laundry bin. Even if the blanket is not soiled, place it in the dirty laundry bin.
Remove the water bottle from the transport and clean it. Leave it in the dish drying station. If the transport container
and/or substrate is dirty, discard the substrate and clean the transport with disinfectant. Return the transport container
to the storage area.
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PRESENTATION GUIDELINES
Presentation Methods: You may present the ferret in your hands or on the ground.
- To present the ferret in your hands, follow the handling protocols outlined above.
- To present the ferret on the ground, hold the lead around your wrist and place the ferret on the ground. If the ground
is dirty, place a clean barrier (e.g., newspaper, butcher paper) between the ground and the ferret. Keep the ferret away
from corners and any small spaces that it could crawl into. Monitor the animal at all times.
Touching: Guests may gently touch the back of the ferret with two fingers. Monitor the ferret for signs of stress.
Position the ferret so its head is facing away from the guests. Keep guests’ hands away from the head of the ferret.
Sanitize hands after touching.
TEMPERATURE/ENVIRONMENTAL GUIDELINES
Temperature Range: 65°-90° with no restrictions
50°-65° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a hot pack in its transport container
90°-105° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a cold pack in its transport container
Temperature Control: Place hot or cold packs on the outside of the transport container when the temperatures reach
the extreme ends of the temperature range.
HUSBANDRY GUIDELINES
When collecting and returning the ferret, make sure to check the Three L’s – Life, Liquid and Locks.

☒ Manager Approved: HJB - 6/21/2014
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Animal Resources Protocol
Date: 6/21/2014

Area: Animal Handling and Presentation Protocol

Common Name: Rabbits
Scientific Name: Oryctolagus cuniculus
Level: Basic Mammal - C
Handling

Picking Up

GENERAL GUIDELINES
Usage: Once a day; five days a week
Transport: Designated crate
Substrate: Newspaper
Supplies Needed: Water bottle, corral (optional)
General: Mammals must have access to water at all times.
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
Signs of Stress:
- Biting
- Excessive movement
- Freezing in place
- Jumping
- Lethargy
- Losing clumps of hair
- Rapid breathing
- Thumping
- Urinating/defecating
- Vocalizing – screaming or growling
Return the rabbit to the transport container and remove from the area immediately if it is exhibiting any signs of stress.
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INDIVIDUAL ANIMAL GUIDELINES
Collecting from the Enclosure: Find the correct transport container and open the door. Collect a clean water bottle, fill
it up with water and attach it to the transport. Locate the rabbit in the enclosure before opening. Open the home
enclosure and move the furniture around if necessary to access the rabbit. Gently touch the rabbit on its back prior to
picking it up to gauge its behavior. Position yourself so that the rabbit is facing away from you. Gently pick up the
rabbit. Your right hand should be positioned on their chest behind their front limbs and the left hand should support
their rump so their feet are positioned out in front of them. Reposition the rabbit so its entire body is supported along
your left forearm. Its head and front legs should be positioned near the crook of your left elbow and its back legs should
be supported in your left hand. Hold the rabbit close to your body and use your right hand as additional support. Place
the rabbit in the transport container and secure the door. Move the furniture back to the original location and close and
secure the enclosure. Flip the “In Use” tag. Some of these individuals are housed as a group or housed with the
Egyptian fruit bats; make sure other rabbits or bats do not escape from the enclosure.
Collecting from the Transport: Locate the rabbit in the transport before opening the container. Gently touch the rabbit
on its back prior to picking it up to gauge its behavior. Position the rabbit so its head is facing away from you. Gently
pick up the rabbit following the handling protocols outlined above.
Handling: Hold the rabbit so its entire body is supported along your left forearm. Its head and front legs should be
positioned near the crook of your left elbow and its back legs should be supported in your left hand. Hold the rabbit
close to your body and use your right hand as additional support.
Returning to the Transport: Reposition the rabbit so your right hand is on its chest behind its front limbs and your left
hand is supporting its rump so its feet are positioned out in front of it. Gently place the rabbit head first into its
transport container. Do not let the rabbit jump or scramble into the transport. Make sure all four feet are securely on
the floor of the transport before releasing the rabbit. Secure the door.
Returning to the Enclosure: Open the enclosure and the transport container. Use the handling protocols outlined
above and return the rabbit to its enclosure. Close and secure the enclosure. Flip the “In Use” tag. Remove the water
bottle from the transport and clean it. Leave it in the dish drying station. If the transport container and/or substrate is
dirty, discard the substrate and clean the transport with disinfectant. Return the transport container to the storage
area.
PRESENTATION GUIDELINES
Presentation Methods: You may present the rabbit in your hands, in a corral or in a “human corral”.
- To present the rabbit in your hands, follow the handling protocols outlined above.
- To present the rabbit in a corral, set the corral on the ground and place the rabbit inside. If the ground is dirty place a
clean barrier (e.g., newspaper, butcher paper) between the ground and the rabbit. Monitor the rabbit at all times as the
rabbit is capable of jumping out of the corral. This presentation method may be used indoors only. Disinfect the corral
after use.
- To present the rabbit in a “human corral,” have the guests sit “criss-cross applesauce” in a circle on the ground with
their knees touching. Place the rabbit on the inside of this circle. If the ground is dirty, place a clean barrier (e.g.,
newspaper, butcher paper) between the ground and the rabbit. Monitor the animal at all times as the rabbit is capable
of jumping out of the “human corral.” This presentation method may be used indoors only. Disinfect the corral after
use.
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Touching: Guests may gently touch the back of the rabbit with two fingers. Monitor the rabbit for signs of stress.
Position the rabbit so its head is facing away from the guests. Keep guests’ hands away from the head of the rabbit. The
rabbit may be touched by guests while in a corral or “human corral” with supervision and direction. Sanitize hands after
touching.
TEMPERATURE/ENVIRONMENTAL GUIDELINES
Temperature Range: 65°-90° with no restrictions
50°-65° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a hot pack in its transport container
90°-105° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a cold pack in its transport container
Temperature Control: Place hot or cold packs on the outside of the transport container when the temperatures reach
the extreme ends of the temperature range.
HUSBANDRY GUIDELINES
When collecting and returning the rabbit, make sure to check the Three L’s – Life, Liquid and Locks.

☒ Manager Approved: HJB - 6/21/2014
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Animal Resources Protocol
Date: 6/21/2014

Area: Animal Handling and Presentation Protocol

Common Name: White-winged dove
Scientific Name: Zenaida asiatica
Level: Basic Bird - A
Handling

Positioning in a Cart or Vehicle for Travel

GENERAL GUIDELINES
Usage: Once a day; five days a week
Transport: Designated transport container
Substrate: Hay or newspaper
Supplies Needed: Water spray bottle
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
Signs of Stress:
- Dropping feathers (particularly tail feathers)
- Excessive defecating
- Excessive movement
- Excessive vocalization
- Panting
Remove the dove from the area immediately if it is exhibiting any signs of stress.
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INDIVIDUAL ANIMAL GUIDELINES
Collecting from the Enclosure: The white-winged dove will be pre-boxed by Animal Resources staff and will be located
in the AR office. Make sure there is a clip on the door and that it is secured. Verify that the dove is in the transport.
Handling: The dove is presented in the transport container. Hold the transport by the sides or bottom, keep it level and
minimize swinging.
Returning to the Enclosure: The white-winged dove will be returned to his enclosure by Animal Resources staff. Place
the transport container in the AR office and inform AR staff of his return. If AR staff has left the zoo for the evening,
enter the dove’s enclosure, place the cage on the ground, and secure the door of the enclosure. Unclip and open the
door to the transport allowing the dove to exit. Leave the transport container on the ground inside the enclosure; AR
keepers will attend to it the next day. Exit the enclosure, making sure the dove does not escape and close and secure
the door behind you. Flip the “In Use” tag.
Transporting: When transporting the dove in a vehicle, position the transport so the perch is parallel to the direction of
travel.
PRESENTATION GUIDELINES
Presentation Methods: The dove is presented in the transport container only.
- To present, place the transport on a table or carry it around by the sides or bottom, keeping it level.
Touching: Is not allowed
TEMPERATURE/ENVIRONMENTAL GUIDELINES
Temperature Range: 65°-90° with no restrictions
Temperature Control: Lightly shower the dove with a water spray bottle when temperatures are high. Misting the
bird’s feet and legs will cool it down quicker than misting its feathers.
HUSBANDRY GUIDELINES
When collecting and returning the dove, make sure to check the Three L’s – Life, Liquid and Locks.

☒ Manager Approved: HJB - 6/21/2014
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Animal Resources Protocol
Date: 6/21/2014

Area: Animal Handling and Presentation Protocol

Common Name: African bullfrog (female only)
Scientific Name: Pyxicephalus adspersus
Level: Intermediate Amphibian - B
Handling

Presenting in the Transport

GENERAL GUIDELINES
Usage: Once a day; five days a week
Transport: Designated plastic transport container
Substrate: Coconut fiber – mist with aged or RO water. To see if the substrate is moist enough, take a handful and
squeeze. If water drips out, the substrate does not need to be misted. If water does not drip out, spray down the
substrate. Do not oversaturate. Water should not pour from the substrate when squeezed.
Supplies Needed: Nitrile gloves, aged or RO water spray bottle
General: The African bullfrogs may be used in a program when shedding.
Hand Washing: Prior to handling the bullfrog, handlers must thoroughly wash their hands with soap and water. Rinse
extremely well to prevent soap residue from coming into contact with the bullfrog’s permeable skin. Hand sanitizer can
NOT be used as a substitute for soap and water! If soap and water is not available the handler must wear nitrile gloves
when handling the bullfrog. Spray the gloves down with the aged or RO water spray bottle prior to touching the
bullfrog.
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SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
Signs of Stress:
- Biting
- Excessive movement
- Gaping
- Inflating its body
- Jumping
- Vocalizing
- Voiding
Return the bullfrog to the transport container and remove from the area immediately if it is exhibiting any signs of
stress.
INDIVIDUAL ANIMAL GUIDELINES
Collecting from the Enclosure: Follow the hand washing protocol outlined above prior to collecting the bullfrog. Find
the correct transport container and remove the lid. Locate the bullfrog in the enclosure before opening the lid. Open
the home enclosure and move the furniture around if necessary to access the bullfrog. Gently touch the bullfrog on its
back prior to picking it up to gauge its behavior. Collect the bullfrog from the enclosure. Place the bullfrog in the
transport container and secure the lid. Move the furniture back to the original location and close and secure the lid of
the enclosure. Flip the “In Use” tag.
Collecting from the Transport: Follow the hand washing protocol outlined above prior to collecting the bullfrog. Locate
the bullfrog in the transport before opening the container. As you open and remove the lid, place one hand a few inches
above the bullfrog to prevent it from jumping out of the transport. Gently touch the bullfrog on its back prior to picking
it up to gauge its behavior. Gently pick up the bullfrog.
Handling: Hold the bullfrog with both hands, one hand on each side of its body with your palms and fingers underneath
and your thumbs on top. Support the entire body in the palms of your hands. Do not apply pressure with your thumbs;
use them only as additional support. If you apply pressure the bullfrog will typically get more active.
Returning to the Transport: Gently place the bullfrog back into its transport container. Place one hand a few inches
above the bullfrog to prevent it from jumping out of the transport as you get the lid in place. Secure the lid.
Returning to the Enclosure: Follow the hand washing protocol outlined above prior to returning the bullfrog. Open the
enclosure and the transport container. Use the handling protocols outlined above and return the bullfrog to its
enclosure. Close and secure the lid of the enclosure. Flip the “In Use” tag. If the transport container and/or substrate is
dirty, discard the substrate and rinse the transport container with aged or RO water. Do NOT use any chemicals to clean
the transport container as the residue can make the bullfrog ill. Return the transport container to the storage area.
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PRESENTATION GUIDELINES
Presentation Methods: You may present the bullfrog in its transport container or in your hands.
- To present in the transport container, place the transport on a table and remove the lid. Monitor the bullfrog at all
times so it doesn’t jump out of the transport.
- To present the bullfrog in your hands, follow the handling protocols outlined above.
Touching: Is not allowed due to the bullfrog’s permeable skin
TEMPERATURE/ENVIRONMENTAL GUIDELINES
Temperature Range: 65°-90° with no restrictions
50°-65° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a hot pack in its transport container
90°-105° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a cold pack in its transport container
Temperature Control: Place hot or cold packs on the outside of the transport container when the temperatures reach
the extreme ends of the temperature range. Lightly mist the enclosure with aged or RO water when necessary.
HUSBANDRY GUIDELINES
When collecting and returning the bullfrog, make sure to check the Three L’s – Life, Liquid and Locks.
- If a bullfrog jumps out of your hands during a program, return it to APC reptiles as soon as possible and inform a reptile
keeper. Leave the animal in its transport container until a keeper can look it over. If keepers have gone home for the
day, contact the AR or reptile manager.
- If a bullfrog jumps out of your hands and lands on another surface (e.g., floor, table, countertop, etc.), rinse the
bullfrog with aged or RO water thoroughly in case there is any chemical residue on the surface that could harm the
bullfrog.

☒ Manager Approved: HJB - 6/21/2014
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Animal Resources Protocol
Date: 6/21/2014

Area: Animal Handling and Presentation Protocol

Common Name: Sonoran Desert toads
Scientific Name: Incilius alvarius
Level: Intermediate Amphibian - B
Handling

Handling Variation

GENERAL GUIDELINES
Usage: Once a day; five days a week
Transport: Designated plastic transport container
Substrate: Decomposed granite (DG)
Supplies Needed: Nitrile gloves, aged or RO water spray bottle
General: The Sonoran Desert toads may be used in a program when shedding.
Hand Washing: Prior to handling the toad, handlers must thoroughly wash their hands with soap and water. Rinse
extremely well to prevent soap residue from coming into contact with the toad’s permeable skin. Hand sanitizer can
NOT be used as a substitute for soap and water! If soap and water is not available the handler must wear nitrile gloves
when handling the toad. Spray the gloves down with the aged or RO water spray bottle prior to touching the toad.
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
Signs of Stress:
- Biting
- Excessive movement
- Gaping
- Inflating its body
- Jumping
- Secreting toxin – only affects humans if ingested
- Vocalizing
- Voiding
Return the toad to the transport container and remove from the area immediately if it is exhibiting any signs of stress.
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INDIVIDUAL ANIMAL GUIDELINES
Collecting from the Enclosure: Follow the hand washing protocol outlined above prior to collecting the toad. Find the
correct transport container and remove the lid. Locate the toad in the enclosure before opening. Open the home
enclosure and move the furniture around if necessary to access the toad. Gently touch the toad on its back prior to
picking it up to gauge its behavior. Collect the toad from the enclosure. Place the toad in the transport container and
secure the lid. Move the furniture back to the original location and close and secure the enclosure. Flip the “In Use”
tag. These individuals are housed in a group; make sure other toads do not escape from the enclosure.
Collecting from the Transport: Follow the hand washing protocol outlined above prior to collecting the toad. Locate
the toad in the transport before opening the container. As you open and remove the lid, place one hand a few inches
above the toad to prevent it from jumping out of the transport. Gently touch the toad on its back prior to picking it up
to gauge its behavior. Gently pick up the toad.
Handling: Hold the toad in the palms of both hands. Place both your thumbs on top of the frog. Support the entire
body in the palms of your hands. Do not apply pressure with your thumbs; use them only as additional support. If you
apply pressure the toad will typically get more active.
Returning to the Transport: Gently place the toad back into its transport container. Place one hand a few inches above
the toad to prevent it from jumping out of the transport as you get the lid in place. Secure the lid.
Returning to the Enclosure: Follow the hand washing protocol outlined above prior to returning the toad. Open the
enclosure and the transport container. Use the handling protocols outlined above and return the toad to its enclosure.
Close and secure the lid of the enclosure. Flip the “In Use” tag. If the transport container and/or substrate is dirty,
discard the substrate and rinse the transport container with aged or RO water. Do NOT use any chemicals to clean the
transport container as the residue can make the toad ill. Return the transport container to the storage area.
PRESENTATION GUIDELINES
Presentation Methods: You may present the toad in your hands.
- To present the toad in your hands, follow the handling protocols outlined above.
- Sonoran Desert toads are known for voiding during presentations. Handle the toad over its transport container or
place a barrier down to absorb any urine.
Touching: Is not allowed due to the toad’s permeable skin
TEMPERATURE/ENVIRONMENTAL GUIDELINES
Temperature Range: 65°-90° with no restrictions
50°-65° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a hot pack in its transport container
90°-105° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a cold pack in its transport container
Temperature Control: Place hot or cold packs on the outside of the transport container when the temperatures reach
the extreme ends of the temperature range. Lightly mist the enclosure with aged or RO water when necessary.
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HUSBANDRY GUIDELINES
When collecting and returning the toad, make sure to check the Three L’s – Life, Liquid and Locks.
- If a toad jumps out of your hands during a program, return it to APC reptiles as soon as possible and inform a reptile
keeper. Leave the animal in its transport container until a keeper can look it over. If keepers have gone home for the
day, contact the AR or reptile manager.
- If a toad jumps out of your hands and lands on another surface (e.g., floor, table, countertop, etc.), rinse the toad with
aged or RO water thoroughly in case there is any chemical residue on the surface that could harm the toad.

☒ Manager Approved: HJB - 6/21/2014
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Date: 6/21/2014

Area: Animal Handling and Presentation Protocol

Common Name: Crested gecko
Scientific Name: Rhacodactylus ciliatus
Level: Intermediate Lizard - C
Handling

Presenting in the Transport

GENERAL GUIDELINES
Usage: Once a day; five days a week
Transport: Designated plastic transport container
Substrate: Coconut fiber
General: The crested geckos may be used in a program when shedding.
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
Signs of Stress:
- Biting
- Curling its body into a “C” shape and becoming rigid
- Excessive movement
- Gaping
- Holding its tongue out for an extended period of time
- Jumping
- Losing its tail
- Vocalizing
- Voiding
- Whipping its tail
Return the gecko to the transport container and remove from the area immediately if it is exhibiting any signs of stress.
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INDIVIDUAL ANIMAL GUIDELINES
Collecting from the Enclosure: Find the correct transport container and remove the lid. Locate the gecko in the
enclosure before opening. Open the home enclosure and move the furniture around if necessary to access the gecko.
Gently touch the gecko on its back prior to picking it up to gauge its behavior. Collect the gecko from the enclosure.
Place the gecko in the transport container and secure the lid. Move the furniture back to the original location and close
and secure the enclosure. Flip the “In Use” tag.
Collecting from the Transport: Locate the gecko in the transport before opening the container. As you open and
remove the lid, place one hand a few inches above the gecko to prevent it from jumping out of the transport. Gently
touch the gecko on its back prior to picking it up to gauge its behavior. Gently pick up the gecko.
Handling: Hold the gecko with both hands, one hand supporting the front limbs and the other hand supporting the rear
limbs with both your thumbs on top. Support the entire body and tail. Do not apply pressure with your thumbs; use
them only as additional support. If you apply pressure the gecko will typically get more active. If the gecko becomes
active you can incline your hands so they are at a 45-75 degree angle, mimicking a basking position. The crested geckos
are arboreal and may prefer a steeper incline than terrestrial geckos. Never grasp a gecko’s tail as they may drop their
tail in defense.
Returning to the Transport: Gently place the gecko back into its transport container. Place one hand a few inches
above the gecko to prevent it from jumping out of the transport as you get the lid in place. Secure the lid in place. Take
care not to pinch any of the gecko’s toes between the lid and the lip of the container.
Returning to the Enclosure: Open the enclosure and the transport container. Use the handling protocols outlined
above and return the gecko to its enclosure. Close and secure the enclosure. Flip the “In Use” tag. If the transport
container and/or substrate is dirty, discard the substrate and clean the transport with disinfectant. Return the transport
container to the storage area.
PRESENTATION GUIDELINES
Presentation Methods: You may present the gecko in its transport or in your hands.
- To present in the transport container, place the transport on a table or carry it around by the sides or bottom, keeping
it level.
- To present the gecko in your hands, follow the handling protocols outlined above.
Touching: Guests may gently touch the back of the gecko with one or two fingers. Monitor the gecko for signs of stress.
Position the gecko so its head is facing away from guests. Keep guests’ hands away from the gecko’s head. Do not allow
guests to touch or grasp the gecko’s tail as they may drop their tail in defense. Sanitize hands after touching.
TEMPERATURE/ENVIRONMENTAL GUIDELINES
Temperature Range: 65°-90° with no restrictions
50°-65° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a hot pack in its transport container
90°-105° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a cold pack in its transport container
Temperature Control: Place hot or cold packs on the inside of the transport container when the temperatures reach the
extreme ends of the temperature range. Hot and cold packs should be wrapped in a pillowcase or cloth cover.
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HUSBANDRY GUIDELINES
When collecting and returning the gecko, make sure to check the Three L’s – Life, Liquid and Locks.
- If a gecko jumps out of your hands during a program, return it to the APC as soon as possible and inform a reptile
keeper. Leave the animal in its transport until a keeper can look it over. If keepers have gone home for the day, contact
the AR or reptile manager.

☒ Manager Approved: HJB - 6/21/2014
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Animal Resources Protocol
Date: 6/21/2014

Area: Animal Handling and Presentation Protocol

Animal Group: Chuckwallas
Common Name: San Esteban chuckwallas & western chuckwallas
Scientific Name: Sauromalus varius & Sauromalus obesus
Level: Intermediate Lizard - C
Handling – San Esteban chuckwalla

Handling – Western chuckwalla

GENERAL GUIDELINES
Usage: Once a day; five days a week
Transport: Designated plastic transport container
Substrate: Newspaper
General: The chuckwallas may be used in a program when shedding.
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
Signs of Stress:
- Biting
- Curling its body into a “C” shape and becoming rigid
- Excessive movement
- Gaping
- Holding its tongue out for an extended period of time
- Inflating its body
- Losing its tail
- Vocalizing
- Voiding
- Whipping its tail
Return the chuckwalla to the transport container and remove from the area immediately if it is exhibiting any signs of
stress.
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INDIVIDUAL ANIMAL GUIDELINES
Collecting from the Enclosure: Find the correct transport container and remove the lid. Locate the chuckwalla in the
enclosure before opening. Open the home enclosure and move the furniture around if necessary to access the
chuckwalla. Gently touch the chuckwalla on its back prior to picking it up to gauge its behavior. Collect the chuckwalla
from the enclosure. Place the chuckwalla in the transport container and secure the lid. Move the furniture back to the
original location and close and secure the enclosure. Flip the “In Use” tag. Some of these individuals are housed in
pairs; make sure other chuckwallas do not escape from the enclosure.
Collecting from the Transport: Locate the chuckwalla in the transport before opening the container. As you open the
lid, slide your arm into the transport. Gently touch the lizard on its back prior to picking it up to gauge its behavior.
Place your hand under the front end of the lizard with your thumb on its back to secure the lizard so it doesn’t attempt
to scramble out of the transport container when the lid is fully removed. Completely remove the lid of the transport and
gently pick up the chuckwalla.
Handling: Hold the chuckwalla with both hands, one hand supporting the front limbs and the other hand supporting the
rear limbs with both your thumbs on top. Support the entire body and as much of the tail as possible. Do not apply
pressure with your thumbs; use them only as additional support. If you apply pressure the chuckwalla will typically get
more active. If the chuckwalla becomes active you can incline your hands to they are at a 45 degree angle, mimicking a
basking position. Never grasp an chuckwalla’s tail as they may drop their tail in defense.
Returning to the Transport: Gently place the chuckwalla back into its transport container. Keep one hand under the
front end of the chuckwalla with your thumb on its back to secure the lizard so it doesn’t attempt to scramble out of the
transport container while you set the lid in place. Slide you arm out of the transport container and secure the lid in
place.
Returning to the Enclosure: Open the enclosure and the transport container. Use the handling protocols outlined
above and return the chuckwalla to its enclosure. Close and secure the enclosure. Flip the “In Use” tag. If the transport
container and/or substrate is dirty, discard the substrate and clean the transport with disinfectant. Return the transport
container to the storage area.
PRESENTATION GUIDELINES
Presentation Methods: You may present the chuckwalla in your hands.
- To present the chuckwalla in your hands, follow the handling protocols outlined above.
Touching: Guests may gently touch the back of the chuckwalla with one or two fingers. Monitor the chuckwalla for
signs of stress. Position the chuckwalla so its head is facing away from guests. Keep guests’ hands away from the
chuckwalla’s head. Do not allow guests to touch or grasp the chuckwalla’s tail as they may drop their tail in defense.
Sanitize hands after touching.
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TEMPERATURE/ENVIRONMENTAL GUIDELINES
Temperature Range: 65°-90° with no restrictions
50°-65° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a hot pack in its transport container
90°-105° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a cold pack in its transport container
Temperature Control: Place hot or cold packs on the inside of the transport container when the temperatures reach the
extreme ends of the temperature range. Hot and cold packs should be wrapped in a pillowcase or cloth cover.
HUSBANDRY GUIDELINES
When collecting and returning the chuckwalla, make sure to check the Three L’s – Life, Liquid and Locks.

☒ Manager Approved: HJB - 6/21/2014
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Date: 6/21/2014

Area: Animal Handling and Presentation Protocol

Common Name: Blue tongue skink
Scientific Name: Tiliqua sciniodes
Level: Intermediate Lizard - C
Handling

Handling

GENERAL GUIDELINES
Usage: Once a day; five days a week
Transport: Designated plastic transport container
Substrate: Newspaper
General: The skinks may be used in a program when shedding.
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
Signs of Stress:
- Biting
- Curling its body into a “C” shape and becoming rigid
- Excessive movement
- Gaping
- Holding its tongue out for an extended period of time
- Puffing up its body
- Losing its tail
- Vocalizing
- Voiding
- Whipping its tail
Return the skink to the transport container and remove from the area immediately if it is exhibiting any signs of stress.
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INDIVIDUAL ANIMAL GUIDELINES
Collecting from the Enclosure: Find the correct transport container and remove the lid. Locate the skink in the
enclosure before opening. Open the home enclosure and move the furniture around if necessary to access the skink.
Gently touch the skink on its back prior to picking it up to gauge its behavior. Collect the skink from the enclosure. Place
the skink in the transport container and secure the lid. Move the furniture back to the original location and close and
secure the enclosure. Flip the “In Use” tag.
Collecting from the Transport: Locate the skink in the transport before opening the container. Gently touch the skink
on its back prior to picking it up to gauge its behavior. Gently pick up the skink.
Handling: Hold the skink with both hands, one hand supporting the front limbs and the other hand supporting the rear
limbs with both your thumbs on top. Support the entire body and as much of the tail as possible. Do not apply pressure
with your thumbs; use them only as additional support. If you apply pressure the skink will typically get more active. Do
not elevate the skink to a basking position; keep level. Never grasp an skink’s tail as they may drop their tail in defense.
Returning to the Transport: Gently place the skink back into its transport container. Secure the lid in place.
Returning to the Enclosure: Open the enclosure and the transport container. Use the handling protocols outlined
above and return the skink to its enclosure. Close and secure the enclosure. Flip the “In Use” tag. If the transport
container and/or substrate is dirty, discard the substrate and clean the transport with disinfectant. Return the transport
container to the storage area.
PRESENTATION GUIDELINES
Presentation Methods: You may present the skink in your hands.
- To present the skink in your hands, follow the handling protocols outlined above.
Touching: Guests may gently touch the back of the skink with one or two fingers. Monitor the skink for signs of stress.
Position the skink so its head is facing away from guests. Keep guests’ hands away from the skink’s head. Do not allow
guests to touch or grasp the skink’s tail as they may drop their tail in defense. Sanitize hands after touching.
TEMPERATURE/ENVIRONMENTAL GUIDELINES
Temperature Range: 65°-90° with no restrictions
50°-65° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a hot pack in its transport container
90°-105° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a cold pack in its transport container
Temperature Control: Place hot or cold packs on the inside of the transport container when the temperatures reach the
extreme ends of the temperature range. Hot and cold packs should be wrapped in a pillowcase or cloth cover.
HUSBANDRY GUIDELINES
When collecting and returning the skink, make sure to check the Three L’s – Life, Liquid and Locks.

☒ Manager Approved: HJB - 6/21/2014
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Date: 6/21/2014

Area: Animal Handling and Presentation Protocol

Common Name: Prehensile tailed skink
Scientific Name: Corucia zebrata
Level: Intermediate Lizard - C
Handling

Handling

GENERAL GUIDELINES
Usage: Once a day; five days a week
Transport: Designated plastic transport container
Substrate: Cypress mulch with a branch for support
Supplies Needed: Gloves labeled “PT Skink” (S, M, & L sizes available)
General: The prehensile tailed skink may be used in a program when shedding.
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
Signs of Stress:
- Biting
- Curling its body into a “C” shape and becoming rigid
- Excessive movement
- Gaping
- Holding its tongue out for an extended period of time
- Puffing up its body
- Vocalizing
- Voiding
Return the skink to the transport container and remove from the area immediately if it is exhibiting any signs of stress.
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INDIVIDUAL ANIMAL GUIDELINES
Collecting from the Enclosure: Find the correct transport container and remove the lid. Locate the gloves labeled “PT
Skink” and place them on your hands. Locate the skink in the enclosure before opening the door. Open the home
enclosure and move the furniture around if necessary to access the skink. Gently touch the skink on its back prior to
picking it up to gauge its behavior. Collect the skink from the enclosure. If the skink is sitting on a branch, make sure
you carefully remove its feet, toes and tail. Place the skink in the transport container and secure the lid. Move the
furniture back to the original location and close and secure the enclosure. Flip the “In Use” tag.
Collecting from the Transport: Place the “PT Skink” gloves on your hands. Locate the skink in the transport before
opening the container. Open the lid of the transport container. Gently touch the skink on its back prior to picking it up
to gauge its behavior. Gently pick up the skink. If the skink is sitting on the branch, make sure you carefully remove its
feet, toes and tail.
Handling: Hold the skink with both hands, one hand supporting the front limbs and the other hand supporting the rear
limbs with both your thumbs on top. Support the entire body and as much of the tail as possible. Do not apply pressure
with your thumbs; use them only as additional support. If you apply pressure the skink will typically get more active. If
the skink becomes active you can incline your hands so they are at a 45-75 degree angle, mimicking a basking position.
The prehensile tailed skinks are arboreal and may prefer a steeper incline than terrestrial lizards. Never grasp a lizard’s
tail as some species may drop their tail in defense.
Returning to the Transport: Gently place the skink back into its transport container making sure that you gently remove
the skink’s feet, toes and tail from the gloves. Secure the lid in place.
Returning to the Enclosure: Open the enclosure and the transport container. Use the handling protocols outlined
above and return the skink to its enclosure. Close and secure the enclosure. Flip the “In Use” tag. Return the “PT Skink”
gloves. If the transport container and/or substrate is dirty, discard the substrate and clean the transport with
disinfectant. Return the transport container to the storage area.
PRESENTATION GUIDELINES
Presentation Methods: You may present the skink in your hands only.
- To present the skink in your hands, follow the handling protocols outlined above.
Touching: Guests may gently touch the back of the skink with one or two fingers. Monitor the skink for signs of stress.
Position the skink so its head is facing away from guests. Keep guests’ hands away from the skink’s head. Do not allow
guests to touch or grasp the lizard’s tail as some species may drop their tail in defense. Sanitize hands after touching.
TEMPERATURE/ENVIRONMENTAL GUIDELINES
Temperature Range: 65°-90° with no restrictions
50°-65° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a hot pack in its transport container
90°-105° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a cold pack in its transport container
Temperature Control: Place hot or cold packs on the inside of the transport container when the temperatures reach the
extreme ends of the temperature range. Hot and cold packs should be wrapped in a pillowcase or cloth cover.
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HUSBANDRY GUIDELINES
When collecting and returning the skink, make sure to check the Three L’s – Life, Liquid and Locks.
- 0.0.1 Prehensile tailed skink 11248 “Yorgi” has cataracts. Move very slowly when working with this individual to
prevent undue stress or potential bites as its vision is very poor.

☒ Manager Approved: HJB - 6/21/2014
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Date: 6/21/2014

Area: Animal Handling and Presentation Protocol

Common Name: European legless lizard
Scientific Name: Pseudopodus apodus
Level: Intermediate Lizard - C
Handling

Handling

GENERAL GUIDELINES
Usage: Once a day; five days a week
Transport: Designated plastic transport container
Substrate: Newspaper
General: The European legless lizard may be used in a program when shedding.
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
Signs of Stress:
- Biting
- Curling its body into a “C” shape and becoming rigid
- Excessive movement
- Gaping
- Holding its tongue out for an extended period of time
- Losing its tail
- Moving backward
- Rolling its body over
- Vocalizing
- Voiding
Return the lizard to the transport container and remove from the area immediately if it is exhibiting any signs of stress.
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INDIVIDUAL ANIMAL GUIDELINES
Collecting from the Enclosure: Find the correct transport container and remove the lid. Locate the lizard in the
enclosure before opening the door. Open the home enclosure and move the furniture around if necessary to access the
lizard. Gently touch the lizard on its back prior to picking it up to gauge its behavior. Collect the lizard from the
enclosure. Place the lizard in the transport container and secure the lid. Move the furniture back to the original location
and close and secure the enclosure. Flip the “In Use” tag.
Collecting from the Transport: Locate the lizard in the transport before opening the container. Open the lid of the
transport container. Gently touch the lizard on its back prior to picking it up to gauge its behavior. Gently pick up the
lizard.
Handling: Hold the lizard with both hands, supporting the entire body and as much of the tail as possible with your
hands and forearms. Never grasp a lizard’s tail as some species may drop their tail in defense. The lateral line is the
indented line running along the sides of the lizard’s body; where the lateral line ends, the tail begins.
Returning to the Transport: Gently place the lizard back into its transport container. Secure the lid in place.
Returning to the Enclosure: Open the enclosure and the transport container. Use the handling protocols outlined
above and return the lizard to its enclosure. Close and secure the door of the enclosure. Flip the “In Use” tag. If the
transport container and/or substrate is dirty, discard the substrate and clean the transport with disinfectant. Return the
transport container to the storage area.
PRESENTATION GUIDELINES
Presentation Methods: You may present the lizard in your hands only.
- To present the lizard in your hands, follow the handling protocols outlined above.
Touching: Guests may gently touch the back of the lizard with one or two fingers. Monitor the lizard for signs of stress.
Position the lizard so its head is facing away from guests. Keep guests’ hands away from the lizard’s head. Do not allow
guests to touch or grasp the lizard’s tail as some species may drop their tail in defense. Sanitize hands after touching.
TEMPERATURE/ENVIRONMENTAL GUIDELINES
Temperature Range: 65°-90° with no restrictions
50°-65° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a hot pack in its transport container
90°-105° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a cold pack in its transport container
Temperature Control: Place hot or cold packs on the inside of the transport container when the temperatures reach the
extreme ends of the temperature range. Hot and cold packs should be wrapped in a pillowcase or cloth cover.
HUSBANDRY GUIDELINES
When collecting and returning the lizard, make sure to check the Three L’s – Life, Liquid and Locks.

☒ Manager Approved: HJB - 6/21/2014
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Animal Resources Protocol
Date: 6/21/2014

Area: Animal Handling and Presentation Protocol

Common Name: Gopher snakes, Mexican black kingsnakes, & rosy boa
Scientific Name: Pituophis catenifer affinis, Lampropeltis getula nigrita & Lichanura trivirgata
Level: Intermediate Snake - C
Handling – Gopher snake

Handling – Mexican black kingsnake

GENERAL GUIDELINES
Usage: Once a day; four days a week
Transport: Designated plastic transport container
Substrate: Newspaper
Supplies Needed: Diluted vinegar spray bottle, snake hook, tree perch or pegboard (optional)
General: Snakes cannot be used in a program when they are shedding or feeding. A snake’s eyes will turn an
opaque/blue color and its scales become dull/hazy in appearance prior to shedding. Do not handle a snake during the
shedding process as they have poor visibility and are likely to be defensive. A blue tag that says “Snake is Blue” will be
posted on the snake’s enclosure by reptile keepers. Do not place a blue tag on the enclosure if you are the first to find a
snake is shedding. Instead, inform the reptile keepers and they will verify that the snake is shedding before placing a tag
on the enclosure. Do not handle snakes the day of or the day after a feeding. A snake needs approximately 48 hours to
digest its food before going out on a program. Half the collection is fed on Mondays and can’t be used on Mondays and
Tuesdays. The other half of the collection is fed on Thursdays and can’t be used on Thursdays and Fridays. Feed days
are posted on the snake’s enclosure. A green tag that says “Snake is Feeding” will be posted on the snake’s enclosure by
reptile keepers on the day it is fed and will be removed by reptile keepers after 48 hours.
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SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
Signs of Stress:
- Balling up
- Biting
- Constricting
- Erratic, twitching movement
- Excessive movement
- Extreme lethargy
- Gaping
- Hissing
- Limp
- Musking – releasing an unpleasant fluid from the vent – usually milky white in color
- “Rattling” its tail
- Rigid
- Strike position - rearing its head and upper body off the ground
- Striking
- Tracking
- Voiding
Return the snake to the transport container and remove from the area immediately if it is exhibiting any signs of stress.
Snake Bite: If a snake bites and won’t let go, take the diluted vinegar spray bottle and squirt it into its mouth. The
nozzle should be adjusted to a sharp stream, not a mist. The unpleasant taste should cause the snake to let go.
INDIVIDUAL ANIMAL GUIDELINES
Collecting from the Enclosure: Find the correct transport container and remove the lid. Collect a snake hook. Locate
the snake in the enclosure before opening. Open the home enclosure and move the furniture around if necessary to
access the snake. Gently touch the snake on its back with the rounded part of the snake hook prior to picking it up to
gauge its behavior. Gently pick up the snake with both hands. If the snake is balled up, reach underneath their coils and
scoop them up into the palms of both hands. If the snake is stretched out, one hand should grab one-third of the way
down the snake’s body and your other hand should grab two-thirds of the way down the snake’s body. Do not reach
directly in front of or over the snake’s head. Verify that the snake is not shedding. Place the snake tail first into the
transport container and secure the lid. Move the furniture back to the original location and close and secure the
enclosure. Flip the “In Use” tag. Disinfect, rinse and return the snake hook.
Collecting from the Transport: Locate the snake in the transport before opening the container. Gently touch the snake
on its back prior to picking it up to gauge its behavior. Gently pick up the snake following the handling protocols
outlined above.
Handling: Hold the snake with both hands and support as much of the body as possible on your hands and forearms.
Move the snake as necessary to control. Do not squeeze, grab, or poke the snake to prevent damage to its spine and
ribs. You may allow the snake to wrap around one of your arms/wrists for additional support. Do not let the snake wrap
around both your arms/wrists and “handcuff” you. Keep the orientation of the snake so its belly is facing down.
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Returning to the Transport: Gently place the snake tail first back into its transport container. Secure the lid in place.
Make sure that you do not pinch the snake’s body or tail between the lip of the container and the lid. If the snake
attempts to climb out of the transport, place the tail in first and use your free hand to hold the lid ready over the
transport. Place the snake’s head in the transport and immediately place the lid on top while sliding your arm out.
Make sure the snake is clear of the lid before securing.
Returning to the Enclosure: Open the enclosure and the transport container. Use the handling protocols outlined
above and return the snake to its enclosure. You may allow the snake to go head first into the enclosure. Close and
secure the enclosure. Flip the “In Use” tag. If the transport container and/or substrate is dirty, discard the substrate
and clean the transport with disinfectant. Return the transport container to the storage area.
PRESENTATION GUIDELINES
Presentation Methods: You may present the snake in your hands, on a tree perch or on a pegboard.
- To present the snake in your hands, follow the handling protocols outlined above.
- To present the snake on a tree perch, place the snake head first onto the perch and allow the snake to weave itself
onto the perch. Reposition as necessary. Do NOT leave a snake unattended on the tree perch on place it near another
surface where the snake might escape. To remove a snake from the tree perch, hold the snake’s upper body near the
head and use your other hand to gently unwind the snake from the perch. Remove the snake from head to tail to
ensure the snake’s scales do not get damaged on the perch. Only use the tree perch for arboreal and semi-arboreal
snake species. Disinfect after use.
- To present the snake on a pegboard, place the snake head first onto the pegboard and allow the snake to weave itself
onto the pegboard. Reposition as necessary. Do NOT leave a snake unattended on the pegboard or place it near
another surface where the snake might escape. To remove a snake from the pegboard, hold the snake’s upper body
near the head and use your other hand to gently remove the snake from the pegboard. Remove the snake from head to
tail to ensure that the snake’s scales do not get damaged on the pegboard. The pegboard may be used by arboreal,
semi-arboreal and terrestrial snake species. Disinfect after use.
Touching: Guests may gently touch the back of the snake with one or two fingers going in the direction the scales lay.
Monitor the snake for signs of stress. Position the snake so its head is facing away from guests. Keep guests’ hands
away from the snake’s head. Guests can also make a fist and the handler can touch the underside of the snake to the
back of the guests’ hand going in the direction the scales lay. Sanitize hands after touching.
- No touching is allowed while the snake is on the tree perch or pegboard.
- A guest may also hold the tail end of the snake as long as the handler has control of the head and the front half of the
snake. Another certified handler must be present to help direct the guest and provide assistance if needed.
TEMPERATURE/ENVIRONMENTAL GUIDELINES
Temperature Range: 65°-90° with no restrictions
50°-65° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a hot pack in its transport container
90°-105° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a cold pack in its transport container
Temperature Control: Place hot or cold packs on the inside of the transport container when the temperatures reach the
extreme ends of the temperature range. Hot and cold packs should be wrapped in a pillowcase or cloth cover.
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HUSBANDRY GUIDELINES
When collecting and returning the snake, make sure to check the Three L’s – Life, Liquid and Locks.
- Tropical snake species will occasionally wheeze, especially in our dry, desert environment. This is not a sign of stress
and you may continue to use the snake on your program. If you hear any wheezing, notify a reptile keeper and note it
on the DSR.

☒ Manager Approved: HJB - 6/21/2014
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Date: 6/21/2014

Area: Animal Handling and Presentation Protocol

Animal Group: Tenrecs
Common Name: Greater hedgehog tenrecs & lesser hedgehog tenrecs
Scientific Name: Setifer setosus & Echinops telfairi
Level: Intermediate Mammal - B
Handling – Lesser hedgehog tenrec

Handling – Greater hedgehog tenrec

GENERAL GUIDELINES
Usage: Once a day; five days a week
Transport: Designated plastic transport container
Substrate: Newspaper
Supplies Needed: Individual tenrec gloves (S and L sizes available), blanket, water crock
General: Mammals must have access to water at all times.
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
Signs of Stress:
- Balling up
- Biting
- Excessive movement
- Rapid breathing
- Urinating/defecating
- Vocalizing
Return the tenrec to the transport container and remove from the area immediately if it is exhibiting any signs of stress.
Note: Between November and February tenrecs will enter a state of torpor. They will be very lethargic and will often go
off food and water. During this time period they are extremely sensitive and may have to be pulled off programs.
Please notify AR staff if you notice any behavioral changes that might indicate they are entering torpor.
It is not abnormal for male tenrecs to secrete a milky-white substance from their eyes. This is not a sign of stress and
you may continue to use the tenrec on your program. If you see any white secretion, note it on the DSR.
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INDIVIDUAL ANIMAL GUIDELINES
Collecting from the Enclosure: Find the correct transport container and open the lid. Collect a clean water crock, fill it
up with water and place it in the transport. Locate the correct gloves (gloves are labeled on the inside with the tenrec’s
AD number) and place them on your hands. Locate the tenrec in the enclosure before opening. Open the home
enclosure. Collect the blanket from the enclosure and place it in the transport container. Move the furniture around if
necessary to access the tenrec. Gently touch the tenrec on its back prior to picking it up to gauge its behavior. Gently
pick up the tenrec by scooping it up in the palms of both hands. Place the tenrec in the transport container and secure
the lid. Move the furniture back to the original location and close and secure the enclosure. Flip the “In Use” tag.
Collecting from the Transport: Place the tenrec gloves on your hands. Locate the tenrec in the transport before
opening the container. Gently touch the tenrec on its back prior to picking it up to gauge its behavior. Gently pick up
the tenrec following the handling protocols outlined above.
Handling: Hold the tenrec with both hands supporting the entire body in both your palms. Move your hands as
necessary to contain the tenrec. Do not allow the tenrec to walk up your forearms. Keep the tenrec positioned so its
head is facing away from your fingers at all times as they are prone to bite fingertips. Tenrecs are semi-arboreal so you
may incline your hands so they are at a 45 degree angle.
Returning to the Transport: Gently place the tenrec back into its transport container. Secure the door(s).
Returning to the Enclosure: Place the tenrec gloves on your hands. Open the enclosure and the transport container.
Use the handling protocols outlined above and return the tenrec to its enclosure. If the blanket is not soiled, place it
back into the enclosure. If the blanket is soiled, remove as much fecal material as possible and place it in the dirty
laundry bin. Place a clean blanket back into the tenrec’s enclosure. Close and secure the enclosure. Flip the “In Use”
tag. Remove the water crock from the transport and clean it. Leave it in the dish drying station. If the transport
container and/or substrate is dirty, discard the substrate and clean the transport with disinfectant. Return the transport
container to the storage area.
PRESENTATION GUIDELINES
Presentation Methods: You may present the tenrec in your hands.
- To present the tenrec in your hands, follow the handling protocols outlined above.
Touching: Is not allowed
TEMPERATURE/ENVIRONMENTAL GUIDELINES
Temperature Range: 65°-90° with no restrictions
50°-65° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a hot pack in its transport container
90°-105° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a cold pack in its transport container
Temperature Control: Place hot or cold packs on the outside of the transport container when the temperatures reach
the extreme ends of the temperature range.
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HUSBANDRY GUIDELINES
When collecting and returning the tenrec, make sure to check the Three L’s – Life, Liquid and Locks.

☒ Manager Approved: HJB - 6/21/2014
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Animal Resources Protocol
Date: 6/21/2014

Area: Animal Handling and Presentation Protocol

Common Name: Three-banded armadillo
Scientific Name: Tolypeutes matacus
Level: Intermediate Mammal - C
Handling

Handling

GENERAL GUIDELINES
Usage: Once a day; five days a week
Transport: Designated crate
Substrate: Newspaper
Supplies Needed: Bumpers, water crock, extra newspaper, paper towels, corral (optional)
General: Mammals must have access to water at all times.
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
Signs of Stress:
- Balling up
- Excessive movement
- Excessive urinating/defecating
- Jumping
- Lethargy
- Rapid breathing
- Vocalizing – armadillos will squeak when excited
Return the armadillo to the transport container and remove from the area immediately if it is exhibiting any signs of
stress.
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INDIVIDUAL ANIMAL GUIDELINES
Collecting from the Enclosure: Find the correct transport container and open the lid. Collect a clean water crock, fill it
up with water and place it in the transport. Place bumpers along all the walls of the transport. Locate the armadillo in
the enclosure before opening. Open the home enclosure and move the furniture around if necessary to access the
armadillo. Gently touch the armadillo on its back prior to picking it up to gauge its behavior. Position the armadillo so
its head is facing away from you. Gently pick up the armadillo. One hand should be positioned below the three bands
and the other hand should be positioned above the three bands. Do not pick up the armadillo from underneath its body
as your fingers can get pinched if she curls into a ball. Place the armadillo in the transport container and secure the lid.
Move the furniture back to the original location and close and secure the enclosure. Flip the “In Use” tag.
Collecting from the Transport: Locate the armadillo in the transport before opening the container. Gently touch the
armadillo on its back prior to picking it up to gauge its behavior. Position the armadillo so its head is facing away from
you. Gently pick up the armadillo following the handling protocols outlined above.
Handling: Hold the armadillo in both hands when curled up into a ball. One hand should be positioned below the three
bands and the other hand should be positioned above the three bands. You may handle the armadillo in this position
until she starts to uncurl. Once she uncurls, you must transition your handling. Roll her forward so her back legs are
supported in the palm of your hand and her front legs are supported on your forearm. Make sure that you keep your
fingers on the outside of her plates in case she curls into a ball. Use your other hand as additional support and hold her
close to your body. Reposition as necessary. Be extremely careful that you do not get your fingers underneath her belly
as they can get pinched between her plates if she curls into a ball.
Returning to the Transport: Place the armadillo into the transport. Hold the armadillo with both hands on her plates as
outlined above. Slowly roll her forward onto her feet as you place her in the crate. Secure the lid in place.
Returning to the Enclosure: Open the enclosure and the transport container. Use the handling protocols outlined
above and return the armadillo to its enclosure. Close and secure the enclosure. Flip the “In Use” tag. Remove the
water crock from the transport and clean it. Leave it in the dish drying station. Place the bumpers into the dirty laundry
bin. If the transport container and/or substrate is dirty, discard the substrate and clean the transport with disinfectant.
Return the transport container to the storage area.
Transporting: Take extra care when moving the transport container or when transporting in a vehicle as the armadillo
does not have very good traction, can easily lose footing, and can roll around into the sides of the crate. When
transporting, the armadillo should be provided with bumpers to pad the sides of the inside of the transport.
PRESENTATION GUIDELINES
Presentation Methods: You may present the armadillo in your hands or in a corral.
- To present the armadillo in your hands, follow the handling protocols outlined above.
- To present the armadillo in a corral, set the corral on the ground and place the armadillo inside. If the ground is dirty
place a clean barrier (e.g., newspaper, butcher paper) between the ground and the armadillo. Monitor the armadillo at
all times as the armadillo is capable of pushing the corral. Disinfect the corral after use.
Touching: Guests may gently touch the back of the armadillo with two fingers. Monitor the armadillo for signs of stress.
Position the armadillo so its head is facing away from the guests. Keep guests’ hands away from the head of the
armadillo. The armadillo may be touched by guests while in a corral with supervision and direction. Sanitize hands after
touching.
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TEMPERATURE/ENVIRONMENTAL GUIDELINES
Temperature Range: 65°-90° with no restrictions
90°-100° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a cold pack in its transport container
Do not use below 65°. This is an exception to our general temperature guidelines as armadillos are susceptible to cold
temperatures.
Temperature Control: Place hot or cold packs on the outside of the transport container when the temperatures reach
the extreme ends of the temperature range.
HUSBANDRY GUIDELINES
When collecting and returning the armadillo, make sure to check the Three L’s – Life, Liquid and Locks.

☒ Manager Approved: HJB - 6/21/2014
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Animal Resources Protocol
Date: 6/21/2014

Area: Animal Handling and Presentation Protocol

Common Name: Black and white tegu
Scientific Name: Tupinambis merianae
Level: Advanced Lizard - C
Handling

Presenting on Harness and Lead

GENERAL GUIDELINES
Usage: Once a day; five days a week
Transport: Designated plastic transport container
Substrate: Aspen
Supplies Needed: Harness, lead, leather gauntlet (optional)
General: The black and white tegu may be used in a program when shedding.
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
Signs of Stress:
- Biting
- Curling its body into a “C” shape and becoming rigid
- Excessive movement
- Gaping
- Losing its tail
- Puffing up its body
- Rolling its body over
- Vocalizing
- Voiding
- Whipping its tail
Return the tegu to the transport container and remove from the area immediately if it is exhibiting any signs of stress.
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INDIVIDUAL ANIMAL GUIDELINES
Collecting from the Enclosure: Find the correct transport container and open the lid. Collect the correct harness and
lead for the tegu. Attach the lead to the transport container. Get the harness ready to place on the tegu. Collect a large
snake hook. Locate the tegu in the enclosure before opening. Open the home enclosure and move the furniture around
if necessary to access the tegu. Gently touch the tegu on its back with the rounded part of the snake hook prior to
picking it up to gauge its behavior. If necessary, you may use the snake hook to gently nudge the tegu closer to the front
of the enclosure or to position him so his head is facing away from you. Gently pick up the tegu. Move the furniture
back to the original location and close and secure the enclosure. Flip the “In Use” tag. Place the tegu in the transport
container. With the lid open, place the harness on the tegu. Secure the lid of the transport. Never leave the lead
attached to the harness when placing the tegu in the transport container. Disinfect, rinse and return the snake hook.
Harnessing: Before collecting the tegu, make sure that the harness is ready to place on the tegu. To harness the tegu,
place the tegu in the transport with the lid off. The front of the harness clips around the neck of the tegu and the back
of the harness clips behind the tegu’s front legs. Make sure the loop the lead attaches to is on the tegu’s back and is
facing the back end of the tegu. Make sure you do not pinch any scales in the harness clips. The harness should fit
snugly, but not too tight. Make adjustments if necessary. The harness is adjusted correctly when you can slip a pinky
finger only between the harness and the tegu.
Collecting from the Transport: Locate the tegu in the transport before opening the container. Place the end of the lead
around your wrist and then open the transport. Gently touch the tegu on its back prior to picking it up to gauge its
behavior. Attach the lead to the harness. Gently pick up the tegu.
Handling: Hold the tegu along your forearm. Support the front limbs with your hand and place your thumb on top.
Support the entire body on your forearm. Use your other hand as additional support of the tegu’s back limbs and place
that thumb on the tegu’s back as well. Tuck the tegu’s tail between your side and arm. The loop end of the lead must
remain around your wrist at all times. Do not apply pressure with your thumbs; use them only as additional support. If
you apply pressure the tegu will typically get more active. If the tegu becomes active you can incline your hands so they
are at a 45 degree angle, mimicking a basking position.
Tip: If the tegu starts whipping its tail, you may use your additional hand to gently grasp the base of the tegu’s tail for
additional control. Do not grab anywhere on the tail except the base as tegus can drop their tail as a defense
mechanism.
Returning to the Transport: Remove the lead from the harness. Gently place the tegu back into its transport container.
Secure the lid of the transport. Make sure that you do not pinch any body parts in the crate door when closing. Attach
the lead to the transport container. Never leave the lead attached to the harness when placing the tegu in the transport
container.
Returning to the Enclosure: Open the enclosure and the transport container. Remove the harness from the tegu while
in the transport. Use the handling protocols outlined above and return the tegu to its enclosure. Close and secure the
enclosure. Flip the “In Use” tag. Secure the lead to the harness and return. If the transport container and/or substrate
is dirty, discard the substrate and clean the transport with disinfectant. Return the transport container to the storage
area.
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PRESENTATION GUIDELINES
Presentation Methods: You may present the tegu in your hands or on the ground.
- To present the tegu in your hands, follow the handling protocols outlined above.
- To present the tegu on the ground, hold the lead around your wrist and place the tegu on the ground. If the ground is
dirty, place a clean barrier (e.g., newspaper, butcher paper) between the ground and the tegu. Keep the tegu away from
any small spaces that it could crawl into. Monitor the tegu at all times.
Touching: Guests may gently touch the back of the tegu with two fingers. Monitor the tegu for signs of stress. Position
the tegu so its head is facing away from the guests. Keep guests’ hands away from the head of the tegu. Sanitize hands
after touching.
TEMPERATURE/ENVIRONMENTAL GUIDELINES
Temperature Range: 65°-90° with no restrictions
50°-65° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a hot pack in its transport container
90°-105° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a cold pack in its transport container
Temperature Control: Place hot or cold packs on the inside of the transport container when the temperatures reach the
extreme ends of the temperature range. Hot and cold packs should be wrapped in a pillowcase or cloth cover.
HUSBANDRY GUIDELINES
When collecting and returning the tegu, make sure to check the Three L’s – Life, Liquid and Locks.

☒ Manager Approved: HJB - 6/21/2014
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Animal Resources Protocol
Date: 6/21/2014

Area: Animal Handling and Presentation Protocol

Common Name: Dwarf reticulated python
Scientific Name: Broghammerus reticulatus
Level: Intermediate Snake - C
Handling

Presenting on a Tree Perch

GENERAL GUIDELINES
Usage: Once a day; four days a week
Transport: Designated plastic transport container
Substrate: Newspaper
Supplies Needed: Diluted vinegar spray bottle, snake hook, tree perch or pegboard (optional)
General: Snakes cannot be used in a program when they are shedding or feeding. A snake’s eyes will turn an
opaque/blue color and its scales become dull/hazy in appearance prior to shedding. Do not handle a snake during the
shedding process as they have poor visibility and are likely to be defensive. A blue tag that says “Snake is Blue” will be
posted on the snake’s enclosure by reptile keepers. Do not place a blue tag on the enclosure if you are the first to find a
snake is shedding. Instead, inform the reptile keepers and they will verify that the snake is shedding before placing a tag
on the enclosure. Do not handle snakes the day of or the day after a feeding. A snake needs approximately 48 hours to
digest its food before going out on a program. Half the collection is fed on Mondays and can’t be used on Mondays and
Tuesdays. The other half of the collection is fed on Thursdays and can’t be used on Thursdays and Fridays. Feed days
are posted on the snake’s enclosure. A green tag that says “Snake is Feeding” will be posted on the snake’s enclosure by
reptile keepers on the day it is fed and will be removed by reptile keepers after 48 hours.
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SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
Signs of Stress:
- Balling up
- Biting
- Constricting
- Erratic, twitching movement
- Excessive movement
- Extreme lethargy
- Gaping
- Hissing
- Limp
- Musking – releasing an unpleasant fluid from the vent – usually milky white in color
- “Rattling” its tail
- Rigid
- Strike position - rearing its head and upper body off the ground
- Striking
- Tracking
- Voiding
Return the snake to the transport container and remove from the area immediately if it is exhibiting any signs of stress.
Snake Bite: If a snake bites and won’t let go, take the diluted vinegar spray bottle and squirt it into its mouth. The
nozzle should be adjusted to a sharp stream, not a mist. The unpleasant taste should cause the snake to let go.
INDIVIDUAL ANIMAL GUIDELINES
Collecting from the Enclosure: Find the correct transport container and remove the lid. Collect a snake hook. Locate
the snake in the enclosure before opening. Open the home enclosure and move the furniture around if necessary to
access the snake. Gently touch the snake on its back with the rounded part of the snake hook prior to picking it up to
gauge its behavior. Gently pick up the snake with both hands. If the snake is balled up, reach underneath their coils and
scoop them up into the palms of both hands. If the snake is stretched out, one hand should grab one-third of the way
down the snake’s body and your other hand should grab two-thirds of the way down the snake’s body. Do not reach
directly in front of or over the snake’s head. Verify that the snake is not shedding. Place the snake tail first into the
transport container and secure the lid. Move the furniture back to the original location and close and secure the
enclosure. Flip the “In Use” tag. Disinfect, rinse and return the snake hook.
Collecting from the Transport: Locate the snake in the transport before opening the container. Gently touch the snake
on its back prior to picking it up to gauge its behavior. Gently pick up the snake following the handling protocols
outlined above.
Handling: Hold the snake with both hands and support as much of the body as possible on your hands and forearms.
Move the snake as necessary to control. Do not squeeze, grab, or poke the snake to prevent damage to its spine and
ribs. You may allow the snake to wrap around one of your arms/wrists for additional support. Do not let the snake wrap
around both your arms/wrists and “handcuff” you. Keep the orientation of the snake so its belly is facing down.
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Returning to the Transport: Gently place the snake tail first back into its transport container. Secure the lid in place.
Make sure that you do not pinch the snake’s body or tail between the lip of the container and the lid. If the snake
attempts to climb out of the transport, place the tail in first and use your free hand to hold the lid ready over the
transport. Place the snake’s head in the transport and immediately place the lid on top while sliding your arm out.
Make sure the snake is clear of the lid before securing.
Returning to the Enclosure: Open the enclosure and the transport container. Use the handling protocols outlined
above and return the snake to its enclosure. You may allow the snake to go head first into the enclosure. Close and
secure the enclosure. Flip the “In Use” tag. If the transport container and/or substrate is dirty, discard the substrate
and clean the transport with disinfectant. Return the transport container to the storage area.
PRESENTATION GUIDELINES
Presentation Methods: You may present the snake in your hands, on a tree perch or on a pegboard.
- To present the snake in your hands, follow the handling protocols outlined above.
- To present the snake on a tree perch, place the snake head first onto the perch and allow the snake to weave itself
onto the perch. Reposition as necessary. Do NOT leave a snake unattended on the tree perch on place it near another
surface where the snake might escape. To remove a snake from the tree perch, hold the snake’s upper body near the
head and use your other hand to gently unwind the snake from the perch. Remove the snake from head to tail to
ensure the snake’s scales do not get damaged on the perch. Only use the tree perch for arboreal and semi-arboreal
snake species. Disinfect after use.
- To present the snake on a pegboard, place the snake head first onto the pegboard and allow the snake to weave itself
onto the pegboard. Reposition as necessary. Do NOT leave a snake unattended on the pegboard or place it near
another surface where the snake might escape. To remove a snake from the pegboard, hold the snake’s upper body
near the head and use your other hand to gently remove the snake from the pegboard. Remove the snake from head to
tail to ensure that the snake’s scales do not get damaged on the pegboard. The pegboard may be used by arboreal,
semi-arboreal and terrestrial snake species. Disinfect after use.
Touching: Guests may gently touch the back of the snake with one or two fingers going in the direction the scales lay.
Monitor the snake for signs of stress. Position the snake so its head is facing away from guests. Keep guests’ hands
away from the snake’s head. Guests can also make a fist and the handler can touch the underside of the snake to the
back of the guests’ hand going in the direction the scales lay. Sanitize hands after touching.
- No touching is allowed while the snake is on the tree perch or pegboard.
- A guest may also hold the tail end of the snake as long as the handler has control of the head and the front half of the
snake. Another certified handler must be present to help direct the guest and provide assistance if needed.
TEMPERATURE/ENVIRONMENTAL GUIDELINES
Temperature Range: 65°-90° with no restrictions
50°-65° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a hot pack in its transport container
90°-105° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a cold pack in its transport container
Temperature Control: Place hot or cold packs on the inside of the transport container when the temperatures reach the
extreme ends of the temperature range. Hot and cold packs should be wrapped in a pillowcase or cloth cover.
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HUSBANDRY GUIDELINES
When collecting and returning the snake, make sure to check the Three L’s – Life, Liquid and Locks.
- Tropical snake species will occasionally wheeze, especially in our dry, desert environment. This is not a sign of stress
and you may continue to use the snake on your program. If you hear any wheezing, notify a reptile keeper and note it
on the DSR.

☒ Manager Approved: HJB - 6/21/2014
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Animal Resources Protocol
Date: 6/21/2014

Area: Animal Handling and Presentation Protocol

Common Name: Common boa constrictors
Scientific Name: Boa constrictor
Level: Advanced Snake - C
Handling

Presenting on a Tree Perch

GENERAL GUIDELINES
Usage: Once a day; four days a week
Transport: Designated plastic transport container
Substrate: Newspaper
Supplies Needed: Diluted vinegar spray bottle, large snake hook, three bungee cords, tree perch (optional)
General: The common boas must be collected, presented and returned with two people. The person handling the front
end of the snake must be advanced snake certified. The person handling the tail end of the snake must be basic snake
certified. The advanced snake handler supporting the front end of the snake is responsible for providing directions and
guidance to the handler supporting the tail end. Snakes cannot be used in a program when they are shedding or
feeding. A snake’s eyes will turn an opaque/blue color and its scales become dull/hazy in appearance prior to shedding.
Do not handle a snake during the shedding process as they have poor visibility and are likely to be defensive. A blue tag
that says “Snake is Blue” will be posted on the snake’s enclosure by reptile keepers. Do not place a blue tag on the
enclosure if you are the first to find a snake is shedding. Instead, inform the reptile keepers and they will verify that the
snake is shedding before placing a tag on the enclosure. Do not handle snakes the day of or the day after a feeding. A
snake needs approximately 48 hours to digest its food before going out on a program. Half the collection is fed on
Mondays and can’t be used on Mondays and Tuesdays. The other half of the collection is fed on Thursdays and can’t be
used on Thursdays and Fridays. Feed days are posted on the snake’s enclosure. A green tag that says “Snake is Feeding”
will be posted on the snake’s enclosure by reptile keepers on the day it is fed and will be removed by reptile keepers
after 48 hours.
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SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
Signs of Stress:
- Balling up
- Biting
- Constricting
- Erratic, twitching movement
- Excessive movement
- Extreme lethargy
- Gaping
- Hissing
- Limp
- Musking – releasing an unpleasant fluid from the vent – usually milky white in color
- “Rattling” its tail
- Rigid
- Strike position - rearing its head and upper body off the ground
- Striking
- Tracking
- Voiding
Return the snake to the transport container and remove from the area immediately if it is exhibiting any signs of stress.
Snake Bite: If a snake bites and won’t let go, take the diluted vinegar spray bottle and squirt it into its mouth. The
nozzle should be adjusted to a sharp stream, not a mist. The unpleasant taste should cause the snake to let go.
INDIVIDUAL ANIMAL GUIDELINES
Collecting from the Enclosure: Find the correct transport container and remove the lid. Collect a large snake hook.
Locate the snake in the enclosure before opening. Open the home enclosure and move the furniture around if
necessary to access the snake. Gently touch the snake on its back with the rounded part of the snake hook prior to
picking it up to gauge its behavior. The handler holding the front end of the snake should gently pick up the front half of
the snake with both hands. The second handler should follow behind and pick up the back half of the snake with both
hands. Do not reach directly in front of or over the snake’s head. Verify that the snake is not shedding. Place the snake
tail first into the transport container and secure the lid. Secure the transport container with three bungee cords; one
small one across the center, and two long ones criss-crossing the top. Move the furniture back to the original location
and close and secure the enclosure. Flip the “In Use” tag. Bring the snake hook with you to the program.
Collecting from the Transport: Locate the snake in the transport before opening the container. Gently touch the snake
on its back prior to picking it up to gauge its behavior. Gently pick up the snake following the handling protocols
outlined above.
Handling: Both handlers should hold the snake with both hands, supporting as much of the body as possible on their
hands and forearms. Move the snake as necessary to control. Do not squeeze, grab or poke the snake to prevent
damage to its spine and ribs. Keep the orientation of the snake so its belly is facing down.
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Returning to the Transport: The handler in control of the tail end should gently place the snake tail first back into its
transport container. The other handler should follow behind and place the snake’s front end into the transport. Secure
the lid in place. Secure the transport container with three bungee cords; one small one across the center, and two long
ones criss-crossing the top. Make sure that you do not pinch the snake’s body or tail between the lip of the container
and the lid. If the snake attempts to climb out of the transport, place the tail in first and have the second handler hold
the lid ready over the transport. Place the snake’s head in the transport and immediately place the lid on top while
sliding your arm out. Make sure the snake is clear of the lid before securing.
Returning to the Enclosure: Open the enclosure and the transport container. With two handlers, use the handling
protocols outlined above and return the snake to its enclosure. You may allow the snake to go head first into the
enclosure. Close and secure the enclosure. Flip the “In Use” tag. If the transport container and/or substrate is dirty,
discard the substrate and clean the transport with disinfectant. Return the transport container to the storage area.
Disinfect, rinse and return the snake hook.
PRESENTATION GUIDELINES
Presentation Methods: You may present the snake in your hands or on a tree perch.
- To present the snake in your hands, follow the handling protocols outlined above.
- To present the snake on a tree perch, place the snake head first onto the perch and allow the snake to weave itself
onto the perch. Reposition as necessary. Do NOT leave a snake unattended on the tree perch on place it near another
surface where the snake might escape. To remove a snake from the tree perch, hold the snake’s upper body near the
head and use your other hand to gently unwind the snake from the perch. Remove the snake from head to tail to
ensure the snake’s scales do not get damaged on the perch. Only use the tree perch for arboreal and semi-arboreal
snake species. Disinfect after use.
Touching: Guests may gently touch the back of the snake with one or two fingers going in the direction the scales lay.
Monitor the snake for signs of stress. Position the snake so its head is facing away from guests. Keep guests’ hands
away from the snake’s head. Guests can also make a fist and the handler can touch the underside of the snake to the
back of the guests’ hand going in the direction the scales lay. Sanitize hands after touching.
- No touching is allowed while the snake is on the tree perch.
- For AR Staff Only: A guest may also hold the tail end of the snake as long as the handler has control of the head and
the front half of the snake. Two other certified AR staff members must be present to help direct the guest and provide
assistance if needed.
- For AR Staff Only: 1.0 Common boa 9327 “Kaa” may be collected, handled and returned by one individual as long as
another certified advanced snake handler or reptile keeper is present. 1.0 Common boa 9341 “Kerry” must be collected,
handled and returned by two handlers at all times.
TEMPERATURE/ENVIRONMENTAL GUIDELINES
Temperature Range: 65°-90° with no restrictions
50°-65° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a hot pack in its transport container
90°-105° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a cold pack in its transport container
Temperature Control: Place hot or cold packs on the inside of the transport container when the temperatures reach the
extreme ends of the temperature range. Hot and cold packs should be wrapped in a pillowcase or cloth cover.
Updated 6/21/2014
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HUSBANDRY GUIDELINES
When collecting and returning the snake, make sure to check the Three L’s – Life, Liquid and Locks.
- Tropical snake species will occasionally wheeze, especially in our dry, desert environment. This is not a sign of stress
and you may continue to use the snake on your program. If you hear any wheezing, notify a reptile keeper and note it
on the DSR.

☒ Manager Approved: HJB - 6/21/2014
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Date: 6/21/2014

Area: Animal Handling and Presentation Protocol

Common Name: Short-tailed opossum
Scientific Name: Monodelphis domestica
Level: Advanced Mammal - C
Handling

Handling

GENERAL GUIDELINES
Usage: Once a day; five days a week
Transport: Designated plastic transport container
Substrate: Newspaper with a cardboard box to hide in
Supplies Needed: Water crock
General: Mammals must have access to water at all times.
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
Signs of Stress:
- Biting
- Excessive movement
- Freezing in place
- Gaping – Note: short-tailed opossums will open their mouths when woken up and/or startled
- Jumping
- Lethargy
- Rapid breathing
- Urinating/defecating
- Vocalizing
Return the opossum to the transport container and remove from the area immediately if it is exhibiting any signs of
stress.
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INDIVIDUAL ANIMAL GUIDELINES
Collecting from the Enclosure: Find the correct transport container and open the lid. Place a cardboard box inside the
transport container. Collect a clean water crock, fill it up with water and place it in the transport. Locate the opossum in
the enclosure before opening. Open the home enclosure and move the furniture around if necessary to access the
opossum. Gently touch the opossum on its back prior to picking it up to gauge its behavior. Gently pick up the
opossum, taking care to remove its feet and tail gently from the furniture. Place the opossum in the transport container
and secure the door. Move the furniture back to the original location and close and secure the enclosure. Flip the “In
Use” tag.
Collecting from the Transport: Locate the opossum in the transport before opening the container. Gently touch the
opossum on its back prior to picking it up to gauge its behavior. Gently pick up the opossum.
Handling: Hold the opossum with both hands supporting the entire body in your palms and forearms. Move your hands
as necessary to contain the opossum.
Returning to the Transport: Gently place the opossum back into its transport container. Secure the lid. Make sure that
you do not pinch any body parts in the transport lid when closing.
Returning to the Enclosure: Open the enclosure and the transport container. Use the handling protocols outlined
above and return the opossum to its enclosure. Close and secure the enclosure. Flip the “In Use” tag. Remove the
water crock from the transport and clean it. Leave it in the dish drying station. If the transport container and/or
substrate is dirty, discard the substrate and clean the transport with disinfectant. Return the transport container to the
storage area.
PRESENTATION GUIDELINES
Presentation Methods: You may present the opossum in your hands.
- To present the opossum in your hands, follow the handling protocols outlined above.
Touching: Guests may gently touch the back of the opossum with two fingers. Monitor the opossum for signs of stress.
Position the opossum so its head is facing away from the guests. Keep guests’ hands away from the head of the
opossum. Sanitize hands after touching.
TEMPERATURE/ENVIRONMENTAL GUIDELINES
Temperature Range: 65°-90° with no restrictions
50°-65° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a hot pack in its transport container
90°-105° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a cold pack in its transport container
Temperature Control: Place hot or cold packs on the outside of the transport container when the temperatures reach
the extreme ends of the temperature range.
Environmental Guidelines: Opossums are one of the only mammals other than humans that can develop skin cancer
from exposure to sunlight alone. In order to prevent skin cancers from developing, opossums must always be presented
indoors during the daytime. When transporting in open carts, always load into the cart last and out of the cart first to
limit exposure to sunlight. Never place their transports in direct sunlight.
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HUSBANDRY GUIDELINES
When collecting and returning the opossum, make sure to check the Three L’s – Life, Liquid and Locks.

☒ Manager Approved: HJB - 6/21/2014
Updated 6/21/2014
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Date: 6/21/2014

Area: Animal Handling and Presentation Protocol

Common Name: Degus
Scientific Name: Octodon degus
Level: Advanced Mammal - C
Handling

Presenting in the Transport

GENERAL GUIDELINES
Usage: Once a day; five days a week
Transport: Designated plastic transport container
Substrate: Eco-bedding, cardboard box to hide in
Supplies Needed: Water crock, browse
General: Mammals must have access to water at all times. Degus are transported to programs in pairs so as not to
disturb the social hierarchy. Degus chew on everything! Make sure to provide plenty of chewing materials inside their
transport so they do not attempt to chew through the transport container. You can provide them with fresh browse and
any paper products – newspaper, shredded paper, cardboard boxes, cardboard tubes, paper bags, etc.
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
Signs of Stress:
- Biting
- Desheathing its tail
- Excessive movement
- Fighting
- Lethargy
- Rapid breathing
- Urinating/defecating
- Vocalizing
- Whipping the tail
Return the degu to the transport container and remove from the area immediately if it is exhibiting any signs of stress.
Updated 6/21/2014
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INDIVIDUAL ANIMAL GUIDELINES
Collecting from the Enclosure: Find the correct transport container and open the lid. Place one to two cardboard
boxes, several pieces of browse, and any other chewable items inside the transport container. Collect a clean water
crock, fill it up with water and place it in the transport. Locate the degus in the enclosure before opening. Open the
home enclosure and move the furniture around if necessary to access the degus. Gently touch the degus on its back
prior to picking it up to gauge their behavior. Gently pick up the degus. Place both degus in the transport container and
secure the lid. Move the furniture back to the original location and close and secure the enclosure. Flip the “In Use”
tags. These individuals are housed in pairs; make sure other degus do not escape from the enclosure.
Collecting from the Transport: Locate the degus in the transport before opening the container. As you open and
remove the lid, place one hand a few inches above the degus to prevent them from jumping out of the transport.
Gently touch a degu on its back prior to picking it up to gauge its behavior. Gently pick up the degu. Secure the lid in
place so the other degu does not escape.
Handling: Hold the degu with both hands supporting the entire body in your palms and forearms. Move your hands as
necessary to contain the degu.
Returning to the Transport: Gently place the degu back into its transport container. Place one hand a few inches above
the degus to prevent them from jumping out of the transport as you get the lid in place. Secure the lid. Make sure that
you do not pinch any body parts in the transport lid when closing.
Returning to the Enclosure: Open the enclosure and the transport container. Use the handling protocols outlined
above and return the degu to its enclosure. Close and secure the enclosure. Flip the “In Use” tag. Remove the water
crock from the transport and clean it. Leave it in the dish drying station. Discard any paper products or browse items
that are not salvageable. If the transport container and/or substrate is dirty, discard the substrate and clean the
transport with disinfectant. Return the transport container to the storage area.
PRESENTATION GUIDELINES
Presentation Methods: You may present the degus in their transport or in your hands.
- To present in the transport container, place the transport on a table or carry it around by the sides or bottom, keeping
it level.
- To present the degu in your hands, follow the handling protocols outlined above.
Touching: Guests may gently touch the back of the degu with two fingers. Monitor the degu for signs of stress.
Position the degu so its head is facing away from the guests. Keep guests’ hands away from the head of the degu.
Sanitize hands after touching.
TEMPERATURE/ENVIRONMENTAL GUIDELINES
Temperature Range: 65°-90° with no restrictions
50°-65° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a hot pack in its transport container
90°-105° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a cold pack in its transport container
Temperature Control: Place hot or cold packs on the outside of the transport container when the temperatures reach
the extreme ends of the temperature range.
Updated 6/21/2014
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HUSBANDRY GUIDELINES
When collecting and returning the degu, make sure to check the Three L’s – Life, Liquid and Locks.

☒ Manager Approved: HJB - 6/21/2014
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Date: 6/21/2014

Area: Animal Handling and Presentation Protocol

Common Name: Tawny frogmouth “Sydney”
Scientific Name: Podargus strigoides
Level: Advanced Bird - B
Handling

Presenting on a Bow Perch

GENERAL GUIDELINES
Usage: Once a day; four days a week
Transport: Designated crate
Substrate: Astroturf mat
Supplies Needed: Jesses, lead, swivel, bow perch (optional)
General: The tawny frogmouth is held on the left hand. The Four Locks method is utilized for handling the tawny
frogmouth. It is as follows:
- First Lock – Place the jesses securely between the thumb and index finger
- Second Lock – Place the jesses back between the middle and ring finger. (Shorter jesses may be placed between the
index and middle finger.)
- Third Lock – Wrap the lead around the ring and pinkie finger twice. Make sure the loops you form with the lead are
small enough that the bird can’t get tangled in it if it bates. Close the left hand, securing the jesses and lead in your
hand. The swivel should always be located below your pinkie finger.
- Fourth Lock – Either wrap the remaining free lead around the ring and pinkie fingers of your left hand and close your
fist OR secure the free end of the lead in the right hand.

Lock 1
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SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
Signs of Stress:
- Bating or attempting to fly
- Biting
- Branching
- Excessive defecating
- Excessive vocalizing
- Fluffing up feathers
- Holding wings out
- Panting
- Posturing horizontally for long periods
Return the tawny frogmouth to the transport container and remove from the area immediately if it is exhibiting any
signs of stress.
INDIVIDUAL ANIMAL GUIDELINES
Collecting from the Enclosure: The tawny frogmouth will be pre-boxed by Animal Resources staff and will be located in
the AR office. Make sure the end of the lead is secured to the outside of the crate. Only AR staff are certified to collect
the frogmouth from its enclosure. Special consideration may be made for other handlers if necessary, but additional
training and prior approval from the AR manager is required. To collect a bird from its enclosure, find the correct
transport container and place an Astroturf mat in the bottom. Set the transport container inside the catch cage. Collect
the jesses, swivel and lead. Enter the enclosure and shut the door behind you. This animal is housed with a wallaby;
make sure that the wallaby does not escape when you open the door. Approach the bird slowly, quietly and as close to
her level as possible. Insert the jesses into the bird’s anklets. The jesses should be positioned so that the button is
toward the back of the bird and the slit is toward the front of the bird when the grommets on the anklet are facing
inward. Be careful that you do not pull any of her feathers through the grommet of the anklet. Once the jesses are in
place, extend your left hand toward the jesses of the bird and secure the jesses in lock one. If the jesses are behind the
bird, you may reposition them to the front. While grabbing the jesses, if you only have a hold of one jess and the bird
bates, immediately release the jess to prevent potential injury to the animal. Once both jesses are secured in lock one
verbally ask the bird to “Step Up” while putting slight pressure on the front of the bird’s legs. Once the bird is on your
hand, secure the jesses in lock two and position yourself between the bird and the perching to prevent the animal from
hopping back to the perch. While inside the enclosure, attach the swivel to the jesses. Both ends of the jesses should be
passed through the swivel’s stationary ring (large end). Then the rotating ring (small end) should be passed through
both the jess slits and pulled snugly (see diagram). Attach the lead to the swivel by inserting the end of the lead through
the rotating ring (small end) of the swivel and pull the lead all the way to the end. Secure all four locks before leaving
the enclosure. Close and secure the enclosure. Flip the “In Use” tag.
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Collecting from the Transport: Undo the falconer’s knot on the outside of the transport and secure the end of the lead
in your right hand. Open the door of the transport container slowly and carefully. Position your body to fill the space of
the open door. Secure the jesses in the first lock with your left hand and verbally ask the bird to “Step Up”. Step the
bird up onto your hand by putting slight pressure on the front of the bird’s legs. Slowly remove the bird from the
transport container and position yourself between the bird and the transport container to prevent the bird from
attempting to hop back into the transport container. Secure all four locks. Close the door of the transport container,
but do not latch shut.
Handling: When handling a bird, keep the lead and jesses secure at all times. Hold your left hand parallel to the ground
at a 90 degree angle to your body, bending at the elbow. Hold your elbow slightly away from your body. Hold your
hand with your thumb facing up. Keep your hand still when displaying the bird. Keep the bird balanced at all times.
Make sure to give the bird enough jess so it can position and readjust its feet comfortably without walking up your
forearm. The bird should always be sitting on your fist/wrist. If you need to reposition the bird to move up or down
your arm, raise or lower your hand; the bird will move to the higher position. Raise your hand to move the bird away
from your body and lower your hand to move the bird closer to your body. Keep the bird facing forward at all times. If a
bird turns around on your hand, twist or rotate your left hand to encourage the bird to correct its position. In extreme
cases, place your right hand at the base of the tail and gently apply pressure. The bird should turn around to the correct
position.
Bating: If the bird bates while handling, immediately help the bird back to your hand. Place your right hand on the
chest of the bird and guide her back to your left hand. Do not walk while a bird is bating. Hold your left arm still and
don’t let it drop toward the ground. Once the bird has returned to your hand, make sure all of your locks are secured
and that the jesses are not twisted.
Returning to the Transport: Position yourself in front of the crate and release locks two, three and four but maintain
lock one. Hold the end of the lead in your right hand. Open the door to the transport container. Back the bird into the
crate and allow it to step back onto the Astroturf mat. Watch that you do not damage the bird’s tail feathers. Maintain
hold of the end of the lead as you release lock one. Shut and secure the door. Release the lead and secure it to the
outside of the transport container using a falconer’s knot.
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Returning to the Enclosure: Place the transport container in the catch cage. Remove the bird from the transport using
the handling protocols outlined above. Once all four locks are secure, proceed to the bird’s enclosure. Enter the bird’s
enclosure and secure the door behind you. Release locks three and four and remove the lead from the swivel. Remove
the swivel from the jesses while maintaining locks one and two. Keep the bird balanced while removing equipment.
Place the bird backward onto a perch and allow her to step off. Do not let the bird fly from your hand to the perch.
Remove both jesses from the anklets. Be careful that you do not pull any of her feathers through the grommet of the
anklet. Exit and secure the enclosure. Return the jesses, swivel and lead and hang them on the hook next to the bird’s
enclosure. Flip the “In Use” tag. Remove the Astroturf mat and clean with disinfectant at the crate cleaning station and
leave to dry. If the transport is dirty, clean with disinfectant at the crate cleaning station and leave to dry. If a “Feed Me
Out” tag is placed on the transport and/or the enclosure, feed out the bird’s diet. Only AR and Outreach staff will be
certified on feeding “Sydney” out. “Sydney” is fed by hand. Dangle her diet above her beak and allow her to grab it.
Her diet will consist of mice, meat eating bird (MEB) diet, and/or a variety of live invertebrates. Note the amount of diet
consumed on the DSR. Discard the remainder of the diet and clean your dishes.
PRESENTATION GUIDELINES
Presentation Methods: You may present the tawny frogmouth on your hand or on a bow perch.
- To present the tawny frogmouth on your hand, follow the handling protocols outlined above.
- AR and Outreach staff may present the frogmouth on a bow perch. Other handlers need prior approval from the AR
manager and additional training before utilizing this technique. To present the frogmouth on the bow perch, place the
perch in an adequate location on the ground. The bird should have a large enough radius to allow it to hop off the perch
and not hit any objects. With the bird on your left hand and locks one and two secured, take the end of the lead and tie
a falconer’s knot to the O-ring on the perch. Once the lead is secured to the perch allow the bird to step backward onto
the perch by gently touching the back of its legs to the perch. Do not leave the bird unattended on the perch. When
removing the bird from the perch, the bird must be stepped up onto your left hand and the first two locks secured
before undoing the falconer’s knot.
Touching: Is not allowed
TEMPERATURE/ENVIRONMENTAL GUIDELINES
Temperature Range: 65°-90° with no restrictions
Temperature Control: Lightly shower the frogmouth with a water spray bottle when temperatures are high. Misting
the bird’s feet and legs will cool it down quicker than misting its feathers.
HUSBANDRY GUIDELINES
When collecting and returning the frogmouth, make sure to check the Three L’s – Life, Liquid and Locks.

☒ Manager Approved: HJB - 6/21/2014
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Date: 6/21/2014

Area: Animal Handling and Presentation Protocol

Animal Group: Owls & hawks
Common Name: Burrowing owl “Cholla”, great horned owl “Annie”, spectacled owl “Tikal”, & Harris’ hawk “Merlin"
Scientific Name: Athene cunicularia, Bubo virginianus, Pulsatrix perspicillata, & Parabuteo unicinctus
Level: Advanced Bird - B
Handling – Burrowing owl

Presenting on a Bow Perch – Harris’ hawk

GENERAL GUIDELINES
Usage: Once a day; five days a week
Transport: Designated crate
Substrate: Astroturf mat
Supplies Needed: Raptor glove, lead, swivel
General: All raptors are held with a glove on the left hand. The Four Locks method is utilized for handling the raptors. It
is as follows:
- First Lock – Place the jesses securely between the thumb and index finger
- Second Lock – Place the jesses back between the middle and ring finger. (Shorter jesses may be placed between the
index and middle finger.)
- Third Lock – Wrap the lead around the ring and pinkie finger twice. Make sure the loops you form with the lead are
small enough that the bird can’t get tangled in it if it bates. Close the left hand, securing the jesses and lead in your
glove. The swivel should always be located below your pinkie finger so it is always available to grab with your right hand
in case the bird bates.
- Fourth Lock – Either wrap the remaining free lead around the ring and pinkie fingers of your gloved hand and close
your fist OR secure the free end of the lead in the right hand.

Lock 1
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SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
Signs of Stress:
- Aggressive posturing
- Bating or attempting to fly from the glove
- Biting at the glove
- Clacking the beak (owls only)
- Excessive defecating
- Excessive vocalizing
- Fluffing up feathers
- Footing or attempting to foot
- Holding wings out
- Panting
- Posturing horizontally for long periods
- Raising hackles
- Swaying (owls only)
Return the raptor to the transport container and remove from the area immediately if it is exhibiting any signs of stress.
INDIVIDUAL ANIMAL GUIDELINES
Collecting from the Enclosure: The raptors will be pre-boxed by Animal Resources staff and will be located in the AR
office. Make sure the end of the lead is secured to the outside of the crate and that you have a raptor glove. Only AR
staff are certified to collect raptors from their enclosures. Special consideration may be made for other handlers if
necessary, but additional training and prior approval from the AR manager is required. To collect a raptor from its
enclosure, find the correct transport container and place a rubber or Astroturf mat in the bottom. Set the transport
container on the table provided inside the weathering yard. Place a raptor glove on your left hand and collect the swivel
and lead. Enter the enclosure and shut the door behind you. Approach the bird slowly, quietly and as close to their
level as possible. Extend your gloved hand toward the jesses of the bird and secure the jesses in lock one. If the jesses
are behind the bird, you may reposition them to the front. Use your gloved hand to shield your bare hand while
repositioning jesses. While grabbing the jesses, if you only have a hold of one jess and the bird attempts to fly,
immediately release the jess to prevent potential injury to the animal. Once both jesses are secured in lock one verbally
ask the bird to “Step Up” while putting slight pressure on the front of the bird’s legs. Once the bird is on the glove,
secure the jesses in lock two and position yourself between the bird and the perching to prevent the animal from
hopping back to the perch. While inside the mew, attach the swivel to the jesses. Both ends of the jesses should be
passed through the swivel’s stationary ring (large end). Then the rotating ring (small end) should be passed through
both the jess slits and pulled snugly (see diagram). Attach the lead to the swivel by inserting the end of the lead through
the rotating ring (small end) of the swivel and pull the lead all the way to the end. Secure all four locks before leaving
the enclosure. Close and secure the enclosure. Flip the “In Use” tag.
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Collecting from the Transport: Place a raptor glove on your left hand. Undo the falconer’s knot on the outside of the
transport and secure the end of the lead in your right hand. Open the door of the transport container slowly and
carefully. Position your body to fill the space of the open door. Secure the jesses in the first lock with your gloved hand
and verbally ask the bird to “Step Up”. Step the bird up onto the glove by putting slight pressure on the front of the
bird’s legs. Slowly remove the bird from the transport container and position yourself between the bird and the
transport container to prevent the bird from attempting to hop back into the transport container. Secure all four locks.
Close the door of the transport container, but do not latch shut.
Handling: When handling a raptor on the glove, keep the lead and jesses secure at all times. Hold your gloved hand
parallel to the ground at a 90 degree angle to your body, bending at the elbow. Hold your elbow slightly away from your
body. Hold your hand with your thumb facing up. Keep the glove still when displaying the bird. Keep the bird balanced
at all times. Make sure to give the bird enough jess so it can position and readjust its feet comfortably without walking
up your forearm. The bird should always be sitting on your fist/wrist. If you need to reposition the bird to move up or
down your glove, raise or lower your hand; the bird will move to the higher position. Raise your glove to move the bird
away from your body and lower your glove to move the bird closer to your body. Keep the bird facing forward at all
times. If a bird turns around on the glove, twist or rotate your glove to encourage the bird to correct its position. In
extreme cases, place your right hand at the base of the tail and gently apply pressure. The bird should turn around to
the correct position.
Bating: If the bird bates while on the glove, immediately cinch the jesses tight by grabbing a hold of the swivel with your
right hand and pulling the jesses. Do not walk while a bird is bating. Hold your gloved arm still and don’t let it drop
toward the ground. With larger raptors you may need to extend your arm fully out so it is in line with your shoulder to
prevent the raptor from hitting the ground while bating. Allow the bird to find its way back to the glove. If the bird tires
itself and winds up dangling from the glove after the bate, use your right hand and gently place your hand between the
bird’s shoulders and guide them up to the glove. Once the bird has returned to the glove, make sure all of your locks are
secured and that the jesses are not twisted.
Returning to the Transport: Position yourself in front of the crate and release locks two, three and four but maintain
lock one. Hold the end of the lead in your right hand. Open the door to the transport container. Back the bird into the
crate and allow them to step back onto the perch. Watch that you do not damage the bird’s tail feathers. If the raptor
attempts to turn and jump prematurely into the crate, place your free hand behind their head, above their shoulders to
create a visual block. Maintain hold of the end of the lead as you release lock one. Shut and secure the door. Release
the lead and secure it to the outside of the transport container using a falconer’s knot.
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Returning to the Enclosure: Place the transport container on the table located in the weathering yard. Remove the bird
from the transport using the handling protocols outlined above. Once all four locks are secure, proceed to the bird’s
enclosure. Enter the bird’s enclosure and secure the door behind you. Release locks three and four and remove the
lead from the swivel. Remove the swivel from the jesses while maintaining locks one and two. Keep the bird balanced
while removing equipment. Place the bird backward onto a perch and allow them to step off. Do not let the bird fly
from your glove to the perch. Exit and secure the enclosure. Return the swivel and lead and hang them on the hook
next to the raptor’s enclosure. Flip the “In Use” tag. Return the leather glove to the AR office. Remove the rubber or
Astroturf mat and clean with disinfectant at the crate cleaning station and leave to dry. If the transport is dirty, clean
with disinfectant at the crate cleaning station and leave to dry. If a “Feed Me Out” tag is placed on the transport and/or
the enclosure, feed out the raptor’s diet. Place the diet on the Astroturf mat located on a platform in their enclosure
and clean your dishes. Only AR and Outreach staff will be certified on feeding Harris’ hawk “Merlin.” “Merlin” is fed by
hand. Her diet will consist of mice and meat eating bird (MEB) diet. Note the amount of diet consumed on the DSR.
Discard the remainder of the diet and clean your dishes.
Transporting: When transporting a raptor in a vehicle, position the crate so the perch is parallel to the direction of
travel.
PRESENTATION GUIDELINES
Presentation Methods: You may present the raptor on the glove or on a bow perch.
- To present the raptor on the glove, follow the handling protocols outlined above.
- AR and Outreach staff may present the raptors on the bow perch. Other handlers need prior approval from the AR
manager and additional training before utilizing this technique. To present the raptors on a bow perch, place the perch
in an adequate location on the ground. The bird should have a large enough radius to allow it to hop off the perch and
not hit any objects. With the bird on the glove and locks one and two secured, take the end of the lead and tie a
falconer’s knot to the O-ring on the perch. Once the lead is secured to the perch allow the bird to step backward onto
the perch by gently touching the back of its legs to the perch. Do not leave the bird unattended on the perch. When
removing the bird from the perch, the bird must be stepped up onto the glove and the first two locks secured before
undoing the falconer’s knot.
Touching: Is not allowed
TEMPERATURE/ENVIRONMENTAL GUIDELINES
Temperature Range: 65°-90° with no restrictions
Temperature Control: Lightly shower the raptor with a water spray bottle when temperatures are high. Misting the
bird’s feet and legs will cool it down quicker than misting its feathers.
HUSBANDRY GUIDELINES
When collecting and returning the raptor, make sure to check the Three L’s – Life, Liquid and Locks.
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Date: 6/21/2014

Area: Animal Handling and Presentation Protocol

Common Name: American kestrels “Danica” & “Patrick”
Scientific Name: Falco sparverius
Level: Advanced Bird - B
Handling – male

Handling – female

GENERAL GUIDELINES
Usage: Once a day; five days a week
Transport: Designated crate
Substrate: Astroturf mat
Supplies Needed: Raptor glove, lead, swivel
General: All raptors are held with a glove on the left hand. A modified version of the Four Locks method is utilized for
handling the kestrels. It is as follows:
- First Lock – Place the jesses securely between the thumb and index finger
- Second Lock* – Place the length of the jesses along the palm of your hand and wrap the lead behind the back of your
hand, bringing the lead up between the middle and ring finger.
- Third Lock* – Wrap the lead around the ring and pinkie finger twice. Make sure the loops you form with the lead are
small enough that the bird can’t get tangled in it if it bates. Close the left hand, securing the jesses and lead in your
glove.
- Fourth Lock – Either wrap the remaining free lead around the ring and pinkie fingers of your gloved hand and close
your fist OR secure the free end of the lead in the right hand.

Lock 1
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SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
Signs of Stress:
- Aggressive posturing
- Bating or attempting to fly from the glove
- Biting at the glove
- Excessive defecating
- Excessive vocalizing
- Fanning out tail
- Fluffing up feathers
- Footing or attempting to foot
- Holding wings out
- Panting
- Posturing horizontally for long periods
- Raising hackles
- Tail bobbing
Return the kestrel to the transport container and remove from the area immediately if it is exhibiting any signs of stress.
INDIVIDUAL ANIMAL GUIDELINES
Collecting from the Enclosure: The raptors will be pre-boxed by Animal Resources staff and will be located in the AR
office. Make sure the end of the lead is secured to the outside of the crate and that you have a raptor glove. Only AR
staff are certified to collect raptors from their enclosures. To collect a raptor from its enclosure, find the correct
transport container and place an Astroturf mat in the bottom. Set the transport container on the table provided inside
the weathering yard. Place a raptor glove on your left hand and collect the lead and swivel. Enter the enclosure slowly
and shut the door behind you. Kestrels are known for flying around the enclosure when collecting and returning. Use
extra caution when entering and exiting their enclosure. Wait for the kestrels to calm down before approaching.
Approach the bird slowly, quietly and as close to their level as possible. Extend your gloved hand toward the bird and
verbally ask the bird to “Step Up”. The bird will hop onto your glove. Once on the glove, secure the jesses in lock one
only! While grabbing the jesses, if you only have a hold of one jess and the bird bates, immediately release the jess to
prevent potential injury to the animal. Once the bird is on the glove, position yourself between the bird and the
perching to prevent the animal from hopping back to the perch. While inside the mew, attach the swivel to the jesses.
Both ends of the jesses should be passed through the swivel’s stationary ring (large end). Then the rotating ring (small
end) should be passed through both the jess slits and pulled snugly (see diagram). Attach the lead to the swivel by
inserting the end of the lead through the rotating ring (small end) of the swivel and pull the lead through the slit in the
lead until tight. Secure all four locks before leaving the enclosure. These individuals are housed as a pair; make sure the
other kestrel does not escape as you enter and exit the enclosure. Close and secure the enclosure. Flip the “In Use” tag.
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Collecting from the Transport: Place a raptor glove on your left hand. Undo the falconer’s knot on the outside of the
transport and secure the end of the lead in your right hand. Open the door of the transport container slowly and
carefully. Position your body to fill the space of the open door. Secure the jesses in the first lock with your gloved hand
and verbally ask the bird to “Step Up”. Step the bird up onto the glove by putting slight pressure on the front of the
bird’s legs. Slowly remove the bird from the transport container and position yourself between the bird and the
transport container to prevent the bird from attempting to hop back into the transport container. Secure all four locks
utilizing the modified version. Close the door of the transport container, but do not latch shut.
Handling: When handling a raptor on the glove, keep the lead and jesses secure at all times. Hold your gloved hand
parallel to the ground at a 90 degree angle to your body, bending at the elbow. Hold your elbow slightly away from your
body. Hold your hand with your thumb facing up. Keep the glove still when displaying the bird. Keep the bird balanced
at all times. Make sure to give the bird enough jess so it can position and readjust its feet comfortably without walking
up your forearm. The bird should always be sitting on your fist/wrist. If you need to reposition the bird to move up or
down your glove, raise or lower your hand; the bird will move to the higher position. Raise your glove to move the bird
away from your body and lower your glove to move the bird closer to your body. Keep the bird facing forward at all
times. If a bird turns around on the glove, twist or rotate your glove to encourage the bird to correct its position. In
extreme cases, place your right hand at the base of the tail and gently apply pressure. The bird should turn around to
the correct position.
Bating: If the bird bates while on the glove, immediately cinch the jesses tight by grabbing a hold of the swivel with your
right hand and pulling the jesses. Do not walk while a bird is bating. Hold your gloved arm still and don’t let it drop
toward the ground. Allow the bird to find its way back to the glove. If the bird tires itself and winds up dangling from
the glove after the bate, use your right hand and gently place your hand between the bird’s shoulders and guide them
up to the glove. Once the bird has returned to the glove, make sure all of your locks are secured and that the jesses are
not twisted.
Returning to the Transport: Position yourself in front of the crate and release locks two, three and four but maintain
lock one. Hold the end of the lead in your right hand. Open the door to the transport container. Back the bird into the
crate and allow them to step back onto the Astroturf mat. Watch that you do not damage the bird’s tail feathers.
Maintain hold of the end of the lead as you release lock one. Shut and secure the door. Release the lead and secure it
to the outside of the transport container using a falconer’s knot.
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Returning to the Enclosure: Place the transport container on the table located in the weathering yard. Remove the bird
from the transport using the handling protocols outlined above. Once all four locks are secure, proceed to the bird’s
enclosure. Enter the bird’s enclosure slowly and secure the door behind you. Release locks two, three, and four and
remove the lead from the swivel. Remove the swivel from the jesses while maintaining locks one only! Keep the bird
balanced while removing equipment. Place the bird backward onto a perch and allow them to step off. Do not let the
bird fly from your glove to the perch. Exit and secure the enclosure. Return the swivel and lead and hang them on the
hook next to the raptor’s enclosure. Flip the “In Use” tag. Return the leather glove to the AR office. Remove the
Astroturf mat and clean with disinfectant at the crate cleaning station and leave to dry. If the transport is dirty, clean
with disinfectant at the crate cleaning station and leave to dry. If a “Feed Me Out” tag is placed on the transport and/or
the enclosure, feed out the raptor’s diet. (Note: kestrels have to be fed inside their crates to prevent food competition
between the individuals.) Place the diet on the Astroturf mat inside the crate. Allow the bird at least 20-30 minutes to
eat their diet before returning to the enclosure. Clean any dirty dishes.
PRESENTATION GUIDELINES
Presentation Methods: You may present the kestrel on the glove.
- To present the kestrel on the glove, follow the handling protocols outlined above.
Touching: Is not allowed
TEMPERATURE/ENVIRONMENTAL GUIDELINES
Temperature Range: 65°-90° with no restrictions
Temperature Control: Lightly shower the kestrel with a water spray bottle when temperatures are high. Misting the
bird’s feet and legs will cool it down quicker than misting its feathers.
HUSBANDRY GUIDELINES
When collecting and returning the kestrel, make sure to check the Three L’s – Life, Liquid and Locks.
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Animal Resources Protocol
Date: 6/21/2014

Area: Animal Handling and Presentation Protocol

Common Name: Burmese python
Scientific Name: Python molurus bivittatus
Level: Expert Snake - C
Handling

Presenting on the Ground

GENERAL GUIDELINES
Usage: Once a day; three days a week
Transport: Designated plastic transport container
Substrate: Newspaper
Supplies Needed: Diluted vinegar spray bottle, extra-large snake hook
General: The Burmese python must be collected, presented and returned with at least four people. The person
handling the front end of the snake must be expert snake certified. The second handler must be expert snake certified
and the third, advanced snake certified. The fourth handler and any additional handler(s) must be basic snake certified.
The expert snake handler controlling the head of the snake is responsible for providing directions to the other handlers.
Snakes cannot be used in a program when they are shedding or feeding. A snake’s eyes will turn an opaque/blue color
and its scales become dull/hazy in appearance prior to shedding. Do not handle a snake during the shedding process as
they have poor visibility and are likely to be defensive. A blue tag that says “Snake is Blue” will be posted on the snake’s
enclosure by reptile keepers. Do not place a blue tag on the enclosure if you are the first to find a snake is shedding.
Instead, inform the reptile keepers and they will verify that the snake is shedding before placing a tag on the enclosure.
Do not handle the large pythons for a week after they are fed. A green tag that says “Snake is Feeding” will be posted on
the snake’s enclosure by reptile keepers on the day it is fed and will be removed by reptile keepers after a week.
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SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
Signs of Stress:
- Balling up
- Biting
- Constricting
- Erratic, twitching movement
- Excessive movement
- Extreme lethargy
- Gaping
- Hissing
- Limp
- Musking – releasing an unpleasant fluid from the vent – usually milky white in color
- “Rattling” its tail
- Rigid
- Strike position - rearing its head and upper body off the ground
- Striking
- Tracking
- Voiding
Return the snake to the transport container and remove from the area immediately if it is exhibiting any signs of stress.
Snake Bite: If a snake bites and won’t let go, take the diluted vinegar spray bottle and squirt it into its mouth. The
nozzle should be adjusted to a sharp stream, not a mist. The unpleasant taste should cause the snake to let go.
INDIVIDUAL ANIMAL GUIDELINES
Collecting from the Enclosure: At least four people must collect the Burmese python from its enclosure. This animal is
housed in the Bush House on the Children’s Zoo trail. Call a reptile keeper to get permission to enter the Bush House
and the snake’s enclosure. Before acquiring the snake, make sure the diluted vinegar spray bottle is within reach. Find
the correct transport container and open the lid. Collect the extra-large snake hook. Locate the snake in the enclosure
before opening. Open the home enclosure and move the furniture around if necessary to access the snake. Gently
touch the snake on its back with the rounded part of the snake hook prior to picking it up to gauge its behavior. Use the
snake hook to move the snake’s head into a position where you can safely pick the snake up. An expert snake certified
handler should get a secure hold behind the head. Verify that the snake is not shedding. The remainder of the handlers
can start lifting the rest of the body, supporting as much of the body as possible on their hands and forearms. Place the
snake tail first into the transport container. Do not release the hold behind the head until you are ready to close the lid.
Secure the transport container. Move the furniture back to the original location and close and secure the enclosure.
Flip the “In Use” tag. Bring the snake hook and diluted vinegar spray bottle with you to the program.
Collecting from the Transport: Locate the snake in the transport before opening the container. Gently touch the snake
on its back prior to picking it up to gauge its behavior. When removing, an expert snake certified handler should gain
control of the head as soon as the lid is opened. Then, carefully lift and unwind the snake from the transport with the
help of the other handlers.
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Handling: The Burmese python must be handled with at least four handlers. Hold the snake with both hands. Support
as much of the body as possible on the hands and forearms of all handlers. Move the snake as necessary to control. Do
not squeeze, grab or poke the snake to prevent damage to its spine and ribs. Keep the orientation of the snake so its
belly is facing down.
Returning to the Transport: Gently place the snake tail first back into the transport container. Do not release the hold
behind the head until you are ready to close the lid. Secure the lid in place. Make sure the snake is clear of the lid
before securing.
Returning to the Enclosure: Call a reptile keeper to get permission to enter the Bush House and the snake’s enclosure.
Remove the snake from the transport container and put it back in the enclosure tail first. Do not release the hold on the
snake’s head until the rest of the snake is already in place and the rest of the handlers are out of the way. Exit, close and
secure the enclosure. Flip the “In Use” tag. If the transport container and/or substrate is dirty, discard the substrate
and clean the transport with disinfectant. Return the transport container to the storage area. Disinfect, rinse and return
the snake hook.
PRESENTATION GUIDELINES
Presentation Methods: You may present the snake in your hands, on the ground or using the audience “tree”
demonstration.
- To present the snake in your hands, follow the handling protocols outlined above. Do not attempt to hold large snakes
for lengthy presentations (10+ minutes).
- To present the snake on the ground, carefully place the snake on the ground tail first. The handler in control of the
head should keep hold of it until the rest of the body is on the ground and the other handlers have moved away. When
on the ground there must be a barrier between the snake and the audience and the snake’s head should never be closer
than three feet from the audience. An expert snake certified handler needs to be in place to move the head and front of
the body if necessary and all other handlers should be on standby. The snake hook may be used to reposition the body
during the presentation. If the presentation is done inside, be sure to disinfect the floor.
- To present the snake using the audience “tree” demonstration, audience members may help support the body of the
snake as long as an expert snake certified handler is controlling the head. Advise the volunteers to hold their hands out
away from them and support the snake’s body with their forearms. Do not let the snake wrap around anyone’s waist.
Do not attempt to hold large snakes for lengthy presentations (10+ minutes).
Touching: Guests may gently touch the back of the snake with one hand going in the direction the scales lay. Monitor
the snake for signs of stress. Position the snake so its head is facing away from guests. Keep guests’ hands away from
the snake’s head. For small, controlled audiences, the snake can be placed on the ground and two to three people at a
time may come up and touch the snake. A certified handler will be positioned to control the head at all times. Make
sure people do not step on the snake while it is on the ground. For larger audiences, the snake may be carried around a
stationary audience (usually a line or large circle). To minimize the length of time carrying the animal, the presenters
should make one pass by the audience as they are allowed to touch. Sanitize hands after touching.
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TEMPERATURE/ENVIRONMENTAL GUIDELINES
Temperature Range: 65°-90° with no restrictions
50°-65° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a hot pack in its transport container
90°-105° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a cold pack in its transport container
Temperature Control: Place hot or cold packs on the inside of the transport container when the temperatures reach the
extreme ends of the temperature range. Hot and cold packs should be wrapped in a pillowcase or cloth cover.
HUSBANDRY GUIDELINES
When collecting and returning the snake, make sure to check the Three L’s – Life, Liquid and Locks.
- Tropical snake species will occasionally wheeze, especially in our dry, desert environment. This is not a sign of stress
and you may continue to use the snake on your program. If you hear any wheezing, notify a reptile keeper and note it
on the DSR.
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Date: 6/21/2014

Area: Animal Handling and Presentation Protocol

Common Name: Giant Flemish rabbits
Scientific Name: Oryctolagus cuniculus
Level: Expert Mammal - C
Handling

Picking Up

GENERAL GUIDELINES
Usage: Once a day; five days a week
Transport: Designated crate
Substrate: Eco-bedding or hay
Supplies Needed: Water bottle, rewards (apple, corn, cheerios), target stick (optional), large black corral (optional)
General: Mammals must have access to water at all times.
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
Signs of Stress:
- Biting
- Excessive movement
- Freezing in place
- Jumping
- Lethargy
- Losing clumps of hair
- Rapid breathing
- Thumping
- Urinating/defecating
- Vocalizing – screaming or growling
Return the rabbit to the transport container and remove from the area immediately if it is exhibiting any signs of stress.
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INDIVIDUAL ANIMAL GUIDELINES
Collecting from the Enclosure: Find the correct transport container and open the door. Collect a clean water bottle, fill
it up with water and attach it to the transport. Locate the rabbits in the enclosure before opening. Open the home
enclosure and move the furniture around if necessary to access the rabbit. Gently touch the rabbit on its back prior to
picking it up to gauge its behavior. Position yourself so that the rabbit is facing away from you. Gently pick up the
rabbit. Your right hand should be positioned on their chest behind their front limbs and the left hand should support
their rump so their feet are positioned out in front of them. Use your fingers on your left hand to hold their back legs
together so they don’t kick out. Hold the rabbit close to your body. Place the rabbit in the transport container and
secure the door. Move the furniture back to the original location and close and secure the enclosure. Flip the “In Use”
tag. These individuals are housed in pairs; make sure the other rabbit does not escape from the enclosure.
Collecting from the Transport: Locate the rabbit in the transport before opening the door. Gently touch the rabbit on
its back prior to picking it up to gauge its behavior. Position the rabbit so its head is facing away from you. Gently pick
up the rabbit following the handling protocols outlined above.
Handling: Due to the rabbit’s large size, handling of the rabbit should be limited. Only handle the rabbit when
absolutely necessary. When holding, your right hand should be positioned on their chest behind their front limbs and
the left hand should support their rump so their feet are positioned out in front of them. Use your fingers on your left
hand to hold their back legs together so they don’t kick out. Hold the rabbit close to your body. Due to the rabbit’s
large size you must always fully support the rump when handling to prevent injury. Do not allow the rabbit to place its
back feet on anything where it could get the leverage to jump out of your arms.
Returning to the Transport: Gently place the rabbit head first into its transport container. Do not let the rabbit jump or
scramble into the transport. Make sure all four feet are securely on the floor of the transport before releasing the
rabbit. Secure the door.
Returning to the Enclosure: Open the enclosure. Enter the enclosure with the rabbit’s transport and place the crate on
the ground. Open the crate door and allow the rabbit to exit on its own. Exit the enclosure and secure it behind you.
Flip the “In Use” tag. Remove the water bottle from the transport and clean it. Leave it in the dish drying station. If the
transport container and/or substrate is dirty, discard the substrate and clean the transport with disinfectant. Return the
transport container to the storage area.
Transporting: Due to the size of the transport container and the weight of the rabbit, transport containers must be
carried by two individuals at all times.
PRESENTATION GUIDELINES
Presentation Methods: You may present the rabbit in the large black corral or on the ground.
- To present the rabbit in the large black corral, set the corral on the ground and place the rabbit inside. If the ground is
dirty place a clean barrier (e.g., newspaper, butcher paper) between the ground and the rabbit. Monitor the rabbit at all
times. You may ask the rabbit for trained behaviors during your presentation. Disinfect the corral after use.
- To present the rabbit on the ground, place them gently down. Monitor the rabbit at all times. You may ask the rabbit
for trained behaviors during your presentation. This presentation method can only be used at the Enchanted Forest
Amphitheatre.
- Due to their popularity with guests, there must be two individuals present when presenting the rabbits – one person to
handle the rabbit, the other to provide crowd control.
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Touching: Guests may gently touch the back of the rabbit with two fingers. Monitor the rabbit for signs of stress.
Position the rabbit so its head is facing away from the guests. Keep guests’ hands away from the head of the rabbit.
Sanitize hands after touching.
TEMPERATURE/ENVIRONMENTAL GUIDELINES
Temperature Range: 55°-80° with no restrictions
40°-55° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a hot pack in its transport container
80°-90° animal may be used for five minutes, but must have access to a cold pack and/or ice bottle in its transport
container
This is an exception to our general temperature guidelines as giant Flemish rabbits are especially prone to overheating
due to their large size.
Temperature Control: Place hot or cold packs on the outside of the transport container when the temperatures reach
the extreme ends of the temperature range. Ice bottles may be placed inside the transport container with the rabbit.
HUSBANDRY GUIDELINES
When collecting and returning the rabbit, make sure to check the Three L’s – Life, Liquid and Locks.
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Animal Resources Protocol
Date: 6/21/2014

Area: Animal Handling and Presentation Protocol

Common Name: Chickens
Scientific Name: Gallus gallus
Level: Basic Bird - C
Handling

Handling Variation

GENERAL GUIDELINES
Usage: Once a day; four days a week
Transport: Designated crate
Substrate: Hay, newspaper or towel
Supplies Needed: Water crock, water spray bottle, worms (optional)
General: Chickens must have access to water at all times.
1.3 Chickens 11337, 11338, 12061, 12276 are part of the Farm animal collection and are located on exhibit in the
chicken coop down on the farm. 1.0 Chicken 11717 is part of the AR animal collection and is located in the APC outside
runs.
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
Signs of Stress:
- Biting/pecking
- Droopy wings
- Excessive defecating
- Excessive movement
- Gaping
- Restlessness
- Squawking
Return the chicken to the transport container and remove from the area immediately if it is exhibiting any signs of
stress.
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INDIVIDUAL ANIMAL GUIDELINES
Collecting from the Enclosure: 1.3 Chickens 11337, 11338, 12061, 12276 - Please contact Farm 21 on the radio to let
them know what chicken you are taking. The chicken crates, water crocks and hay are located in the Horse Barn. Obtain
these items from the Horse Barn. Enter the chicken coop and open the transport container. Move the furniture around
if necessary to access the chicken. Gently touch the chicken on its back prior to picking it up to gauge its behavior.
Collect the chicken from the enclosure following the handling protocols outlined above. Place the chicken head first into
its transport container and secure the door. Move any furniture back to its original location and close and secure the
enclosure. You may also use worms to get the chicken to walk into the crate or come up to you inside the enclosure.
1.0 Chicken 11717 - The chicken crate is located inside his enclosure. Hay and water crocks are located inside APC
mammals. Enter the chicken’s enclosure and open the transport container. Move the furniture around if necessary to
access the chicken. Gently touch the chicken on its back prior to picking it up to gauge its behavior. Collect the chicken
from the enclosure following the handling protocols outlined above. Place the chicken head first into its transport
container and secure the door. Move any furniture back to its original location and close and secure the enclosure. Flip
the “In Use” tag.
Collecting from the Transport: Gently touch the chicken on its back prior to picking it up to gauge its behavior. Position
the chicken so its head is facing away from you. Gently pick the chicken up with both your hands. Your hands should be
placed on both sides holding the wings into its body, with your thumbs on top. Remove from the transport.
Handling: Hold the chicken with your right arm between its legs and your right hand resting on its breastbone. Hold the
chicken into your body so its left wing is held down by your side. Use your left hand to secure its right wing.
Returning to the Transport: Place the chicken head first into its transport container. Secure the door in place.
Returning to the Enclosure: 1.3 Chickens 11337, 11338, 12061, 12276 - Enter the chicken enclosure and place the
transport on the ground. Open the transport container and allow the chicken to walk out. Or you may remove the
chicken using the handling protocols outlined above. Place the chicken on the ground. Exit and secure the enclosure.
Remove the water crock from the transport container and clean it. If the transport and/or substrate is dirty, discard the
substrate and clean the transport with disinfectant. Return the transport container to the Horse Barn. Contact Farm 21
on the radio and inform them that you have returned the chicken to its enclosure. 1.0 Chicken 11717 - Enter the chicken
enclosure and place the transport on the ground. Open the transport container and remove the chicken using the
handling protocols outlined above. Place the chicken on the ground. Exit and secure the enclosure. Flip the “In Use”
tag. Remove the water crock from the transport container and clean it. Leave it in the dish drying station. If the
transport and/or substrate is dirty, discard the substrate and clean the transport with disinfectant. Return the transport
container to the chicken’s enclosure.
PRESENTATION GUIDELINES
Presentation Methods: You may present the chickens in your hands or on the ground.
- To present the chicken in your hands, follow the handling protocols outlined above.
- To present the chicken on the ground, you must be in an indoor location with all doors secured. Monitor the chicken
at all times and keep it in the designated presentation area.
Touching: Guests may gently touch the back of the chicken with two fingers. Monitor the chicken for signs of stress.
Position the chicken so its head is facing away from the guests. Keep guests’ hands away from the head of the chicken.
Sanitize hands after touching.
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TEMPERATURE/ENVIRONMENTAL GUIDELINES
Temperature Range: 65°-90° with no restrictions
Temperature Control: Lightly shower the chicken with a water spray bottle when temperatures are high. Misting the
bird’s feet and legs will cool it down quicker than misting its feathers.
HUSBANDRY GUIDELINES
When collecting and returning the chicken, make sure to check the Three L’s – Life, Liquid and Locks.
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